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Chapter

INTRODUCTION

These are times when, for reasons that are not at all clear to
most of us, the urban place--that mundane and widely relied upon engine
of our societyhas come upon unexpectedly intense levels of difficulty.
This nation is built around the social productivity of this elaborate
social mechanism. Its capacity to produce such ordinary goods and ser-
vices as fresh water and public transportation has been taken for granted
over the whole of the two centuries of our national existence. To these
we have now added a lengthy inventory of claims. So deeply seated are
our expectations toward It that even though the so-called urban crisis
has been with us for almost two decades, we are still not quite able to
come to terms with the possibility that we may have te Modify our concep-
tion of what a city is and what it can accomplish in light of the basic
changes taking place in our society as a whole.

Community development is a familiar way of attending to some
familiar dysfunctions that disrupt the orderly flow of urban services.
The Division of Community and Organization Development of the Uni-dersity
of Washington, under whose auspices the studies reported here were car-
ried out, has been engaged In helping revise the tangled skein of urban
concerns for over a quarter of a century. Its services have been sought
out by virtually every city in the state; many communities have returned
to seek out assistance numerous times. The generally high quality of
local government across the State of Washington indicates that these ef-
forts have not been without effect.

Still, no one familiar with the local ,, 'le would deny the

istence of some nagging, intractable difficulties which prejudice the
public's confidence against local government's viability as a productive'
mechanism. We should now like to turn to the nature of some of these
difficulties.

CHA GING CHARACTER OF URBAN PRODLEPS

One of the most striking ways of coming to an appreciation of
the nature of the difficulty in which the modern urban center finds it-
self is to compare the kinds of things that the Hniversity's consultants
did 4 the name of community development a quartrr of a century ago with
what they are called upon to do today.

Establishing parks was almost a fad in the years immediately
fol owing World War II. It appears that it was not merely the urge to



beautlf the environs and break the surge of housing development that led
ram/ cities to turn in this direction in the early fifties. One suspects
that in some of these places the opening of a park in or near the city
center came to sionify some of what the Boston Commons has represented
for more than two hundred years; that one of the higher expressions of
community is to share a pleasing, congenial open space with others who
reside in the urban place where one makes his or her home.

Not a few communities involved themselves with more mundane im-
provements; extending sewer facilities, improving sewage lines, Install-
ing treatment plants and improving water systems all caught the interest
of many smaller communities. Interestingly enough, many larger cities
were undertaking more dramatic enterprises, such as public housing, for
which they hired professional planners and program managers. This tended

to lead many of them to a lessened interest In citizen-initiated programs
of change.

What stands out as one reviews the reports of these early ef-
forts is that they were project-oriented. A community came to the cam-
pus seeking assistance in dealine with its problems and the consultants
spent from six months to a year working with voluntarily staffed citizen
groups which were quite pleased with themselves it they Identified a par-

ticular prject that needed to be undertaken and then launched it. Put-

ting side,J1ks and curbs in, surfacing graveled streets, adding a library
to a school, installing new and more powerful street lights--these were
all looked upon as useful and meaningful things to do In the name of

civic improvement. A city that could move through a series of such proj-
ects over a period of three to five years could hope to achieve enough
recognition to be con idered an All-American City.

Dominating almost everything the Division has done in the past
few years is a very different kind of eoncern--participation. Organizing
neighborhood councils illustrates an explicit and concrete thrust toward
increasing citizen involvement; holding workshops and conferences to dis-

cuss the dynamics of participation reflects attempts to come to a better
understanding of what the role of the responsible citizen shall have to
become in the contemporary urban center. And surrounding many of these
attempts to recapture a diminished sense of civic Invoivement is a cloud
of not merely ambiguity but uncertainty. Again and again, as if someone

were moving from city to city implanting a single refrain, one hears the

same questions, "What has happened? What has gone wrong? How did we

ever get ourselves in a predicament such as this? Who is at fault?

Like Ile parents of the proverbial teenager, city fathers have
had the experic 7..e of suddenly discovering that they do not fully under-

stand a place with which they have become so completely familiar that
they have to stop and consciously assert their perplexity about why pro-
grams of action have come upon such troubled times. It Is then that an

10



all too common dynamic is activated; confusion degrade. into frustr3tion,
frustration erupts as fault-finding, and what is inherently a matter for,
clinical judgment emerges as a conflict between personalities that does
1;ttle more than distract those interested In solving a problem from its
generic nature and intrinsic causes. "Oh, for the day wheq a well-
conceived, well-done project would ameliorate our difficuliles," might
very well be the lament of those who have struggled through a long and
,:umbersome assessment of the local situation only to find that there is
not that much that the residents of the community can do about some of
their most pressing problems. Initiatives have tended to migrate else-
where, especially to federal and state agencies.

It was in the spirit of seeking to discover ways of equipping
local leaders and their constituents with more penetrating modes of anal-
ysis, more powerful ways of probing for underlying causes, that this at-
tempt to harness customary ways of facilitating community development
with well-established ways of researching the urban scene was conceived.

NEED FOR NEW RESPONSES

Those whose business it is to study the turbulent urban scene
have been saying for ',..eme time that cities have become much more complex
places than most of us understand them to be. It is not merely that we
need to develop new ways of dealing with urban problems; we need to realize
that we shall have to fashion new ways of coming to understand our diffi-
culties before we can really come to grips with the challenge of forging
more elaborate responses to them.

It is to this challenge, lhat of developing more potent ways of
analyzing our civic difficulties, that this attempt to fuse research and
consultation into an integrated process is directed. 11- has long beer an
article of faith in this country that if you assemble a siurdy set of lo-
cal residents and work with them over a period of t!me, their common sense
will assert itself as collective judgments about what their real problems
are. Once they know what they ere really up against, so the saying gees.
Americans can be counted on to get the job done. It is toward expanding,
and deepening the understandings upon which these discussions are based
that this experiment in teaming science with proven and practical pro-
cedures for facilitating a collective diagnosis of local difficulty was
aiming as this project took shape in the spring of 1974. The experiences
of those working out of the Division of Community and Organization Devel-
opment had pointed toward the need for equipping local residents with a
better understanding of the dynamics operative in local programs of ac-
tion, such as education which sometimes become so convoluted as to be
literally incomprehensih to them.

3



One must hasten to add tnat this is not to suggest that there
was an unwillingness to strive for understandisg on the part of local
leaders. What seems to be the difficulty here nas some of the nature of
an oversight. It often seemt, as if those who Jive in a community do not
think to look at some of what they could see almost at will. Familiarity

breeds contempt, the old saw goes. In this instance, it may be that famil-
iarity is an antecedent to something having the nature of oversight, dis-
regard or incomprehensibility.

Science has long been an appropriate antidote for precisely
this kind of malady; for science, so that saying does, is nothing more

than an elaborate way of demonstrating the obvious. In initiating this
project, the Division sought to explore the possibility that conclusively
demonstrating that which had disappeared into the forest of details en-
veloping a program of acion would provide a critically important kind of
delineation of some underlying forces that need to be dealt with in
coming to terms with difficulty.

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT

During the onr ,ear period, July 10 1974, fo June 30, 1975, the

Division of Community nc Organization Development of the University of

Washington conducted a comrhunity development project with School District

#21 in Port Angeles, Washington. Port Angeles is a city of 15,000, lo-

cated on the north end of the Olympic Peninsula, approximately 75 miles

northwest of Seattle, Washington. Its primary industries are paper and

wood product manufacturing and tourism.

This -Immunity development project was supported by a grant

under Title 1
of the Higher Education Act of 1965, through the Office of

Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The project,

caiied the Community Development 7tion Program, had two parallel thrusts:

(a) a needs assessment and planni effort aimed at increasing citizen
input into educational policy-makiHd and (b) a behavioral science research

project focusing on the influence and policy-making structures within the

education system. The needs assessment project was directed hy staff
of the Division of Community and Organization Development, Daniel Shannon

and Patricia Shiner. The research effort was directed by the authors,
primarily Dr. Redfield, with Edmond Gore serving as a research assistant.

The prirr y objective in launching this twin pronged effort in the com-

munity w: to allow for a retrospective assessment of the potential usc,
of the r search activities, and their results, by community development

conSult7 ts in helping those in the community to understand and deal

with sori,--J of the larger dimensions of program change associated with such

local programs as education. This monograph will report the theory, the

methods, and the result (f the research that was conducted and its

4
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relationship to the alms of community develop- nt and social change.

DIVISION OF COMMUNITY AND ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT

The Division of Community and Organization Development at the
University of Washington Is part of the Office of Continuing Education.
The staff is constituted of a director, an assistant director, and a
number of consultants. The Division has historically been a means by
which the University attempts to respond to calls for assistance by com-
munities In the state. It represents a way of bringing the expertise
centered at the University to bear on local situations. Its activities,
by contrast with those of private consulimpts, stress improving the co-
herence of local leadership and the poOreY-making skills of community
leaders--as opposed to providing specific solutions to concrete problems.
Over the years, the Division has developed strategies for helping local
groups of citizens to organize themselves to undertake policy studies,
conduct surveys of local attitudes, analyze and plan lines of action,
and undertake to implement plans through activities defined and directed
by the citizens themselves. This approach has focused on the community
as a whole and stresses local initiatives in response to locally defined
needs and goals. Over the last four years, the Division has also been
developing a capability to probe into specific issue areas and program
sectors. The project in Port Angeles, which dealt only with education,
is an example of this emerging direction in the Division's orientation.

At the request of both the school district administration and
the citizen advisory group, the Division staff set about to organize com-
munity members to undertake a needs assessment and planning activity
aimed at providing school district leadership with input from the com-
munity on school policies and programs. These efforts soon consumated
themselves in a collective decision to organize a series of community
meetings open to all community members and defined according to the at-
tendance areas for the elementary schools in the district. At the first
set of meetings, a list of goals for the education system was arrived
Jt through the use of the Phi Delta Kappa Goal Setting Process. At a

--,scond set of community meetings, a list of educational needs was devel-
oped using the nominal group technique. At the conclusion of the second
set of meetings, representatives were chosen from each of the attendance
areas to constitute a district council. This council undertook to ex-
amine and consolidate the data from the various area meetings.

The district council delineated five general areas cf concern
for the education system in Port Angeles. These were nersonnel, student/
teacher/parent relations, finance, physical plant, and curriculum. The
district council then set up five task forces to deal with these five
areas of concern. People who had been participating in ft community

5
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meetings were asked to affiliate themselves with one or another of these
task forces.

The expanded task forces set about to clarl y and consolidate
the needs assessment statements in their area and to carry on fact find-
ing sessions with the administration and staff of the school district.
The results of the task Forces' efforts was an overall report to the schaol
board elaborating in some detail the areas of concern with which these cit-
izen groups felt the school board should deal. The school board reviewed
the material and referred part of the report to the school district admin-
istration for study and action, kept part of the report for continued board
examination and r'eferred part of the report back to the citizen's groups
for study and recommendations. There were two task force groups operating
in the community at the beginning of July 1975, pursuant to the school
board's request. These groups were receiving continued support from the
Division staff, which was also continuing Its efforts to provide support
for the citizen-manned neighborhood group,.

During this same period, the research team undertook two behav-
ioral science research efforts. The first wa- an identification and ex-
amination of the influence network through which local leadership was
organized. The second was an examination of how those who constituted
the network of policy-making influentials perceived the education system;
how, the study queried, does the program fit together, how do components
perform various functions in behalf of a total effort? At the end of
each phase of the research, researchers conducted feedback sessions with
the community members, carefully going over the results and their impli-
cations. Throughout this year-long period, the research team Ficl the
Division staff observed each other's activities and consulted i the

meaning and impact of the way their efforts impinged upon ear other.

The key questions were "Would the research process, its res , and their
feedback help the Division staff to better perform the actl ties they
were engaqed in?" "Were there things the research would e ile them to
do which they were not ordinarily able to do for a commun'

There were reasons to hold some reservations put this "two
there wa Jme question as

to whether one actually might disrupt the other. Even if they turned out
to be complimentary, as was hoped, how should they be coordinated? At
what point should the two research probes be activated? Would the most
effective strategy be to conduct the research and then engage in the de-
velopment activities? Should they be undertaken at the same time? How
should they be staged if they were to be paralleled?

Not having the answers to these questions at the beginning of
the project, the Division staff and the research team settled upon a
contingent approach; the research would be initiated shortly after the
development process was under way and then there would be periodic as-
sessments as to how well this was serving the community.

6
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This monograph presents in the spirit of the project launched
in Port Angeles, an examination of how these parallel efforts undertaken
In behalf of the education system there might be applicable in.other
communities.

1 5
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Chapter II

I_NFLUENCE ANALYSIS.:__THE IMPORTANCE77CONTACTS RESEARCH

The process of applying behavioral science research to local
programs of action takes place through the collection of two types of
data. The first is the importance and contacts data which is discussed
in this chapter. The second is the cognitive mapping data, which is pre-
sented in the next chapter. Both chapters will use the same format.
First the concept and background of the research will be presented. This

is followed by a presentation of the methodology and the nature of re-
sults this research strategy provides; then the results of the research
from Port Angeles are presented. Finally the applicability of the find-
ings in the community will be examined.

THE CONCEPT AND BACKGROUND

OF THE IMPORTANCE AND CONTACTS RESEARCH

The Conce t the Research

The researcher as an out 'der and a newcomer to the community
in which he seeks to collect data faces much the same situation as does
the new teacher who is beginning his career. The beginning teacher will
know little of the socio-political aspects of his profession and little
of how the education system fits into the community. Only through living
and working in the community does he begin to understand how the people
who man the various parts of the program sector fit together. The most
successful participants in the program sector will have, through time
and experience, grasped how the influence and communication networks of
the program sector operate within the norms, values, and folkways of
that community. Some people will not be interested in the decision-
making process; others will. In time, those interested will become privy
to the experiences and information necessary to understand how the program
sector actually operates at the policy-making level.

For the researcher who seeks to understand the form and struc-
ture of influence within a program sector and then to transfer that know-
ledge back to the community the problem is not desire or interest; the
problems are time and access. He must find a way to compress the time
required for this learning process into a brief period to gain access to
the inner workings of the program sector. TO influencecontacts re-
search was developed to provide access to insider's knowledge about

9
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influence and communication patterns within the program sector and to ac-
complish this in a relatively short time.

The importancecontacts research is designed to tap the per-
ceptions that community members hold about who is pivotal in the program
being studied (such as education) and how they come into contact with the
others 'Who are part of its leadership. From this data a series of indi-
vidual and aggregate influence and communication linkages In the program
sector can be identified. These linkages are then analyzed and the re-
sults are shared with the members of the community. The basic unit of
data is the perceptions of individuals about who is influential in the
program sector and how often they come into contact with other people in
the network of influentials. No assumption is made that these perceptions
mirror reality, though those of the more informed and active respondents
may be quite accurate. Rather it is assumed that these perceptions con-
stitute a context, a definition of "how things are," which the individuals
use to make sense of events and actions, to antIcipate outcomes, and to
shape their responses to those actions and outcomes. The analysis of the
data provides the researcher with influence and communication patterns
from which a picture of the network of pollcy-making influentials can be
developed. This enables the researcher, in a true sense, to view the
program sector as an active, salient person In the community would view
it. In addition, because the researcher is able to draw on the percep-
tions of a larger number of community members, he obtains a more compre-
hensive view of the program sector than that of any single community
member.

It is also useful to contrast the position of the researcher
using the methodology relied upon in Port Angeles with that of the par-
ticipant observer. The researLher who seeks a participant observer
status in a program sector wants to obtain an "insider's" view, just as
does the researcher who relies on the importance--contacts research. If

the participant observer is successful he will come to share understand-
ings about the program sector with the members of the community. But his
understanding will not be systematic, scientifically based, or comprehen-
sive, while those of the importancecontacts researcher will be. Of
equal importance, the importancecontacts researcher has an independent
status which allows him to use his information in ways that are denied
the participant observer. This is because the participant observer has
to accept the norms and values of the community In order to gain access
to the community. The conditions of his status then become constraints
on his actions because his access and legitimacy can be withdrawn and
the validity of his perceptions denied by those in the community. The
importance contacts researcher who gains his information through a
systematic application of behavioral science is in a significantly dif-
ferent position. He uses his science to gain access to the community and
his results are based on what people in the community say about them-
selves. This becomes critical when the focus shifts from the gathering

I 0
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and analysis of data to S_-e type of application On behalf of the commun-
ity members.

Back roun Im ortance--Contacts Research and "Communi' Power"

The specific methodology used here is an attributlonal metho-
dology. The data consists of what the respondents to the research In-
strument attribute to others in the community concerning who is influ-
ential in the program sector and how frequently they come into contact
with others in the sector. The basic research instrument is a list of
names of people in the community who are assumed to be active and/or
salient in the program sector being studied. The general form of this

methodology has been used to study communities for over 20 ,earsr dating
back to Floyd Hunter's seminal study, Community Power Structure.

Over the years a debate has raged over the "best" way to study
decision making in communities and individual program sectors. The code

phrase for this set of concerns is "community power." Three principal

positions or "approaches" can be identified. An approach as the term is
used here signifies both a theory and a methodology for the study of de-
cision making.

The first approach is associated with Hunter and is often
called a "reputational" approach, although the term used here attribu-

tional, is more accuraIe. The second is associated with Robert Dahl and
his book, Who Governs74 This approach is often called a "decision-ffeking"
approach. The phrase "issue resolution" is more descriptive of the focus
of this approach, however. The third approach is associated with the
work of Bachrach and Baratz and their book, Power and Povert.3 This ap-

proach is often called a "non-decision-making" approach. Again an alter-
native phrase, the "context of issue processing," is more accurate. The

debate over how to study community decision making involves methndologi-
cal, substantive, and normative issues. This community power debate is
of great scientific interest and importance and those unfamiliar with it

may wish to consult these three books.

While the methodology used in the importance--contacts research

comes directly from the ettributional approach, we make no claim that
attributional approach is the best way to Study decision making in com-
munities, or that decision making as a whole is being examined by an at-

tributional methodology. Rather we contend that the methodological and
substantive parts of the community Power debate have been based on too
limited a conception of decision making with the result that people have
tried to make each of the various approaches do more than they are really
designed to do.

Decision making as a whole Is a behavioral phenomena which haS

Il
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both structure and process components. The processes of decision making
involve the generation, formation, processing, and resolution of specific
issues. These processes take place within a context of stable structures,
such as perception of.influence, norms, Values, and institutions. These
structures give a constancy to social situations. From this perspective
each of the three approaches identified above is involved with examining
only one part of the whole which Is decision making.

The attributional approach focuses on the contextual structures
of decision making: the perceptions of community members concerning in-
fluence and communication linkages. The issue resolution approach focuses
on one of the process phases of decision making. The context of Issue
processing approach expands the focus of the issue resolution approach to
an examInation of agenda formation. None of these approaches examines
the whole of decision making. The attributional approach focuses on
structure and is not a complete examination of even that component; the
issue resolution and context of Issue processing approaches focus on
process and neither is a complete treatment of that part of decision
making.

In using an attributional methodology for the importancecon-
tacts research the basic assumption is that the research is tapping the
tructures of decision making which form a context In which the processes

of choice-making take place. The structures being studied are the per-
ceived in5luence and communication patterns in a program sector. These

structures are taken to be necessary, but not sufficient, for an under-
standinr, of decision making in the program sector. When the Importance--
contacts research is placed in this perspective we believe that the major
criticisms of an attributional me.thodclogy are no longer relevant because
they have been largely based on the assumptions made by the attributional
approach rather than focusing on an attributional methodology on its own
merits.

round: Fieldsite Cultivation

The data-collection activities which are the focus of this mon-
ograph are preceded by an intensive series of site visits and interviews
with all sectors of the community. These involve a set of protocols de-
veloped by the senior author over the course of a 20-year involvement

with community-based research. The concept Is to gain as insightful an
overview of the community as a whole _s possible within the time con-
straints that will inevitably exist. Much of this fieldsite cultivation
activity is the same no matter what substantive area Is to be examined by
the research. Afternoons spoilt walking and driving give the reearcher a
feel for,the physical setting of the community. Interviews with people

Duch as eiected and appointed public officials, newspaper and radio per-
sonnel, the manager of the Chamber of Commerce, the school superintendent,
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the hospital administrator, and the head of the local ministerial associ-
tion provide the researcher with insights into the nature of the community,
Its culture, its values, and its norms.

The social and physical community,are settings In which the lo-
cal program rests. Much of the meaning of the activities within the local
program can be grasped only through a feel for these settings, Too often
the desire to get on with taking data or solving problems tends to make
what is a necessary prelude to successful community involvement seem to
be a luxury. Yet experience with community based research in a number of
communities has shown that both a greater Insight into the results of the
data collection and an avoidance of potential strain between the community
and the researcher will result from building a well-rounded understandIng
of the community and the research project's -elation to it through a &DIN
base of fleldsite cultivation.

Backqfpund: _Research_Projects

The importance--contacts study of the Port Angeles educational
system Is the third time that an educational system has been studied with
this research instrument In its present form. In addition, over the last
four years studies of health care systems In four communities have also
been carried out using the same research instrument. While the import-
ance--contacts research Instrument has remained basically the same in
these projects, the analysis of the data has been an evolving process in
which new types of analysis and formats for presentation have been devel-
oped and new feedback techniques and strategies have been devised during
each new study. The primary device for representing individual Influence
and communication linkages, the molecular chart, was developed during a
health care study In 1972-73 and the presentation for aggregate sector
Influence linkages, the sector chart, was developed during the analysis
of the Port Angeles data. Importance--contacts research In Port Angefes
is part of a continuing process of the development of analysis, feedback,
and application.

THE METHODOLOGY OF THE IMPORTANCECONTACTS RESEARCH

Data_ ilection: Phase One - Judgiaa

The first phase of the data collection--Judging--begins by at-
tempting to identify as many people as possible who have been active in
some aspect of the program of action being studied over the last year.
The key word in the preceding sentence is "active." Operationally,
"active" is determined by three measures. First, did the person's name

I 3
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appear in the local newspaper in the last 12 months In connection with a
story about the program sector being studied? Second, does the person
hold or has he held in the last two years an official position in an in-
stitution or organization related to the program sector? Third, is he
mentioned by other people in interviews as being active in the program
sector? If a person meets any one of these criteria, his name is placed
on the judging list for the program sector. If there Is any question, the

name is added to the list. In this way a judging list of 350 to 500 names

is constructed. This list will contain, with very few exceptions, every-
one in the community who is active or salient to the program sector. In

addition, those people who evaluate the judging list are encouraged to

add names to it.

The next step is to reduce this list so that It includes only
the members of program leadership. The names are listed In alphabetical

order on a form with spaces left for additional names. On the form each

name is followed by two questions which are answered by a group of people

chosen to screen the list. These people, known as judges, are selected
because of their knowledge 0/ the program sector and their involvement
in the programs and institutions of the community. Between 15 and 25

judges are asked to evaluate the list. If the program sector is educa-

tion, in addition to professional educators, the judges would Include

representatives of business, city and county government, non-professional
education groups, the newspaper and any other institutions and organiza-

tions particular to the community being studied. The judging interview

is a face-to-face interview. The total interview form may be 15 to 20

pages long and the interview will run from 45 to 90 minutes.

Appendix A contains a blank first and last page of the judging

form for Port Angeles and can be referred to. The person doing the judg-

ing is first asked to indicate how well he knows a person: (1) "I have

not heard of him," (2) "I have heard of him but don't know hlm person-

ally," (3) "I know him personally." The respondent is then asked to as-
sess the person on the list as being in a (1) core, (2) support, or (3)
peripheral position in relation to the leadership and planning activities

in the program sector.

The categories of core, support, and peripheral are defined for

the person who is judging by showing him the last page on the judging

form (Appendix A). It contains a visual representation and a written
definition of these terms. Briefly, the distinction conveyed to the re-

spondent is between levels of involvement with the leadership and plan-

ning activities of the program sector. A teacher who provides good edu-

cation in his classroom and is generally active in behalf of the initia-

tives of cthers to maintain and Improve the education system would fall

into the support group. A layman with no educational expertise who is a
leader in a citizen's advisory group would fall into the core group. A

teacher who only performed the routine requirements of his job and did
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not involve himself with any other aspect of the educational system
would fall Into the peripheral group. The aim of this process is to
locate each person on the list in one of these three domains.

The judging forms are scored by assigning a weight of 0, 2 and
3 to the "don't know", "heard of", and "know personally" categories re-
spectively, and a weight of 5, 3 and I to the core, support and periph-
eral groups respectively. The weights from the two questions are multi-
plied together In order to derive a score for the person from each judge.
A person listed as "core" and "know personally" would receive a score of
15 (5 x 3), while a person listed as "support" and "heard of" would re-
ceive a score of 6 (3 x 2). All of the scores a person on the judging
Ilst receives are added together to reach a total judging score. These
scones are then arrayed from the highest to lowest.

The objective of the judging phase Is to arrive at a list of
the most active, salient people in the program sector, which is also of
manageable size. Previous experience with lists of different lengths
has shown that 125 to 150 names will comprehend the desired people with-
out making the second data collection task seem overwhelming to the re-
spondent. The problem is to make the list complete enough to perform
the research task'and still keep it manageable for the respondents. The

cutting of the list is done by examining those whose scores leave them
in the position of being between one hundredth and two hundredth on the
final array from the judging process. If there seems to be a large
break in the point totals between number 135 and 136, this becomes a
possible cutting point. A second procedure is to go down the list until
the names are no longer familiar to those in key positions In the com-
munity. Only in rare instances will a person beyond the 130th place on
the list be critical to the analysis for cities of the size of Port
Angeles. The top 125 people on the arrayed judging list will be Included;
the question is what other people should be added short of 150 names?
The cutting point becomes a somewhat arbitrary decision, but the rule of
thumb is to include everyone who might be relevant. Once the judging
list has been cut, the second phase of the data collection begins.

The arrayed judging list constitutes a general inventory of
which people are considered to be Influential in the program sector by
a cross section of community leaders. The choice of the persons to do
the judging is critical to the quality of the data. However, by using
a representative group with multiple respondents from the most salient
sectors and by using a final list of over 125 names for a single program
sector, the researcher can have a good deal of confidence in the com-
pleteness of the list. The final ordering of the list will change when
the reduced list is evaluated by those primarily concerned with the pro-
gram sector and with a different set of questions in the second phase of

the data collection.
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Data Gollection Phase_Two_-_ _Irportence-eCOntactS QestLoiria jre

The second phase of the data collection, the I-C (Importance--
Contacts) questionnaire, is built around the list of 125 to 150 names de-
rived from the judging phase. The research instrument for the I-C data
collection is typically three pages long. The first page contains ques-
tions dealing with the background of the respondent. The second and
third pages contain the reduced list in alphabetical order. In front of

each name are two blank spaces. Appendix A also contains a blank Port
Angeles I-C questionnaire. The two blanks, A and B, by each name on the
list are for lhe respondent's answers to two questions that are put to him
about the list of names. He is asked in the "A" column to estimate the
frequency of contact he has with each individual on the list in an aver-
age month, and in the "B" column to rank in order the ten people he con-
siders to be most likely to influence the character of the program in the
future.

The interview is face-to-face. The interviewer explains the
questionnaire to the respondent and then waits while the respondent fills
it out, answering any questions he may have. This interview takes from
20 to 45 minutes to complete, with 5 to 15 minutes of refroduction/expla-

nation and 15 to 30 minutes of actual data collection.

The "A", or contacts, question is explained in the following
way: "Estimate the frequency of contact you have with each individual in

an average month. By a contact we mean a face-to-face encounter or phone
conversation where information is exchanged. The topic of the exchange
may not concern (education); rather, it is considered a contact if there

was an opportunity to discuss (education) if something were on your mind.

Estimate the number of contacts from 0 for someone you don't know, never
see or see less than once a month on the average over a year's time, to a

maximum of 30, which is the upper limit. For those you have more than 30
contacts with per month, indicate 30 total." The respondent is msually
able to complete this question with little trouble and will probably
adopt a series of thresholds such as 2, 6, 12 or 10, 15, 20. The result
of this question is to have the respondent's estimate of his frequency of
contact with everyone on the list. When 50 to 60 interviews have been
completed, they will show the respondents' estimates of frequency of con-
tact with each other and the total contacts attributed to any one person
by those who are interviewed.

The "B", or importance question is explained to the respondent
in the following way: "Construct a list of the ten people in the area of
(education) that you consider most likely to influence the character of
education in this community In the immediate future; rank them from No. 1

for the most important to No. 10 for the tenth most important. Use your

own definition of (education) and select people you feel will have the
most impact over the local (education) system over the next 2 to 5 years.
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The impact of everyone you rank does not have to be beneficial frornyour
standpoint; what counts is that those you rank are the people whom you
believe will have the most impact on the (education) system." The re-
spondents tend to find this question more ambiguous than the first.
pletion of the 'task may be facilitated by having them make a list of 10
to 15 people and then cut it down to 10 and order it. This question
gives the respondent's assessment of who he thinks is influential. When
the interviewing is complete, data has been collected on what the respon
dents said about each other and what they said as a group about each per-
son on the 1-C list.

The contacts question is scored using the number of contacts
each respondent listed for a particular person on the 1-C list. If a

person is attributed a total of 174 contacts by the respondents to the
I-C questionnaire, then that individual is said to have a score of 174
total contacts. The importance question is scored by giving 10 points
for a No. I ranking, 9 points for a No. 2 ranking and so on down to I

point for a No. 10 ranking. The total ranking points attributed to a
person by all of the respondents to the I-C questionnaire becomes that
person's aggregate importance points score.

The first set of respondents for the 1-C Interview are selected
from the arrayed judging list. The-top 15 or so people in judging points
along with the highest ranked representative of the groups and institu-
tions of the sector, if they do not fall into the first group, are chosen
for the first set of 1-C interviews. After these people are interviewed
their data is scored and 20 or so people ranking high in aggregate con-
tacts and/or aggregate importance points who have not been interviewed
are chosen for the second set of interviews. The interview technique
is thus a type of "snowball" selection process. The second set of re-
sults are scored and added to the first and another set of people are
chosen for a thUrd group. This group will also include a set of people
about which data is desired even though they do not rank high on either
total contacts or total importance points. An example is the city gov-
ernment official in an education or health care study. The final number
of interviews will range from 50 to 65 for cities the size of Port
Angeles. Somewhere in this range the rank ordering of individuals by
importance points will stabilize. Discussion of the way this point is
identified shall be picked up later in the discussion of the molecular
chart. Once the I-C interviews are completed, the data collection is com-
plete and the data analysis can be undertaken.

Nature and Anal sisof Results 1 'Tntacts

The I-C data collection yields two sets of data; importance
points data and oontacts data. This data is analyzed first in its aggre-
gate form, beginning with the contacts data. The 1-C data collection
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yields contacts data about every person on the 1-C list from the 50 to 65
respondents who were interviewed with the I-C questionnaire. The first
operation performed on this data is to aggregate the contacts attributed
to each individual and then array them from those with most contacts to
those with least contacts. This list indicates who are seen by the group
interviewed as being the most active in terms of general level of contacts
within the network of influentials. This list can be examined from a .num-
ber of perspectives. The top 50 places on the Port Angeles total contacts
array are found on page 34 and can be referred to in order to clarify the
points made in this section. By using a cumulative percentage, it can be
determined how many people account for 25 percent of the total contacts
attributed tb everyone on the I-C list by the interview group. This can
then be compared with other communities and interpreted as to the effect
of size or different institutional arrangements on the character of the
network. The occupations of those people who are high or low on the list
can be examined and inferences drawn as to the relative salience of the
various agencies and organizations in the communication patterns of the
sector. The contacts attributed to individuals can also be taken as an
indication of the individual's salience in the program sector, or at
least his visibility. Further analysis is possible with longitudinal
data and changes in individual and occupational-organizational ranking
can be measured.

The contacts array measures attributed contacts of any nature.
No assessment is made as to the nature of the contacts. Hence, a person
could rank high on the aggregate contacts array for a number ot reasons.
A high ranking could represent a large number of routine professional con-
tacts or a larger number of social contacts. It can also represent a
high degree of contacts which either shape or facilitate decision making
in the program sector. The actual data reflects the confluence of all of
these forces.

Contacts data is, as we said earlier, attributional data. It

measures how often a person sees himself as being exposed to another per-
son. A person's total contacts represent what the respondents to the I-C
questionnaire attributed to him. No independent measure of actual con-

tacts was taken to determine the accuracy of those perceptions. In a

general sense the contacts measure probably does reflect the generic pat-
terning of linkages among program leadership. Two people who indicate
they contact each other 30 times a month will have a high degree of ac-
tual contact, while two people who indicate they see each other once a
month will have a low level of actual contact. However, analysis of the
data indicates that people who rank low in total importance points will
tend to indicate a higher level of contacts with people who rank high in
importance points than these-people will attribute to them. This suggnts
that attributed contacts reflect not only actual encounters but also an
assessment of whom a person thinks he should be in contact with, given
the status needs that most power-oriented persons have. These perceived
contact patterns are significant even when they vary from actual contacts,
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because they affect the behavior of an individual as he reacts to leader-
ship initiat ves and events within the program sector and the community.

Nature and Analysis_ef Results#2 lmeortance Points

As with the contacts data, the I-C data collection yields imr
portance points data about every person on the I-C list. As was noted
earlier, the response to the importance question is scored by giving 10
points for a No. I ranking, 9 points for a No. 2 ranking and so on. Ail

of the rankings received by an individual are converted into importance
points and then totaled, and the I-C list is then arrayed from the high-
est total of influence points to the lowest.. This list indicates which
people are seen as being most influential in the program sector by the
respondents to the I-C questionnaire. The array of total importance
points for the Port Angeles 1-C list is found on page 38 and can be
referred to.

As with the total contacts list, a cumulative percentage can be
used to determine how many people account for 25 and 50 percent of the
total importance points. When comparisons are made between communities
of the same size and institutional configuration, this can indicate the
degree of centralization and focusing of influence in a given program.

The occupations and formal positions of those who are very high
and very low in importance points can also be examined as an indication
of the relative status of the institutions and organizations in the pro-
gram sector. Certain occupations and institutions will tend to be over-
represented in a given program sector, while others are under-represented
The list can also be taken at face value as an indication of which indi-
viduals are most influential in the program sector, but any conclusions
should be contingent on the points raised in the next paragraph.

The importance data is a measurement of attributed influence
without reference to any specific issue, organization, or activity. The
data taps the perceptions of individuals as to whom they consider impor-
tant in a generalized sense. The person who ranks high in importance
points could be ranked for any or all of three reasons: First, he is ex-
pected to be important because of the position he holds. Second, he pre-
sides over an institution or organization which can have great impact on
the program sector in certain cases. (These are both ascribed responses,
particularly the first one). Third, he is seen as having taken leader-
ship and initiatives and is likely to continue to do so in the future.
This is more of an achieved response. The analysis of the data includes
all three reasons in the importance point totals.
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ra an Results The Im r a ce and ncrt -ts Chart

The -lext method used in the analysis of this da.1 is to. graphi-

cal the relationship between the total contacts score and total
in:iueoce points score for each individual on the I-C list. This is done
hy dividing the total contacts points an individual has by the total nur
her of lgterviews and then dividing the total influence points that per-
son has PY the total number of interviews taken. This gives two coordin-

ates for each persona contact coordinate and an importance coordina-,
The Conte cts coordinates are graphed along the horizontal axis ahd the
importance coordinates are graphed along the vertical axis. The result

is that a person is represented on a chart by a location which expresses
the relationshiP between nTs or her total contacts and his or hor total

importance points. The Importance and Contacts Chart for Port Annele-, is

found on Pago 44. A simplified example is presented below in Figure 2-I.

Figure 2-1

Sample Importance & Contacts rhA-t

In Flour 2-1, the first four poirts represont tre extreme cY

the Hata. point I
is a person with few or na contonts or importance

points. This person -nicht be someone who licids a l.,m7'ornry rosition in

a low salience organization. Point 2 is a person wi4h hinh contacts chd

low importance points. This person could be a school senrctary who has a
high level of professional contacts, but is not seen a Leing involved

with decision making. Point 3 is a penon who ic hh importance

Points and low in contacts. This type of por, ccul.-1 in a state !enis-

lator who is regarded as potentially powerful r21:4 who hit little nay-4

day contact with People in the program sector. Print is a person who
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is high in both importance points and contacts. This type of person is
usually the head of one of the central agencies in the program sector,
such as a school district superintendent.

Points 5 through 10 represent people who fall inside these ex-
tremes. There are likely to be relatively tew people in the Point 5
area who are seen as -7:tive, Important people. These people do not nec-
essarily hold an office or head an organization although they often do.
A larger clustering of p Pple can be expected at and 5elow points 6 and
7. The bulk of the active, salient people In the program sector will be
iocatec in this area of the chart. Another group of people will fall in

the range defined by points 8 and 9. These are peop'e who have a low
general involvement in the program sector or a very specialized, limited
involvement. A few people will fall in the area of point 10. This usual-

ly indicates a person associated with an office or institution which is
periodically highly involv-Jd with decision making in the program sector
but which has a low level of routine contact with other people and in-
stitutions in the sector.

What the importance and Contacts Chart allows the researcher to
do is to pull the data apart by giving the total importance points and
contacts arrays another dimension. After viewing them separately, they
are combined to allow a comparison between individuals. The chart is in-
tended to be Leen as an aggregate influence structure though it does not
purport to display influence linkgges between individuals. This is done
in yet another form of presentation. The importance and Contacts Chart
can yield a number of inferences, however.

First, the general pattern of distribution indicates whethet
all people who are high in importance points have the same kinds of in-
volvement with the prcgram or whether they are involved in a variety of
roles. Referring age', to Figure 2-1, if the top 10 people on the im-
portance points array all cluster from point 5 to point 4 in one com-
munity and if -1-h- '->p 10 oeople in the same program in another community
are located cldvt so that the two are at point 4, two at point 5,
three at poih , dnd three at point 3, one can assert that there are
some significant differences in the structure of influence in these two
communities. Individuals located in the area of 8-9 on chart 2-1 can,
from our experience be expected to be active, to take initiatives and to
be the molders of policy. Whether there are many or only a few persons
located here makes a real difference in the character of program leader-
ship in a community. The occupations and affiliations of the people In
the high influence points, high contacts positions are also indications
of the influence of the professions and institutions that they are assoc-
iated with.

The Importance and Contacts Chart Is intended to provide a
rough indication of how concentrated or diffuse influence 1$ in a given
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program. Those who fall in the high importance, high contacts positions
are the people who are well known and considered salient by a large num-
ber of people in the program sector. They are looked to and expected to
"keep their fingers on the public's pulse" by others not so centrally lo-
cated in the program. Our research in other communities indicates that
this patterning changes only slowly and over time. The distribution of
influence it reflects exists over time without reference to any specific
issue or event. For an examination of the dynamics of the relationships
between those who constitute the pool of legitimate leaders for a program
we turn to what we have come to call molecular charts.

Nature_and Anal sis of Results: # 4 olecula- Charts

The ',',olecular Charts repre,ht a shift from the characterizaJon
of the form and distribution of influence to the ways in which it goes in-
to process within the confines of what de have come to call the network
of policy-makinq influentials. Molecular charts are a method of analyzing
what individw's in the respondent group perceive as the way influence
operates withi this network. The construction of these charts begins by
examining the tl from each individual to determine where there are re-
lationships he74een two peopie in the respondent group based on recipro-
cal contacts or reciprocal importance ranking.

The first question asked of the data is whether two pecple are
linked by reciprocal contacts at specified levels. The cutoff point used
in the Port Angeles educational research was 18 reciprocated contacts.
Two people are said to be connected by a contacts linkage when each at-
tributed 18 or more contacts to the other, The data is examined using
this criteria and all of the diadic contaot relationships are identified.

The next question that is asked of the data is which individuals
are linked by reciprocal importance rankings. If two people rank each

other and so attributed one or more contacts to each other, then they
are said to be connected by an influence linkage. (The requirements of
one or more contacts is applied to lessen the chance of having an influ-
ence linkago which is hased on purely reputational or stereotypical re-
sponses to the imporfanc,e question.) Without some perception of regular
contact it is doubtful that an operable relationship exists.

The next question asked of the data is whether there are those
who are linked by a mixture of contacts and importance rankings. If A

ranks B with one or more contacts and B attributes 18 or more eontacts
to A, but does not assign a rank to A, then they are said to be connected
by a mixed linkage.

The result of this analysis is that a set of diads are extracted
from the data. These paired sets of influentials constitute the links in
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the chains through which influence is exercised. We begin with those
persons whc are members of more than one two-person set. For example,

one person in the Port Angeles study is a member of 12 such diads. The

next step ls to display these two-person sets so that influence and ccrr

munication patterns can be identified in the program sector .

Ie display of the chains of two-person sets through the Molecule
Charts begins dividing the program into its component parts by identify-
ing its major sectors, based on the distribution of contacts and import-
ance points in the I-C chart. In health care four sectors present them-
selves; private health care, the hospital, public health care, and mental
health. Other divisions unique to a community are added if justified by
the data. The erection of these sectors becomes a matter of breaking
the program as an identifiable social domain in a community down into the
functional sectors where activities through which its productivity is
achieved are located. lt is within these functional arenas that influ-
ence goes into process in the first instance.

Figure 2-2, below, is one way of representing the sectorial
structure of an educational program such as that studied in Port Angeles.

Figure '-

Teachers-Principals Central Adminis ration

School Board

3 0
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The size, number, and placing of these sectors is proportional
to the number of two-person sets that fall Into each of them and how many
diadic connections exist within as opposed to across thelh boundary lines.
This will be clarified as the discussion proceeds.

The n
person sets int
responds t his

becin=s to emerq

xt step is to place Individuals from the inventory of two-
the sectors. A person is placed in the sector which cor-

occupation or eduoational association. The Molecular Chart
a form such as Figure 2-3 below.

Figure

Teachers-Principals

0 0

Central Adm n i strat ion

0 0
0 0

Scho l Board

There are some boundary problems with the use of the sector
c11,ifications. Some individuals are active in more than one sector.
Person A in figure 2-3 could be a curriculum consultant with some level
of classroom duty. While a number of people may have involvements in
more than one sector, this is an unusual arrangement in the sites where
we have conducted our surveys. Leaders typically define their roles with
reference to a single sector.

Where an individual circle is placed within thq sector and %tat
517e it has is largely a function of who the individual is linked to, who
attributes influence to him, and how many total Importance points he ac-

crues. This will become more easily understood once the actual charting
of tile Port Angeles data is seen.
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The next step is to connect an individual's circle to the cir-
cles of those he shares linkages with. Because there can be several dif-
ferent forms of linkage, there can be different patterning of circles.
There are several forms of this chart; the first contains all the link-
ages between individuals regardless of type (contacts, influence, or
mixed). These linkages are re 'sented by a line between any two people
whose responses Indicate a linka, ,xists. We have labeled this form of
the molecular chart a mapping of tne communications network. It Is
Illustrated by Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-4

In a l Adm inis rat ionTeachers-Pr i nc i pa l s

Labeling this configuration of the molecular chart a$ a commurt-
!cations network reflects our sense that different types of linkages op-
erate In special ways. All linkages serve as channels through which com-
munication may take place, of course; what our research suggests is that
the flow of communication and the channels through which it cOurseS take*
several different shapes according to the function that Is being served.

jhe objective in constructing the communication chart is to
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v=tgally represent the full overlay of all interpersonal communicatinn
patterns that exist within the network of local policy-making influen-
tials, and to represent these ovr,r time and across the sectors into which
the program Is organized. Charting allows the researcher to take rela-
tionships between two individuals and express them as a larger configura-
tion of patterned interrelationships.

The nommunicatinh rhart ran be lonked at in 9 number of wa'_ to
provide several kinds of insights. The iinkages across sector boundaries
or between different occupation croups gives an indication of whether the
linkages necessary te-share pertinent information exist and are function-
ing. In Figure 2-4, for example, there are linkages between all thrPe
sectors. Each sector has operable communication channels to each of the
others. They may or may not be effectively used, but that they exist
means that the tensions that result from communication breakdowns can be
avoided if the will to make contact asserts itself. When these linkages
do not exist isolation is almost unavoidable; contentio is almost sure

to follow.

The next step in the analysis of this data is to construct n
chart constituted from the data reflecting importance points. These link-

ages are represented by heavy lines between the circles; the existence of
a line reflects each respondent's having perceived the other as influ-
ential enough to have ranked him as important in letermining the charac-
ter of the educational program over time. This form of the Molecular

Chart i s c a l l e d an influence chart and i s illustrated below i n Fk_rs

leacher_-Principals

Figure 2-5

School Board
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Labeling this a charting of influence derives from studies in
several communities that have indicated that these linkages tenc to be
stable and endurirgpersisting and functioning in spite of tensions and
conflicts which regularly disrupt the flow of information in the communi-
cation chart. Our work suggests that those who maintain relationships of
this kind dc so for the purpose of influencing the premises from which
programmed activity is launched rather than regulating its progress at
any given moment.

Just as the communication chart tells the researcher/consultant
which individuals and sectors are isolated from the normal flow of infoN
mation (and who can be expected to require supplemental inputs if they
are to participate effectively in instituting developmental changes), the
influence chart allows the reSeanchericonsultant to ascertain which of the
fldividuals who hold places in the net of policy-makers can be expected

to take tne initiative in framing the perspectives and identifying the
basic values of the program, which are so important in determining its
long range impacts. In Figure 2-5 one sees a situation where the school
board and the central administration are internally integrated into a
functioning whole but where person A serves as the only linkage between
the teachers and administrators, This suggests a very different situa-
tion than one where the influence chart shows a full integration between
ail sectors.

Other combinations of these types of linkages can be used o
construct molecular charts. The most obvious is a combination of the
communication and influence charts to show the overlapping patterning of
influence and communication. A chart of this type for Port Angeles will
be presented below.

Nature and Analysis of Re-' z.ector Charts

The importane points arrays, the contacts arrays, and the im-
port, ce and contacts chart are all aggregate presentations of the rela-
tionships found in the I-C data. They show what the respondents, as a
group, said about an individual. The molecular charts, in contrast, de-
pict the individual relationships between people, as these are indHated
in the I-C data. Vhe molecular charts show what individuals said about
each other. The sector chart, to which we come now, is a visual device
that offers a scale in between the individual and the aggregate level of
the data.

This chart displays what those in a particular set or sector of
leaders perceived mc the configuration of that set in that sector. For

example, in an education study the sector chart tells the researcher what
administrators said about themselves and about the citizens and the
teachers with whom they saw themselves as actively involved.
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The sor.stro7ids1 df se--or sorting all ef
the names on the I-C c_:estion7eire into sedarate set5. The number and
specificity of t-e classifications is ssmewhat dere-dent on what the re-
searcher would to ,-,now, though it is basically determined by the ways
in which those on the scene have COMP to lock at the program. It is mean-

ingful to talk about education persdnnel in one context; teachers and ad-
ministration in another; and teachers, principals, and central administra-
tion in another. In Fort Angeles tne sets used in the sector chart cor-
responded roughly to tha sectors from ", n moleoulr chart which, in turr,

had been derived throun's a careful serieo of discussions with those who
knew the community an! the program pest.

The sector linkages are derived from the importance points data.
The procedure is to take the importance points lists from all of those wto
are located in a sector and determine who they, as a group, ranked. For

example, the teachers as a group may give 301 of their rankings to the
school board, 50% to the central administration, 20% to themselves, 5% to
citizens and 5% to members of the business community. This analysis of
who a given set of leaders ranked is then carried out for all of the
classifications being used. No distinction is made between a number 1

ranking and a number '0 ranking for the purpose of this chart. Addition-

ally, an adjustment i5 made when any set or category of leaders is smaller
than ten. Thus, if there are only 5 school board members and every per-
son in a set ranks all 5, the school board would then receive a score of
50% even though they actually received 100% of the possible rankinnr
For this reason the linkages between groups are expressed in term5 the

percentae of possible rank:ngs.

The sector linkages data is first presented in table form. The

table for Port Angeles i3 found on page 55; it may be helpful to refer to

it at this time. The sector linkages table shows how each set of sector
leaders rated themselves and each of the other sots and sectors. From

this comparison the existence and direction of influence linkages between
-groups o.ln be inferred. A 5% ranking of teachers by citizens r!nd a 501
ranking of citizens by teachers, for example, suggests a very different
situation from a 50% ranking of each by the other or a 5% ranking of ea,sti

by the other.

In construct-ng a sector chart from the table Presenting the
linkage indires a determination needs to be made as to the cutoff point
at which a one-way linkage between groups is said to exist. In Port

Angeles a figure of 181 of the possible rankings was used. This thresh-
old reflects both a natural break in the data and the authors' assessment
of the meaning embedded in the linkage indices.

The sector chart is constructed by repreSenting each of the sets
in a sector circle and using arrows to show the influence attributed to
one set of leaders by another. If a Get of leaders assessed Its own
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members as having considerable influence, an asterisk (*) was placed in
its circle to sicnlfy this. The sector chart for Port Angeles can be

found on page 56. A simplified exaMple is presented below in figure 2-6.

Figure 2-6

In the program sector shown in Figure 2-6, Set A attributes in-

fluence to Sets B and C, while B and C attribute influence to each other
and to themselves. The similarities to the molecular chart can be noted.

The combination of insights gained by the researcher from the
data analysis, particularly the importance and contacts chart, the molec-

ular charts and the sector chart, when combined with the insights gained

from the feedback process (which is discussed below) brings the researoh7

er to the point where he can infer from the research with a good deal of

oonfidence just who the policy-making influentials in the program are
and how they relate to each other. This is an Interpretive step; the
data deals with the perceptions that the active, salient members of the

community have about influence and communication patterns in the program
sector. Both the feedback of the data and attempts at application in a

number of communities have convinced us that we have developed a tool

which does Identify the salient actors in local program sectors, partic-

ularly when the program is viewed in a time frame that extends beyond

the particular of single decisions. No claim is made that every actor
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who will be salient in future decisi_ s will be identified. But in tero s
of setting the "rules" and agendas of the program, we have found that ie
results of the importance--centaets research allow us to identify the key
People who must be dealt with in any attempt to initiate and/or facilitate
aztual, lasting program change.

Iri ia I iempts at Validation

This attr!butional methodology, which is used to generate date
about program leadership, yields influence and contacts data that are
then analyzed to determine generalized influence relationships, which,
under continued analysis, yield a variety of empirically based visual
models esented above in this discussion. Because the data taken from
local leaders is, in the strictest sense, subjective we cannot maintain
that these charts represent more than subjectivistic conceptions ef the
distribution and form cf influence in a local program of action. Which
is to say, they are a valid, essential part of decision making only in so
far as they are perceived as real and meaningful by those in the program
sector. If we were to offer them as validated--as presenting reliable
and verified knowledge--we should have to have substantiated them through
the use of more truly independent measures. Alternatively, their predic-
tive accuracy might be established. At this time neither of these sources
of validation are available.

Accepting that we r:an claim nothing more than so-called face
validity for these findings om what we have done there has been a con-
certed attempt to elicit the reactions of local leaders to these presen-
tations as a means of seeking a better understanding of what our findings
mean.

The process of sharing the findings from the research throeqh
feedback is carried on through a series of interview-like discussions
where the researcher returns with a fairly elaborate presentation to
visit with the individuals he interviewed some weeks earlier. The folder
that is used in the feedback begins with a replica of the questionnaire
and proceeds from there through a review of the process through which
data was first coded, and then collated and analyzed. The tables and
charts described above display the results of each step in the data anal-
ysis and as such allow the respendent to "walk through" the analysis with
the researcher.

Seeing the data analysis through the feedback process i5, of
course, a strange and unusual experience for almost ail the respondente,
but one that they invariably come to appreciate. For seMe the value of
the feedback comes from a sense of having ,-;een inside the shell of sci-
ence; while for others the meaning of the feedback process lies in the
insights that it provides into the intricacies of the structure of the
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network of the local influentials. In looking at the importance and con-
tacts chart those who hold salient positions in the influence structure
of the program will perceive the chart not as fixed, but as a freeze
frame of a dynamic situation. Some people will suggest certain individ-
uals who are presently in a medium contacts and low importance points
position can be expected to move up into the high contacts, high impor-
tance level; others will move the opposite way. While the importance
and contacts chart is something which the respondents have never seen be-
fore they can, given the proper explanation, engage the data presentation
as if it were the program sector and talk about what it means and how it

will change. All of this suggests that the data and the analysis as pre-
sented by the importance and contacts chart is real to the community mem-
ber, that It represents relationships that are perceived and considered
meaningful by them This leads us to believe that the data and the anal-
ysis tap stable relationships which are nart of the structure of decision
making in tne program sector.

The feedback of the molecular charts also becomes a uniquely
meaningful experience for most respondents. n occasion they speak of

it as what are sometime labeled peak experiences--moments of insight
that allow the respondent to transcend the limits of the program sector
and look at it in a new light. A typical response from a local leader

who is only casually involved in educational affairs in the community
would be, "that is interesting, very interesting. I always Imagined that

there was some kind of pattern to all of this but this is the first time

I have had the opportunity to see what it might be like."

From others with a more active involvement, one stretching over
a longer period of time the response might be as follows: "That certainly

looks like the way things shape up here. What I don't understand is how

that computer program allowed you to locate people in relation to each

other in such an accurate way. Could we go back over that section of

this material?" From someone the charts showed to be an occupant of a
pivotal position in the network of policy-making influentials the re-
sponse might be as follows: "That's it; you have hit it right on the

head. My, this certainly is a comprehensive presentation from such a
simple questionnaire. I

don't understand exactly how you did it, but

you have got it almost down to the last person." Highly informed indi-
viduals almost without exception will then proceed to talk about where
someone was located before he undertook some action or another and how
ft was that Someone else who at one time had a great deal of salience in

the network gradually lost it. In not a few cases the respondent will
disclose his feelings about his own situationcommenting on his desire

fo move away from the eye of the storm or of his intention of undertaking

activities that would move him more Into the center of things.

None of these responses would be viewed by the rigorous se en-

tist s providing validation for the veracity of the technique, and, as
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we say, we make no cLlims of this kind on the Lasis of these responses.
What we do hold, however, is that these representations are universally
meaningful to those who have been involved in leadership roles in educa-
tion over a long enough time to become fully informed about the program,
its structure and its processes, and that on the basis of this involve-
ment they take consider9ble insight from their encounter with this re-
search-feedback process= While the matter of ultimate scientific valida-
tion of this technique must be dealt with at some time, it is, in our eyr,s,
sufficient for the moment that this technique appears to provide a useful
educational experience for all of those who come in contact with it. We
shall speak of this as it-F "clinical potential" in a later chapter.

PORT ANGELES IMPORTANCE-CONTACTS PU;ULTS

Data taking in Fort Angeles began in the fall of 1974 and con-
tinued for about five months. The sequence of activities was just that
described earlier in this chapter:

Familiarization of researchers with site,

2. Compiling a comprehensive list of all of those who
had been active in educational policy making
the previous-year,

Culling this iisting through the judging process
followed by preparation of the list of approxi-
mately one hundred and fifty individuals most
active in educational policy making,

4. Interviewing the most salient and/or most active
policy-makers using the I-C questionnaire,

Analysis of this data.

In Port Angeles the judging list came to include approximately
450 names. This total was reduced through the judging proce-s to 145
oames, which then became the list for the I-C questionnaire. The ques-
tionnaire was administered to 53 local leaders. A copy of the first and
last pages of the judging list, a copy of the I-C questionnaire, and a
list of those interviewed along with their occupations are all included
in Appendix A. An examination of the list of 4-hose iriterviewed indicates
that there is a cross section of community typos among thrm.

As was noted earlier, there was no attempt to utilize a conven-
tional sampling procedure in selecting these interviewees. Wc instead
rely upon what we label a snowball selection technique: interviewing
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begins with those who are seen to be most salient from the judging data
and then extends out from these results. The object is to interview all
of the active and/or salient people in the program sector as indicated
by the results of the judging and the I-C questionnaire. The patterning
seen among the respondents to the I-C nuestionnaire in Port Angeles is
completely consistent with our prior experience with this technique in
a dozen other communities and we are confident that there is no reason
to believe some undetected condition in the community disrupted the op-
eration of our selection procedure.

Contacts Array

The aggregate contacts data from the Port Angeles Education
Study is contained in Table 2-1. The top 50 places from the total con-
7acts array are displayed from number 1 to number 50. This represents
what the 53 respondents said as a group about each person on the table.
Table 2-2 is a breakdown of the aggregate contacts data by group. In

looking at the contacts array the most obvious pattern is the overwhelm-
ing domination of people employed in education or holding ufficial educa-
tion positions. Counting the 6 people from the community college there
are 44 educational personnel among the top 50 in contacts. Because the
contacts question does not distinguish between routine professional con-
tacts and those of a substantive nature, the domination by education
personnel is not surprising, yet it is certainly possible to have alter-
native configurations within an education system, which would be indica-
tive of a different social system than is indicated by the Port Angeles
contacts data.

The identification and positioning of groups in the top 50
places in the total contacts array is also an indication of perceived
communication pattern in the education system. The top 6 places on the
list are people from the central administration of the school district.
Seven of the next 9 people are high school principals. The top 15 names
on the list are almost entirely administrative personnel. The first
teacher, Hartmann #I4, is the president of the teachers' association.
The teachers hold 19 of the places on the list of the top 50; of these
only 3 are not high school teachers. The other groups represented are
the community college with 6 persons, people from the business community
and media with 4 people and the school board with 4 people. Missing
from the top 50 places on the total contacts array are representatives
from local government and "citizens", non-education people who do not
fall into Any of the above mentioned categories.

In the total contacts array one can also see examples of the
different bases for a person having a high contacts score. The person
at the top of the list is the receptionist at the district office. It

is reasonable to assume that the majority of her contacts are of a
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TABLE 2-1

PORT ANGELES EDUCATION SURVEY

Total Contacts Arra

I)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

B)

)

1 0 )

1 1 )

1 2 )

1 3 )

1 4 )

I )

1 6 )

1 )

I S

1 9 )

2 )

2 )

2 2 )

2 3 )

2 4 )

2 5 )

26 )

27)

Contacts Name

SaPP

c1::per, D.
:

Siehofer

Horne

KinneY, B.

TiMm

:gon
Hoffman

King

Norton

Hartman

Lang, R.

Thayer

Grier, G.

Collins

Lindelien

KinneY, L.

Thornton

Enderle

Grown, H.

Drain

Schermer

Biel

Hoglund

identification

525

512

448

421

371

366

336

321

310

296

274

269

265

265

258

257

254

251

244

241

241

241

236

234

231

222

221

Receptionist, District Office

Superintendent, School District #21

Business Mgr., School District #21

Curriculum Consultant, School District #21

Asst. Superintendent, School District #21

Reading Consultant, School District #21

Sr. High School Principal

Elementary School Principal

Sr. High School Vice Principal

Jr_ High School Principal

Receptionist, High School

Elementary School Principal

Sr. High School Vice Principal

Teacher, Sr. High

Elementary School Principal

School Board Chai man

Teacher, Sr. High

High School Counselor

High School Counselor

Elementary School Principal

Elementary School Principal

P';ychologist & Spec. Ed., School Pis riot #21

Teacher, Sr. High

Teacher, Sr. High

Elementary School Principal

Voc. Ed. Director, College

c:x. High Counselor
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28) 215 Maier

Total Contacts Array

President, College

29) 214 Kays, J. Teacher, Sr. High

30) 211 McLaughlin Teacher, Sr. High

31) 198 Berkley Teacher, Sr. High

32) 196 Thomas Newspaper Publisher & Editor

33) 193 Hostetler College Evening School Director

34) 190 Young, F. College Dean of Instruction

35) 188 Kalahar, G. -Teacher, Sr. High

36) 185 Feiro College Dean of Students

37) 184 Powell Jr. High School Principal

38) 184 Hesselman Teacher, Sr. High

39) 182 Northrop School Board

40) 181 Mattila Education Reporter, Newspaper

41) 179 Cornett, E. Teacher, Sr. High

42) 173 Cornett, R. Teacher, Reading

43) 169 Fairbairn Teacher, Sr. High

44) 169 Kennedy Teacher, Sr. High

45) 167 Byrd, K. Teacher, Elementary

46) 166 Ducceschi Managing Editor, Newspaper

47) 159 Keys Teacher, Sr. High

48) 159 Quast, W. Professor, College

49) 157 Willison Savings & Loan President

50) 153 Ross, R. Teacher, Jr. High

4 2
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Supt. Office m 1,

Principals = 7,8, 9,

Teachers m 14, 17,

41, 42,

Sch. Board = 16, 39

College = 26, 28,

Downtown = 32, 40,
(Business

10,

18,

43,

33,

46,

TABLE 2-2

Contacts Breakdown

25,

30,

21,

31,

37

350

(Top 50 places)

6, 22

II, 12, 13, 15, 20,

19, 23, 24, 27
44, 45, 47, 50

34, 36, 48

49

& Media)

Percentage o Total C ntacts --tor

Top 50 Places Total Contacts Points

Supt. Office = 25% (3,158 contacts) Supt. Office = 16% (3,266 contacts)

23% (2,721 contact-) Principals = 14% (2,842 contacts)

33% (4,100 contacts) Teachers = 33% (6,584 contacts)

4% ( 439 contacts) Sch. Board % ( 841 contacts)

9% (1,165 contacts) College = 6% (1,165 contacts)

6% C 700 contacts) Downtown = 12% (2,347 contacts)

0% Government = 4% ( 694 contacts)

,Citizens 0% Citizens m 9% (1,843 contacts)

Principals =

Teachers =

Sch. Board =

College

Downtown =

Government m

4 3
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routine, professional nature. The superintendent who is number 2 in total
contacts probably also has a good deal of routine, professional contact.
But he is also assumed to have a number of contacts which are of a policy-
making nature. A third situation is illustrated by the local newspaper
editor, number 32 on the list. Because Thomas' occupation would not bring
him into routine contact with education people, a good number of the con-
tacts attributed to him are probably substantive in nature. The total

contacts array also illustrates how different people fill the same role.
Why is one Junior high principal number 10 on the list and another number
27? Why Is one senior high teacher number 14 on the list and another num-
ber 47? The answers are not found completely in the 1-C data analysis
but the researcher is given direction with which to begin an inquiry into
the specifics on the interpersonal dynamics of the system. Because the

interview selection process is keyed to the importance points data more
than to the contacts data and because it Is not a random sampling process,
there are more people interviewed from some groups than from others. This

may seem like a biasing of the data, but the contacts data is not intended
to measure the actual contacts that occur; rather it is Intended to tap
the perceived communication patterns that are seen by the most active and
salient people in the school district.

The breakdown of the total contacts by group found in table 2-2
also provides insights about the educational system In Port Angeles. The
breakdown is made for both the contacts given to the top 50 people on the
total contacts array and for all 145 people on the 1-C questionnaire. The

superintendent's office, with 7 people, accounts for 25% of the contacts
given to the top 50 people. The principals, with 12 people, have 23% of
those contacts and the teachers, with 19 people, have 33% of those con-
tacts. The employees of School District 21 account for 81% of the con-
tacts attributed to the top 50 people on the total contacts array. They

also account for 63% of the total contacts attributed to everyone on the
1-C questionnaire list. In contrast the school board, college, downtown,
government and citizen groups do not account for more than 10% of the con-
tacts attributed to the top 50 people. Overall, the patterns noted by ex-
amining the top 50 place on the total contacts array, table 2-1, are sub-
stantiated by the percentage breakdown found in table 2-2.

While the contacts data can be used In comparative and time
series studies its major importance lies in what it has to say about a
particular education system at the time the study is carried out. The

data neflects how the most salient and active people in the education

system in Port Angeles see the patterns of communication. This is not a

mirror of reality; there are certainly patterns of communication that ane
not reflected in the data. But these patterns are not perceived by the
central people in the education system and as such will, we belleVe, have
less impact than what has been tapped by the I-0 questionnaire.

The data i_ reflective of how people view the educational
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TABLE 2-3

PORT ANGELES EDUCATION SURVEY

Total Im ortance Points Arra

1)

2)

3)

PoJnts Name Identification

472

324

141

Scarr

Thayer

Berglund

Superintendent, School District #2I

School Board President

Citizen

4) 137 Sleeper D. Business Mgr., School District #21

5) 131 Horne Asst. Superintendent, School District #2I

6) 118 Hare School Board

7) 99 711111ps Bank President

8) 96 Kinney B. Reading Consultant, School District #2I

9) 83 Slehofer Curriculum Consultant, School District #21

10) 76 Williams Sr. High School Principal

II) 72 Thomas Newspaper Editor and Publisher

12) 70 Northrop School Board

13) 65 Robins Citizen, Citzen Advisory Council

14) 58 Sandison State tenator, Insurance Agency

15) 58 Hartman Teacher, Sr. High 8, P.A. Ed. Assoc. President

16) 49 Anderson School Board

17) 37 Radke Real Estate

18) 36 Kinney L. Elementary School Principal

lq) 35 Ross R. Teacher, Jr. High

20) 34 Herring Owner, Radio Station

21) 34 Matte School Board

22) 34 McLaughlin Teacher, Sr. High & P.A. Ed. Assoc.

23) 33 Kays J. Teacher Sr. High

24) 33 Beil Voc. Ed. Director College

25) 30 Feiro Dean of Students, College

26) 28 Willison President, Savings & Loan

27) 28 Ellis Former Superintendent School District #2I
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Total Importance Points Array

28) 28 Rains Citizen

29) 27 Maier President, College

30) 24 Mason Jr. High Principal

31) 22 Connor State Representative

32) 22 Buchmann State PTA Assoc.

) 21 Elliot County PTA President

34) 21 Lamoureaux Citizen, Labor

35) 20 Mattila Education Reporter, Newspapr

36) 19 Ducceschl Managing Editor, Newspaper

37) 18 Rogstad Plant Manager, ITT Rayonier

38) 18 Savage State Representative

39) 16 Duncan De Teacher, Elementary

40) 15 Duncan Do Citizen, Citizen Advisory Council

41) 14 Buck Owner, Radio Station

42) 12 Haguewood City Councilman

43) 11 Quest W. Professor, College

44) 11 Eells Businessman

45) 10 Brown M. Former School Board

46) 10 Royce F. ITT Rayonler Supervisor

47) 10 Timm Elementary School Principal

48) 10 Rudell Businessman

49) 9 Cockrill Citizen

50) 9 Norton Sr. High Vice Principal

51) 9 Enderle School District Psychologist
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Supt. Of ice

Sch. Board

Citizens

Downtown

Principals

Government

Teachers

College

TABLE 2-4

Irpportance Points Breakdown

46,

44,

__

49

48

tor

52

(Tb-p 50 Pladesi-

= 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 51

= 2, 6, 12, 16, 21

= 3, 13, 27, 38, 32, 33, 34, 40, 45,

= 7, 11, 17, 20, 26, 35, 36, 37 41,

= 10, 18, 30, 47, 50

= 14, 31, 38, 42

15, 19, 22, 23, 39

= 24, 25, 29, 43

Percenteof Total Importance Points by

Top 50 Places Total jpprtance Points

Supt. Office = 33% .928 points) Supt. Office = 32% (928 points)

Sch. Board = 21% (595 points) Sch. Board = 20% (595 points)

Citizens = 13% (379 points) Citizens = 14% (396 points)

Downtown = 13% (362 points) Downtown =,I3% (380 points)

Principals 6% (155 points) Principals 5% (161 point )

Government 4% (110 points) Government = .4% (112 points)

Teach_ % (176 points) Teachers = 7% (2(6 points)

College % (101 points) College = 4% 1(0 poInts)

4
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system and a situation different from Port Angeles at the time the data
was taken would yield different data. A more active school board might
have more contacts and a figurehead board even less. The same holds true
for the impact of issues. The citizen participation indicated by the con-
tacts data for a school system involyed in desegregation or textbook con-
flicts would probably be higher than is indicated by the Port Anceles con-
tacts data (where neither of these Issues were active at the time). From
the contacts data, the next step in the analysis is the aggregation of the
importance points array, which will present a different view of the educa-
tion system in Port Angeles.

Importance Points Array

The top 50 places on the total importance points array are frund

in Table 2-3. The table Is based on how many importance points were at-
tributed to each person on the I-C questionnaire by the 53 people who were
interviewed. Table 2-4 is a breakdown of the total importance points data
by group. In contrast to the top 50 on the total contacts array, there is
much more representation of non-educational personnel among the top 50
places on the total importance points array. Twenty-seven people on Table
2-3 are not associated directly with the school district or the community
college compared to only 4 people among the 50 on the total contacts array.
While high contacts were attributed primarily to people employed by the
school district, high importance points are attributed to a wide range of
people from the community. Again, in contrast to the top 50 contacts ar-
ray, representatives of all eight categories of people used in the break-
down of the contacts data appear on the top 50 Importance points array.

The individuals at the top of the importance listing illustrate
the different bases from which a person can be highly ranked on this list.
The top person on the list is the superintendent of the school district.
Given the position that he holds in the system it is hard to imagine him
not ranking high in importance points. The number 5 person, the assis-
tant superintendent, was very new to the community when the study was
conducted. His ranking might be higher in a follow-up study because the
respondents would then be more familiar with him. It might also be that
his ranking would go down because people were ranking him on the basis
of anticipations he may be unable to fulfill. As carefully drawn as the
instructions to the I-C questionnaire are, the "is", "shouid" and "maybe"
still become Interwoven In the data.

This is, of course, the issue-of ascrietive vs. achieved rank-
ings; it permeates any attempt at interpretation of the Importance points
rankings. The rankings of people who hold official positions, such as
the superintendent or president of the teacher association, can be ex-
pected to reflect a mixture of achieved and ascribed importance. A

teacher who ranks high without any official position may have a ranking
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more in the achieved area. The 1-0 data does not allow determination of
the basis of rankings with certainty, but the analysis that one made be-
yond the importance points array allows the researcher to begin to come
to grips with this.

The interpretation of the top 50 importance points list should
also be qualified by the limits of the methodology. The differenCe be-
tween being number 1 and number 25 on the list can be of considerable
significance, but one can not conclude that the number 12 person, North-
rup, with 70 importance points is twice as influential as is the number
19 person, Ross, with 35 importance points. The intersubjectivities of
role ascription and role achievement makes this impossible. The data
does, however, give the reSearcher a strong indication of how the large
number of people on the I-C questionnaire begin to form into Identifiable
groups which have an impact on the educational system In Port Angeles.

In looking at a group breakdown of the contacts data It was
evident that the three education groups dominated the communicati-n per-
ceived by the respondents. in examining the breakdown by group of the
importance points In Table 2-4 quite a different picture emerges. There
are two groups that dominate the total importance points breakdown, the
superintendent's office and the school board. Below these two groups Is
another level containing the citizen and the downtown groups. After this
there is another drop off to the next four groups: principals, govern-
ment, teachers, and college. These patterns are the same whether one
considers just the top 50 places or all the Importance points attributed
to everyone on the I-C questionnaire. There is considerable concentra-
tion in the top two groups with over 50% of the importance points being
attributed to the superintendent and school board groups. Thls concen-
tration is even greater if one considers the average number of points
per person In the group because the superintendent's office and the
school board are two of the three smallest groups In terms of people on
the 1-C questionnaire. As a prelude to the importance and contacts
chart it is interesting to note that only the superintendent's office is
ranked highly on both the breakdown of the contacts and the breakdown of
the importance points. The school board and citizens are high in impor-
tance and low in contacts while the teachers and principals are high in
contacts and low in importance.

Again, it is criticc 1 that we think in terms of what thls tells
us about the education system in Port Angeles and how a different situa-
tion would yield different data. A stronger set of principals or a
weaker school board would result in a different picture than is seen in
the configuration of importance points data for Port Angeles. The data
gives the researcher specific insight in the education system in Port
Angeles. But the total Importance points and total contacts data should
be considered only the beginning. It Is the combinations of the two
dela sets and the exploration of the relationships between Individuals
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and groups that are presented in the next three sections wh ch give the
researcher the critical insights into the educational system and the
community.

Importance and Contacts Chart

The total contacts and total importance points data for Port
Angeles have been combined in Chart 2-1 to form the Importance and Con-
tacts Chart. This chart adds a second dimension to the total contacts
array and to the total importance points array by showing the relation-
ship between the total contacts and the total importance points for each
individual who ranks high on either measure. On Chart 2-1 the average
number of importance points are graphed on the vertical axis and the av-
erage number of contacts are graphed on the horizontal axis. The use of
al.P rages makes the scale of the chart the same regardless of the number
of interviews used for conStructing it.

The position of Sapp, the district office receptionist, at the
extreme high contacts and low Importance points position at the lower
right illustrates the case of a person whose position gives them a high
degree of routine, professional contacts but who has little influence on
substantive decisions for the education system. The opposite case of
high importance points and low contacts is illustrated by the position-
ing of Berglund and Sandison on the left side of the chart. This type
of positioning indicates people who are seen as having potentially great
impact on the system, but who intervene in the system sporadically and
only on specific issues. Sandison is a State senator who is important in
State educational policy. Berglund is a citizen who has been active in
issues in the past and who is often characterized as a "school critic."
To a lesser extent Hare, Phillips, Northrup, Robins, and Thomas are in
the same high importance points, low contacts position, but the data sug-
gests they have more regular interaction with the rest of the educational
system and more regular input into policy making. Some clear distinctions
exist between these five people which can be Inferred from their occupa-
tion and activity data. Robins, the head of a citizens' advisory group,
is, iike Berglund, a person primarily concerned with education. Her in-
fluence in the community is largely limited to education. In contrast,
Phillips, the banker, and Thomas, the newspaper editor, are more accurately
seen as "generalists"; a study of perceived influence in a number of pro-
gram sectors in the community would almost certainly yield their names.
Hare and Northrup are members of the school board, which brings the ques-
tion of institutions into the discussion.

There are three high ranking schL'ol board meambers, Hare, North-

rup and Thayer. Thayer is in the high center of the chart. The medium

to high inportance points and low to medium contacts position of these

people is reflective of the situation of non-professionals in decision-
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making positions for professional organizations. The same type of re-
sults are found in the position of hospital board members in health care
studies with the importance--contacts research. The lack of technical
expertise and daily contact with the education professionals tends to
place these people in a responder, reactive role. It is difficult for the
non-professional in this position to take initiatives in policy making
because of the information and status deficits of their situations.
Thayer, the school board president, is a partial exception to this problem.
He is the business manager of the community college which gives him both
a high level of contacts and a degree of professional expertise, particu-
larly in financial matters, which puts him in a different category than
the other members of the school toard.

Shifting to the medium to high contacts side of the chart ope
finds the bulk of the School District 21 professionals and staff. The
persons with high contacts and low importance cluster around the area
defined by 6 average contacts per month; they are expected to impact on
the day to day operation of the system, but mat on the larger policy
questions or the direction and nature of the educational system. On

the other hand, that set of people, starting with L. Kinney and S. Hartmann,
and moving up and to the right all the way to Scarr, the superintendent,
are the people who combine the high contacts and importance points neces-
sary to be able to take initiatives, to shape policy agendas and policy
decision outcomes.

The high contacts, high importance points people are the ones
with the imformation base and the attributed influence necessary to move
or not move the system in terms of the questions of its nature and over-
all direction. Their advantages mean that others in the system are in
the position of responding to what these people do and don't do. The

professional - non-professional split tends to intensify this situation.
The makeup of this set is therefore revealing about the nature of the
educational system in Port Angeles. The top people in this set are all
central administrative people. Scarr is the superintendent and Horne is
the assistant superintendent. Sleeper is the business manager. B. Kinney
is the reading and federal program coordinator and Slehofer is the curri-
culum consultant. Williams, the high school principal, and Hartman, the
the president of the teacher association, are both members but of lesser
importance. This group, primarily the central administration, is the one
seen as having the initiatives in shaping the education system in Port
Angeles. This makeup, rather than any number of alternatives involving
more teachers and principals or involving some citizens, indicates the
unique nature of this education system.

In and of itself the Importance and contacts chart is a valu-
able analytical tool which the researcher can use with great effective-

ness. But the importance and contacts chart is also a tool which when
used properly in the feedback process will serve as a stimulus for the
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sharing of information and Impressions about the educational system and
the community by the community member. The community member who Is fair-
ly well informed about the educational system Will be able to engage the
data and to explore with the researcher why the patterns on the import-
ance and contacts chart exist and what changes will be occurring on it
wrth the passage of time. This dual nature of being both an analytical
tool and a stimulus for the sharing of insights by the community member
is something that the importance and contacts chart shares with the final
two data analysis techniques that are applied to this data; the molecular
charts and the sector charts.

lecular Charts

The previous data presentations have all been based on the to-
tal contacts and the total importance points array; what the 53 respon-
dents to the I-C questionnaire said as a group about each person on the
I-C list. The data arrays and the Importance and Contacts Chart tell us
how individuals are collectively perceived within the education system.
They do not tell us anything about perceived relationships between indi-
viduals and groups. The next two data presentations, molecular charts
and the sector chart, deal with those relationships. They are based on
what individuals and groups said about each other through the importance
and contacts data.

Skeletal Molecular _Chert

The skeletal molecular distribution of influentials for Port
Angeles is presented in Chart 2-2. It has been divided into seven sec-
tors: teachers and principals, superintendent/S office, school board,
media, business, citizens, and college. The choice of the particular
sectors is a function of both the clustering of the individuals who fall
into the reciprocal two-person groups that are the basis for the charts
and the researcher's judgements based upon his debriefing with salient
leaders in the community. The arrangement of the sectors is dictated by
the patterninas among individuals as linkages cross sector lines.

The circles on th-1 molecular chart represent the individuals
from the top fifty places on the combined importance and contacts lists,
(though a person who was interviewed but who did not find his way into
any two person groups is not placed on the chart). The size of the cir-
cle is determined by the number of linkages the individual has with
others on the chart. The individuals are placed in the qector which
corresponds to their primary education activity or basic group identifi-
cation. Thayer is placed in the school board sector even though he is
the business manager of the community college, for example. There are
some individuals in the citizen and business sectors who were not
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interviewed but who ar-. identified by the data and the respondents as be-
ing salient in some way to the educational system. These persons are
identified with dotted ,4ircies. There are two individuals who deserve
comment who were not interviewed; Berglund and Ss;ndison. These persons
both ranked very high in importance points. The',- else rank very low in

contacts. .-;ny of their rankings by cothers (soul,: not have resulted in
linkages on The molecular chart because those ranking them did not also
attribut- any contacts to them. Our past experience with this research
technique tel us that persons in the high importance and low contacts
position do not "show" on the molecular charts to any degree. We can-
not dismiss entirely the chance that the data from these two individuals
would change the interpretations and conclusions that follow, but we are
confilnt t-le molecular charts do repr --It the sionficant communi-
catiron and influence patterns within the educational system.

Communication Cha!--t

Chart 2-S L. the communization chart for the Port Angeles edu-
cation system. The lino-, between individuals are based on all three of
the possible reciprocal linkages: high contacts, ranking with at least
one contact, and a mixture of high contacts and ranking. The following
analysis focuses on the pattern within the sectors and the pattern be-
tween the sectors and the overall picture of the education system which
is suggested by the communication chart.

Looking first at the teacher-principal sector and the superin-
tendent's office sector, there is an important set of linkages from
principals to B. Kinney and Slehofer who, in turn, are linked to Scarr,
Herne and Sleeper. Only one teacher is linked to the superintendent's
office sector, again through Slehofer and B. Kinney. This pattern can_
be contrasted to the linkages between the media )nd the superintendent's
office sector where Thomas and Ouccosschi and Herring link directly to
Scarr, Horne and 5leoper without any intermediary linkages. The same
type of direct linkages hohween sectorti can be between the school
board sector and the superintendent's office and tho college sector and
the superintendent's office. A slightly different pattern is seen be-
tween the college and the school board sectors whore those in the colloT
sector all link to Thayer, who in both the school hoard president and
business manager of the college.

Looking within the individual sector-, number of patterns
also are evident. The superintendent's office sector and the college
sector illustrate a certain amount of integration, with most of the
people in these sectors linked to each other. The pattern in these sec-
tors stands in contrast to a sector such as the husines sector where
there is little linkage between people. Somewhat less highly integrated
are the school hoard rector .ind the teacher-princinal -,,ctor. The
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s.:7; board members are all connectee to Thayer, but only Northrup and
ere also linked tc each other. e implication is that the ccr--

mnication network for the board depends on Thayer.

The teacher-principal sector slanws clusterings between princi-
nels ( inn, Schermer, R. ing) and between teachers and principals in a
particeler school (Williams and the senior high eheel and Mason and ene
af tb junior high school-).

Looking at the Port Angeles Communication Chart in its entirety,
one gets the impression that it focuses around the school board and the
eunerintendent's office sectors. One node is formed by Scarr, Horne,
mid ':,1r,r,rir and cnr-,ther by Slchofpr anr! R. Kinnr'y, both in the superin-
tendent's office sector. The key node is probably the one constituted
by Scarr, Horne, and Sleeper. This node connects with the school board,
the media, the business community, and through Slehofer and B. KinneY,
the principal and teachere. This picture of concentration in the super-
intendent's office and the school board will be seen again below in the
influence chart.

Influence Chart

The perceived influence linkages for the Port Angeles Education
system are found in Chart 2-4. The linkages are based on reciprocal ,m-

portance rankings with at least one reciprocated died. A comparison of
this chart with the communication chart shows that many of the communica-
tion linkalee do nt appear es influence linkages.

In contraet to the communication chart there in only one link
hetween thoee in the teacher-principal sector and the eoporintendent's
effice 7,ector. The impertent point to remember is theet e linkage on this
ehart is basnd en recierecal rankings. If, as wes the ra!;e, teachers and
principels ranked persons in the superintendent's office who did not rank
them in return, then no metuel er reciprocated influence linkage is eeid
to exist. Thus, Slehofer and B. Kinney do not have many influence link-
eles in spite of their high number of importance pointe. They did not
reciprocate many of the renkines they received, nor did those they ranked
in turn rank them. The linkages from the college sector primarily in-
volve one individuel, Ferio, whoee role will be discussed below. The
communications linkages between sectors noted earlier persist as influ-
ence linkages between people in the school board sector and people in
the superintendent's office sector. The people in the superintendent's
office:sector are still linked to the media and to a lesser extent the
bueiness sector.

In looking et the influence chart al, a wh-le one agein seee
a ceneentrotion in the echool board end the superin n ent's office
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sectors with the superintendent's office also being linked to the media
and business sectors. This school board--superintendent's office--
business and media pattern will also be seen on the sector chart. With-
in this broad pattern there are also some distinct nodes which are of
interest. Thayer is the center of the school beard sector, but the su-
perintendent, Scarr, is also in a strong position in relation to the
school board. Additionally, the triad between Jcarr, Thayer, and Hare
indicates a combination that can and does have great impact on the sys-
tem. In the superintendent's office sector Scarr and Sleeper are the
key Individuals with linkages to persons in the media and business
sector.

Two other battornr should be n:-,ted, First, Ferio, the dean of
instruction at the college, serves as a node with 4 linkages, He is a
person associated with two projects which are relevant to the business
community and the public schools, a community track and proposed marine
biology-aquarium project. His position tends to support the link be-
tween "downtown" and the superintendent's office. The other node in-
volves N,.:thrup, a new member of the school board. She was previously
active in the citizen's advisory group and the chain connecting Northrup
- Robins - Duncan indicates a linkage from the school board into citizen

and teacher concerns which is not present in other parts of the inflLence
chart. What changes will take place over time can only be conjecture at
this point.

Combination_Cha

The influence and communication charts are combined in Chart
-Z-5, the combination chart. This chart iLustrates again the overall
patrn of school board - superintendent's office - media and business
influence linkages. The communication line', show that the principal-
teacher-citizen, and college groups are not isolated from these primary
groups. A good deal of regular interaction is indicated, but in terms
of e influence patterns the superintenderW-; office and school board
key on -.23ch other and the superintendent's office and the business-media
also key on each other. This pattern will be seen again in the presen-
tation of the -ector charts.

ctor Charts

The molecular charts deal primarily with what individuals said
about each other. In the sector chart we turn to a consideration of what
categories of people said about other groups and themselves as a group.
The sector chart provides a basis for considering the salience of groups
in relation to each other. The foundation differs somewhat from the
mol cular chart in that all of the influence rankings are taken into
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account, not just those that are reciprocated. As was explained in the
section on sector charts in the methodology discussion, the respondents
to the I-C questionnaire are assigned to a sector and then the influence
rankings of those In each sector are examined as to who the. ranked in
terms of the seven groups. The results are expressed in terms of the
percentage of possible rankings given to each sector by all the other
sectors and by themselves.

Table 2-5, the sector linkages table, expresses this data in
table form. The first line, for example, indicates that the respondents
from the superintendent's office ranked themselves, people from the
school board and to a lesser degree people from the "downtown." The
percentages of 18% or more have been underlined as "significant." This
is based on both a break in the array of the data ard the reactions of
community leaders to the data. The sector linkage -able shows a uniform
high ranking of the superintendent's office and the school board groups.
Beyond that the Jowntown grOup receives high rankings from themselves
and two other groups= The citizens are highly ranked by themselves and
the principals while teachers are highly ranked only by themselves. The

principal and the college sets are not highly ranked by any of the groups,
even themselves.

The high ranking of the superintendentws office and the school
board and the linkages between them and between the superintendent's
office and the "downtown" are consistent with the individual data from
the molecular charts. The high ranking of citizens by principals prob-
ably reflects their sense of being vulnerable to constituent pressures,
particularly in problematic situations. The high ranking of teachers by
teachers and citizens by citizens is understandable, but the low ranking
of principals by principals is an expression of a lack of positioned es-
teem that is somewhat surprising. The data was confirmed by some of the
principals in the feedback session- us being quite accurate a5 it per-
tained to them, however.

Taking the relationships which are underlined on the sector
linkage table as representing one way influence linkages, the data can be
displayed in chart form using the format of circles and ,Arrows we have
relied on in the molecular charts. The sector chart for Port Angeles,
Chart 2-6, shows the one way linkages by representing each section with
a circle and drawing arrows from that sector whenever a significant
inter-sector linkage index appears. If a group attributed influence
to itself at or above the 18% cutoff point then an * was placed inside
the circle to represent this.

The reciprocal linkages between the superintendent's office
and the school board and between the downtown and the superintendent's
office are present, as in the molecular chart. But one can also see
the relationships which are not reciprocal. The citizens key on the
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TABLE 2-5

RANKING OP ONE SECTOR BY ANOTHER

(Expressed in Terms of the % of Possible Rankings)

Su erintendent's Office

Supt. Off. Sch_. Board Teachers jnci-aLs Citizens Downtown College

33% 8% 5% 13% 3%

h 1

Supt. Off Sch. Board Teachers Princi

28% 12% 5%

Teachers

Supt. Off,

41_% 20 7% 11% 2%

Principals

Supt. _Off. Sch. Board Teachers Principals_ C_it_i_zens. Downtown College

-ard Teachers

a s Citizens

14%

Principals Citizens

Downtown College

10% 8%

Downtown College

36% -%

Citizens

S:upt. Off. Sch.Board Teachers Princi

32%

Downtown Business & Media)

t. Off. Sch &rd Teacnera Princi als ritizens Downtown_ Colleg

30%
`)

7% 7% 12% 10%

al s C tizons

2% 24%

12%

Downtown College

14% 1%

C21ita

Supt Off. Sch. Board Teachers P incipals Citizens

25% 20% 3% 5%
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CHART 2-6

THE ATTRIBUTION OF INFLUENCE FROM ONE SECTOR TO ANOTHER
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superintendent's office and the school( '-oard, not the principals or the

teachers. It should again be noted that we are not talking about average
citizens but the active citizens who are involved with the educational

system at a policy level. Teachers and principals key on the school board
and the superintendent's office, with principals also keying on the active
citizens and thus showing a greater "constituency" awareness than the
other two groups of education professionals. Of equal importance are the
linkages that are not there such as one between the teachers and the
principals.

The importance of the molecular charts and the sector chart as
analytical tools lies in the insights they give the researcher into the
education system as it is perceived by those in the 7=ommunity. Different

patterns in the molecular charts or the sector chart would be indicative

of an educational system which varied in form and structure from the one
in Port Angeles. The information gained from these charts allows the re-
searcher to identify the people who are active and salient in the educa-
tion system and the patterns of interaction which give it substance. -

yond their strength as analytical tools the molecular and sector charts
are also valuable tools in the feedback process. Just as with the im-

portance and contacts chart, the respondents are able to take these
charts and talk about them as if they were the educational system. They

aan in the proper setting stimulate the community member to share under-
standings and insights about the education system with the researcher and

to explore the nature of that system with him. It is this dual nature of

an analytical tool and a stimulus for sharing and understanding that
makes the influence analysis provided by the importance and contacts re-

searcher so powerful when properly used by those who seek to work with

those in communities toward local understanding and initiation of program

change.

APPLICATION OF INFLUENCE ANALYSIS TO COMMUNITY PROBLEM-SOLV1NG

There are some premises that underlie this research technique

which, when elucidated, bring it into a more meaningful focus. In this

section we shall indicate how the capacity to identify the network of

policy-making influentials is intended to bear on the challenge to facil-

itate community change.

Premise ill:

The formal positions that constitute the
authority structure of a program of ac-
tion such as education are most relevant
to the management of its day-to-day af-
fairs. Matters such as whether policies
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ought to be changed, whether those hold-
ing formally designated positions ought
to relinquish their duties, whether the
mission of the education program in the
community should be redirected, matters
that impact upon the whole Of the com-
munity, cannot be adequately decided by
the cadre of professionals who are em-
ployed to preside over the operation of
the education program in the community.

It is more the case with education than with any other local pro-
gram that our capacity to cope with the future is quite literally at stake.
It is difficult to imagine a local program that is more intimately linked
to the welfare of the community as a whole and to Its young people in par-
ticular. If those who are matriculating our schools today are not thereby
prepared to deal with what tomorrow shall bring, we are destined to find
ourselves in difficult straits Indeed.

Local control of education in this country has always been pred-
icated on the supposition that here, more than with any other community
program, the people should have the capacity for directly influencing
what is done (as well as what is not done). Locally elected school boards
have been the customary device through which we have sought to implement
this objective. By and large local school boards can be said to have
served us well in this regard. It is part of the genius of the American
system of government that tradition has come to dictate that these boards
should be in constant consultation with a wide variety of individuals in
the community. Anyone familiar with education in this country knows that
this is universally the case and that it is through the outreach provided
by this consultative process that education has been able to retain the
immediate links it has to nearly every sector of the community in most of
our urban centers.

While the indigenous nature of the web of interrelationships
through which the school board, and others in the school system, attempt
to maintain reliable links to the other sectors of the community is un-
dodbtly the'most desirable and efficacious way of achieving the inter-
facing of the school system with the rest of the community, it presents
a substantial drawback to anyone from outside the community who would
come to the community seeking to work with its members in developinn the
policy making process of a local program of action. The outsider cannot
know who knows whom, who is concerned with what, and who is going to he
looked to in the ranks of those who have come to be accepted as policy-
making influentials in education when a particular problem presents it-
self to the community.

There are communities where the chairman of the boar
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education serves as the person that all of those interested in policy-
making contact when difficulties emerge; but this is by no means univer-
sal. There are also communities where the superintendent has come to
serve as both chief administrator of the system and leader in its policy-
making process; but this is by no means universal either. Though we do
not know just how frequently either o these arrangements occur across
the nation, it seems clear that nelther of these arrangements or any
other variation is dominant.

The most widely relied upon arrangement appears to be one
where there is a core of individuals who are closely tied to each other
in a circle of leadership and who, having earned the respect and trust
of their colleagues, preside over policy-making as a corporate leadership
group. Around this set of individuals there will be several satellite
groups who are concerned with one or another of the components of the
program (athletics, continuing education, building programs, etc.). When

someone feels a problem ft eveloping he seeks out the person to whom he
has the most ready access, in the appropriate satellite group. Whether
his concern is acied upon is very much a matter of his own status and
credibility with the person he talks to, the way he formulates his con-
cern, the way the other individual responds to this, etc.

For those who live in the community this arrangement tends to
work well and easily. For those who come from outside the community,
there is usually no alternative but to talk with those who hold formal
positrons of authority and hope to be referred on to those Individuals
who may not have any formal role in the professional structure of the ed-
ucationa! system but who may have come to occupy a key cicision-makino
position In what we have come to think of as the network of policy-making
influentials.

The influence analysis technique has been developed to enable
outsiders, such as ourselves and the staff of groups such as the Univer-
sity of Washington's Division of Community and Organization Development,
to find their way to those whom the community has come to look to for
policy leadership, without relying on trial and error or the goodwill cf
those who hold the formal positions of authority. For those who come to
the community, not as problem solvers or "experts", but as outsiders who
want to work with community members in developing and Improving the
policy-making processes and capabilities of the community, this type of
knowledge is critical. Without it an effective and efficient penetration
of the community and the program sector will be most difficult, or even
impossible.

A second function of knowledge such as this is even more rel-
evant to enabling outsiders, such aS ourselves, to be of service to the
community. While no one would think of operating a school system with-
out a careful and reliable accounting system, and while no one would
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think of going without careful records of all books and materials pur-
chased or complete records of all those who are employed by the system,
it is almost universally the case in cities across the nation that there
is no adequate record kept of mistakes made by those making policy for
the school system, or of their successes. One must hasten to add that
for those who reside within the community this presents no difficulty for
they have hed the benefit of reading the local newspaper and watching the
local television news broadcaster over the years and without knowing it
each resident of the community is a casual historian of educational
affairs.

And if this is the case for the average citizen it is even more
the case with those who have invested themselves in leadership activities
in relation to education. Between them they know virtually everything
that is worth knowing and, as many of them are quite ready to admit, a
lot that is not really worth knowing In addition. We hardly need repeat
the predicament that this leaves the conscientious outsider in, however.
He can quite easily discover what I's' being done at the time he is on the
scene, but as to how things came to be the way they are, he must remain

virtually in the dark. That this is not a situation that a responsible
professional can easily abide goes without saying.

Hence, the identification of the network of policy-making influ-
entiais in education comes to provide a means whereby an outsider can
make a meaningful plan for obtaining an oral history of recent develop-
ments in the educational system. Without this he could spend many weeks
seeking to discover who to talk with and run the risk n f aarnertr.q noth-
ing more than a jumbled understanding of what has come o nass for his

efforts. This brings us to a second premise.

Premise #2:

The capacity of local leaders to deal ef-
fectively with the major problems facing
the educational system is heavily influ-
enced by the cohesion and openness of com-
munication within tha network of policy-
making influentials.

If an outsider is to be able to bring his comnetenze to bear
in an- useful way he is going to have to discover where the tensions, if
any, Ire that could short-circuit communication within the network. Re-

liable knowledge of its shape and patterning becomes an immensely useful
resource in coming to understand where communication might break down,

where it might fail to cycle through, and where it might be filtered or
transformed in some way by long standing contention or sudden bursts of
interpersonal stress.
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Those who have been involved in leadership roles in a community
for any length of time can testify to the kinds of difficulties that oc-
cur when outsiders enter their city and attempt to take part in under-
standing its problems without (a) coming to a full understandir of its
recent history and (b) coming to know most of those who have be_ jrap-

piing with local problems on their own. It Is precisely because we have
seen so much of the absurdity that follows the Intemperate machinations
of "experts" that we have opted to take the time (approximately 60 days)
and go to the effort (approximately eight man weeks) to develop a fully
scientific analysis of the network of policy-making Influentials as a
basis for our work.

W115Arris much about the thrust of our effort having been set
out, the third, and crucial, premise upon which it is based can be
presented:

Premise #3:

Basic changes in local programs of action,
by which we mean changes that are lasting
in their effect and which have the impact
of modifying once and for all time to come
the kinds of outcomes it produces, can be
defined only by those on the scene, (2111_y_
by those who reside in the urban center
where the problems exist.

The reasoning behind this premise is simple. There are we

hold, no determinative "solutions" to local problems. Program dys unc-
tions are not like arithmetic problems, puzzles for which there is one
correct answer. They are.difficulties that erupt in our public affairs
and.they are not only of public concern; they cannot be dealt with ex-
cepting that those who have to "live" with the way in which they are re-
solved have the opportunity to "have their say" as to what kinds of ac-
commodations should be made in dealing with them.

One should hasten to add that this is not to suggest that there
is no place for expertise and professional capacity in forging resolu-
tions for program difficulties. But we have seen not dozens but hundreds
of cases where the recommendations of a set of consultants brought into a
community to help solve some problem have failed to capture the prefer-
ences of those who live there and hence come to be little more than dis-
tractions from the business of hammering out a really pertinent line of
response to local difficulties.

In our view there are few local problems of any.consequence
which can be satisfactorily resolved on the basis of purely technical
knowledge. The best way to resolve most important problems that arise
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in local programs of action come to be the somewhat inchoate arrangements
that may not be fully reasoned through or rational, in the eyes of the ex-
pert, but which embody most of the real concerns of those on the scene.
ft would be folly to hold that rationality has no place in resolving pro-
gram difficulties, but it would be ridiculous to hold that solutions that
are nicely logical are the most to be desired. Our experience suggests
that it is precisely because outsiders cannot have the kind of feeling
for local situations that would enable them to identify the most relevant,
most promising configuration of values upon which to base change that they
rely so heavily--all too heavily in most cases--upon simple-minded logic.

The central thrust of this step--delineation of the network of
policy-making influentials--is to Identify those on the scene who have ac-
quired a deeply seated feeling for the problems and promises in the pro-
gram as it exists. This is certainly not the only criteria against which
to evaluate the character of changes that ought to be considered as ways
of resolving local problems but it is one of the critical ingredients and
it is to be found primarily, if not exclusively, in the minds and hearts
of those who have lived with the local situation long enough to have cane
to intuitive insights into its character.

Not being among those who are content to say that the solution
to every problem lies hidden in the minds of those who are a party to it,
we do not care to hold that once those who have come to these hard-earned
insights are identified one has only to get them together, exhort them to
set aside their parochial views and seek to fathom the true interests of
the community as a whole and then wait for the yeast of goodwill to pro-
duce an infallible solution.

The contribution that those who have labored on the scene can
make to the resolution of their own problems varies a great deal. When
there is a history of conflict, bickering, bad feeling and petulance
among local leaders, it is unrealistic to assume that they can somehow
step beyond the constraints of this kind of desultory behavior. Even
when there is a history of goodwill, earnest seeking after honest accom-
modations and sustained effort, it does not follow that all the pieces
for a valid solution to local problems exist and have only to be found.

It is the very essence of change in the urban center in these
turbulent times that problematic situations can become so mercurial that
they mutate in character over a period of time as short as a year. Those
on the scene simply may not be able to keep up with surges of structural
disintegration or grass roots agitation. It is more and more the case
that the pace of social change in our urban centers has reached a level
where one's perspectives have to be discarded every five years or so.
There may be a critically important contribution made by resourceful,
reinforcive outsiders in assisting those on the scene to accept the pos-
sibility that in at least some important respects they cannot assure
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that they understand their community merely because they reside within
its boundaries.

This is a painful conclusion to reach; one that anyone has the
right to resist. Yet if they resist intemperately they run the risk of
acting irrelevantly, even foolishly. There is a need, and a very real
need, for outsiders who can offer challenging queries and insightful sug-
gestions as to what might be happening. But this is not enough in the
case of the more intractable local problems, and it is for this reason
that we have devised the techniques reported on in later chapters in this
discussion. The essential need is to harness the power of behavioral
science to the task of assessing what in fact has gone awry in local pro-
grams of action.

A substantial investment of time and effort Is required to gen-
erate the findings science can offer. But these shall be even more ir-
relevant than the recommendations of the outside consultant unless those
who have the insights gained through experience have taken their place
in launching the scientific analysis. It is only they, atter all, who
can provide the information science requires to do its work.

Ultimately, then, it is for the purpose of identifying the
cadre of those on the scene who have earned a place for themselves in
the ongoing operation of a program that the influence analysis is under-
taken. Our whole strategy rests upon the premise that It Is by fusing
their insights within the confines of science and back-stopping this
with the reinforcive efforts of people such as the staff of the Univer-
sity of Washington's Division of Community and Organization Development
that we can begin to get a reliable fix on the true character of local
problems.

Our experience with this influence analysis procedure in a
dozen cities suggests that it is helpful in a number of ways:

I. Not everyone on the local scene will have had the op-
portunity to gain a reliable understanding of "who belongs
where" in terms of the intricate network of program lead-
ership. Our influence charts reinforce the knowledge of
those who have gained this understanding and is usefully
informative to those who are newer participants on the
scene.

2. By the nature of the analysis it suggests those who
are most often looked to by their colleagues. Quite nat-

urally these are the individuals to whom the outsider
should turn first for they are the people who have had
the experience of dealing with thousands of requests from
their friends and associates; in the highest sense of this
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term they are leaders and are better equipped tO help Out-
siders than anyone else on the scene.

3. It is both impossible and undesirable for all of thOse
concerned with education to be linked into each and every
component of the prograM. This influence analysis also
indicates who is most deeply involved with which portion
of the program, thus enabling the outsider to find his way
quickly and with ease to those on the scene who have de-
tailed knowledge and experience with specific elements of
the total program.'

a

4. In many communities there has never been occasion for
anyone to attempt to derive a total or overall "picture"
or representation of the program as a system of action in-
to which go inputs and from which flow outputs. This
becomes one of the things anyone who wishes to come to a
reliable understanding of the program must accomplish at
some point. This analysis serves this end In two ways:
first, it indicates who to fair 1J in gaining an under-
standing of the parts, and it indicates who to de-
brief with to ascertain whether the formulations of the
outsider are reliable.

5. What all of this come,,., to mean is that there are pay-
offs for both the outsider and those in the community. On

the one hand, the outsider can work efficiently and hence
productively and satisfyingly in the community. On the
other, it comes ho mean that there i a minimum of wasted
motion between the outsider and those on the scene and a
maximum of beneficial impact on each other. Those in the
community come to know that when they talk to the outsidsr
that he is going to make a contribution and is not going
to be wasting the time of those in the community or his
own time.

6. Program change is a risky, slippery business at best.
We tend to fail ourselves here more often than we succeed.
The use of the influence analysis almost invariably means
that the staff person gets off to a solid beginning toward
this end. A well-taken first step is not the equivalent
to success, but it is certainly an important kind of move-
ment toward that end. It is from solid foundations that
significant changes can be launched.
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CHAPTER III

COGNITIVE MAIP ING_ RESEARCH

In Chapter Two, the use of a method for identifying the key
policy-making influentials in a program sector was described in terms of
its application to community development and program change. In this
chapter, a companion and complementary research effort, which followed
the first step in the analysis of the Port Angeles education system, will
be examined: that of cognitive mapping.

Cognitive mapping research builds on and adds a new dimension
to the influence analysis. It is intended to allow the consultant to
identify the way local leaders perceive the functional structure of the
program. How, in their eyes, do the components of the program fit to-
gether? Which elements are most central, which most peripheral? By com-

paring the cognitive maps of those key policy-making influentials identi-
fied through the influence analysis, the researcher is able to ascertain
how leaders in different places in the influence network view the organi-
zation of the program, and thus gain some insight as to what they might
find most crucial to deal with.

THE INTENT AND BACKGROUND OF THE COGNITIVE MAPPING RESEARCH

Whap

Cognitive mapping rests on the concept that Individuals in a
community have a set of stable conceptions concerning the relative sali-
ence of the component parts of a program and how these parts fit together.
These conceptions serve as "cognitive maps," as representations from
which leaders derive their understandings of what will occur during the
normal operation of the program. It is by making deductions from these
conceptions that they estimate how a particular event might impact upon
the program. It is by coming to understand how different leaders frame
their anticipations that the consultant equips himself to aid them in
dealing with new kinds of problems. Just as an accurate understanding
of the network of the key policy-making influentials in the program is
essential for the consultant, as an outsider, to discover how to relate
to community leadership, a reliable grasp of the way those individuals
view the program of action, in terms of its normal modes of operation,
enables him to relate to problems that threaten its continued
effectiveness.

7
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As with the influence anolysis, the goal of the cognitive map-
ping research is to acquire an "insider's" view of the program through
the use of behavioral science techniques and tools. And, as withthe in-
fluence analysis, cognitive mapping research is carried out through the
use of a highly structured research process. Because the researcher re-
lies upon scientific procedures, he comes to be seen as doing very differ-
ent kinds of things than most consultants or participant observers or man-
agement experts would do. The consul-fent, for example, often enters the
community armed with "answers" to specific problems; cognitive mapping re-
search is a purely exploratory procedure aimed at helping those in the
community to better understand themselves and their program. The partici-
pant observer literally becomes a member of the community in order to gain
an insider'S knowledge of it, but in doing so he must forego the unique
kinds of initiatives an outsider can take. The scientific researcher does
not even attempt to build an empathetic relationship to a community; in

the first instance it is a source of data.

Background: Theory and Methodology

The vehicle for conducting cognitive mapping research is a
card sorting technique. The theory that underlies it assumes that com-
munity members have a set of perceptions about the program sectors in
which they are involved which are fused together into a functioning
whole and_ within which are embodied the conceptions from which their
actiOns derive. The extent to which these perceptions are reliable and
are shared by others in the community becomes a critical dimension of the
effectiveness of any given individual's activity as a policy-maker.

The basic assumption unuerlying the mapping of cognitions is
that an individual's perspective toward policy making is constituted of
complex conceptions of roles, organizations, programs and facilities,
which, taken together, constitute the program as a system of action.
different individuals perceive these component parts or "artifacts" as
fitting together in different ways. Thus, the data taking consists of
having individuals sort a deck of cards that represents the artifactual
components of the program in terms of questions reprienting its basic
functions. For example, in an educational system, two people may see
the principals as being relevant to education in general, but only one
may see them as being critical to the activity of financing educatiOn.
Their cognitive maps differ in a modest but potentially significant way.

The antecedents of cogn tive mapping aro found in several dis-
ciplines. The concepts of George Kelley Toncerning personality con-
structs provide a theoretical foundation. The whole body of research
and theory concerning Q-sorts has supplied considerable methodological
and theoretical stimulation.- An early version of cognitive mapping
owed much to the application of Q-sorting to a program of action. The
research procedure described here derives from both the substantive



conceptions of clinical psychology and the methodological foundation of
experimental psychology. Over time this particular card sorting technique
nas been designed to allow the researcher to examine a relationship between
artifacts and activities.

Our technique has been five years in development. A prototype
was weloped for a health care study in 1971. Revisions of this earlier
fora, were applied in a study of education later that year; this was fol-
lowed by several more studies of health gare programs in the period
1972-74. The Port Angeles Study is the first time that this technique
has been used in an education study.

THE METHODOLOGY OF COGNITIVE MAPPING

The process of mapping cognitions begins with the identifica-
tion of the roles, agencieS, activities and facilities that make up the
program of action being studied. Experience in using this technique has
shown that for a community of 1,000 to 50,000, a deck of less than 35
cards is probably incomplete or too general; a deck of over 50 cards
tends to be both difficult to administer and too complex for some respon-
dents to sort well. In Port Angeles, a deck of 46 cards was settled up-
on after the reduction of a deck that was almost twice that size to begin
with. A listing of the Port Angeles artifacts can be found on page 79
and can be referred to during the discussion that follows.

There are two interrelated ways of building a deck for a pro-
gram sector. The first is to construct a tentative list of artifacts
and then to ask a number of community members to review the list, adding,
subtracting and ranking the items on the list as to importance. A second
approach is to conduct a 'number of open-ended interviews with community
members, asking them to describe the program as it operates in the com-
munity. The building of the artifact list is probably best accomplished
by relying upon both of these processes. Having ready access to many of
the most knowiedgeable and salient members of the program sector, the re-
searcher needs only to approach them to obtain a large inventory of sug-
gestions. The researcher who has completed an influence analysis of a
program sector using the approach described in Chapter Two is already
prepared to construct a tentative list of program artifacts.

This list of artifacts will contain a number of categories.
The first is roles, or more precisely, leadership roles. Examples from
the Port Angeles study are "Superintendent of Schools" and "Senior High
Teachers." The "Senior High Teacher" card illustrates the problem of
how specific or general a card should be. Should there be one card fo
teachers; or separate cards for elementary, junior high, and senior high;
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or should teachers be further divided into subjects such as math teachers
and P.E. teachers? Experience from health care cognitive mapping studies
and the opinions of community members led to the use of the three types of
teacher cards in Port Angeles. At this point, we can see no systematic
basis tor making this decision.

The next artifact category is organizations. These may be
program-related, such as P.T.A. and the teacher association, or genera'
community organizations such as the chamber of commerce. Local institu-

tions are an adjunct of this category. Examples are local governmental
units and their federally sponsored counterparts.

Another category is that of specific activities within the pro-
gram sector. Examples froni education are division of the curriculum, such

as math and science classen.

The final category 15 that of facilities such as the schoci
buildings, libraries, gyms, and the like. This category proved to be the
leant satisfactory and a more recent study indicates that some cards
could be collapsed or eliminated in this category. In each of these cat-
egories, choices as to the degree of specificity or generality of a par-
ticular card had to be made which were similar to those involving the ex-
ample of the teacher cards discussed above. Intensive statistical anal-
ysis of the wayn in which cards were sorted suggests that they can be re-
fined through use in successive studies. The experience gained from this
initial education study has already provided refinements that have been
incorporated into other studies.

The artifact deck itself is made up of 2" x 21" cards cut from
index cards. The artifact name is typed in the center of the card and an
identification number is typed in its 'upper right hand corner. An ex-

ample is pre-,ented below.
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The completeness and relevance of the anti act list is not lost
on the respondents when they undertake the sorting task. lt Is not un-
common for a community member to comment on how well the list fits the
community and on the ability of the research team, comprised of individ-
uals who are not members of the community, to construct the artifact list
in what seems to the respondent to be a short period of time. This type
of reaction points out again how the power of scientific protocols and
techniques gives both credibility and access to the researcher, allowing
him to avoid being placed in an ostsider's role where he can be discounted
along with his findings

Having identified a set of artifacts which contain the most
salient components of the program, the next step is to develop sort-
generating questions which will allow the respondents to express their
perception of the ways in which artifacts fit together into activities.

Data_ Collectiont sConstructin c the Sort ricInfrf1122_2uestions

The theoretical assumption behind these questions is that indi-
viduals perceive specific sets of artifacts as being associated with par-
ticular programmed activities. Questions are framed around each major
function as a means of eliciting these perceptions. What is at issue
here is the fact that no one perceives a given programmed activity as
being constituted ir quite the same way as anyone else. The object of
cognitive mapping is to identify just how convergent these perceptions
are for various :1,9ts of influentials. It is imprtant, then, thdt d
of sort-generating questions comprehend the activities basic to the pro-
gram's organization and function.

The sort-generatinn questions are phrased in the form of a task
for the respondent. That is, the rospondcnt is asked to identify the
caAs he or she associates wi+'1 a given activity. Respondents are asked

to omit all cards which do no- alify as the key, central artifacts for
the stipulated activity. if sort-generating questions comprehend the
primary activities that take piace in the program then the results of the
cognitive mapping research will yield a rea-mnahly reliable picture of
how those in the communiiy h-T-CI.Ji\n! the ,dLiecl program as fitting

tooether.

Central to the fra iinq of the nort-generating questions is an
inventorying of the activities that take place within the program. In

setting out the activities of a ! ,gram, a conceptual distinction is
mado between productke activiI=;es and those --hat are directed toward
maintenance of the program as a viable system of action Program.main-
tenance activities are common to all programs of action. An example of

a program maintenance activity is planning. Productive activities are
those processes which are intended to implement the goals of the program
of action and are particular to ii. In both previoes health care studies
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and in this stuJ', of eduotisn in Port Angeles, three similar program
maintenance activities were posited; planning, financing, and decision
making=

Pxoemience in administering the cognitive-mapping instrument In-
dicates tha 9 to 10 questions is the upper tolerah!e limit because of tte
time rieeded to this many sorts and because of Jle intensity of this
kind of data-taking. The problem is therefore to identify the five or six
primary activities, out of a much larger universe, which are most central
to the realization of program goals. Examples of productive activities
from both health care and education were mentioned above. A listing of
all nine questions used in the Port Angeles study found on page 77.

The decision as to which activities shall be built into the sort-
genera-Hilt] queston3 is made through the two step process similar to that
outiined ahrve in the discussion of how the artifact list Is constructed.
Just as with the ,Jrtifact list construction, the researcher is in posses-
sion of sufficient knowlede to construct a tentative set of sort-
generating guestirns as a result of having done the influence analysis.
This can tncn be reviewed with a set cf key influentials, to refine and
reconstitute it.

Va15,aLLL-2jaesticns

)idIi;oh to I 9 deck cf crtifacts and the sort-generating
questirn= -ot of vJlencina nuesf|ony are used to tap the assessments
of corimilnI7 on=ernina thc a7tivities for which they are sort-
ing. Threo v!IL' aucstio Is were Lined in Port Angeles. The first in-
volves trIc -elat;ve strenath that 'he individual attributes to the activ-
ity in ,--)mr:r;-, -1, the -ther activities that are being examined. The
second 'hc .,aree of a4-tenti n ,And concern that the individual
sacs hoinri elven le the activity. Tho third invelves a positive or
negativ- nT thel assigned to an activity, as it is presently
constifu7eu.

frl.s quesions are given verbally after ch sort and
the res:,on'en ; given a Three point scale from which to select a re-
sponse. it IL, oceiLl-, tc, consider other dimensions fur the valencinq
quecti-)r- !n'l to prnehl- ree4onent-, with other choices, such as a
two poh. fivs v,oint scale. In a :.tudy undertaken since the Port
Angelne a voirrth v-Aenoir.e duestion was added dealing with the
presence qf of6r1 c.mInge the nature and direction of the activity
as it currently existod in the program sector. This allows the researcher
to differentia-to high attention activitien where change is sought from
high atter,`-i.-. activities where continuity is sought. The valencing
questions useJ in Por' Angeles are found on pagc 77.
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The aim nf the 1 a questions is 1-0 add an evaluative di-

mension to what is essentially a descriptive response. The card sorting
Provides a descriptive view of the program sector as seen through the
eyes of Those in the comTunity. ey itself sorting does not convey any
information about how the respondents feel about a particular activity
in relation to the rest of the program. The valencing questions are de-
signed to provide that information. With the valencing questions, the
researcher can get a reading or how +nose in e community perceive the
sriorities and the strengths and weaknesses Pf the program. The valen-
cling questions provide information which greai enhances that gainod
from the card sorting porcess.

Data Collection - Administerin the C,nnitive Mapping Interview

Because the cognitive mapping research is the second phase of a
,;equential research strategy, most of the respondents will have partici-
pated in the influence research. The impact of the influence analysis
gives the researcher a cred'ble standing with program influentials and
makes access for the researcher rich easier. Respondents typically have
nn interest in the research and some will actively sponsor the activities
of the researcher. Given this kind of sympathetic context, the interview
hegins with the presentation of the deck of artifacts to the respondent.

The origin and intended scope of the artifact deck are outlined
and the respondent is asked to go through it to get a feel for what it
contains. Initially, the respondent is likely to react to the content of

tho artifact deck. Usually, this invokes )n Affirmation of the complete-
ness and relevance of the deck to the program. It is not unheard of for

the interviewer to bo subjected to a quenticsinn response aimed at dis-
credi`inq the deck and the research procedure, Put these are inevitably
linked to concerns about the intent of tho researcher rather than to the
Adequacy of the deck. For the more intro-,peclive and the most interested
respondents just !he examination of irt i fuc t clock will cue a sharing

nf "inside s" knowledge about the contont and .rqan ication of the pro-

gram being examinod.

The next stop i5 Dutline The :c'rtinq process that will be

u!-Jed in tho interview and to show 111,9 lit of sorting questions and val-

oncing questions to the respondent. The aetual data-tnkinq can be ac-

complished in as little 'r-5 30 minutes with an overall overage of approx-
imately 45 minutes. The total interview can last much longer if the
respondent reacts positively and introspectively to the process. The

full set of sorts provides the respondont wi'd) An onportunity to take a
comprehensive look or the program in J conloxi lhat is outside the de-
mands and constraints of his normal involvemon+ !with it. The researcher,

heeauso of the influence research and tho power of the cognitive mapping
rch procedure, In in a position t intorrt with him as a person who
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knows and understands the pregram, eut wh;) is not part of it aeei has no
stake in The ways latent ee -ell as overt conflicts might be resolved.
Given this faot, the reeercher cee help the respondent "unpack" some of
the manings the program has to 1. , to their mutual benefit=

Lata Collection: Select

If ur porpoo is t%) construct a map of collectlye cognitions,
the matter of whoee impresgions should be tapped In forging this becomes
of critical importance. Who, to put the matter in concrete terms, should
be ieterviewed. Given our aim of working toward the construction of a
truly representative map, this is an issue of no small import. It is

through a series of interviewe with those saliently located individuals
that the full blown conceptions of the whole network begins to emerge.

The original target group for the cognitive mapping interview
is the top 25 to 30 people from the influence analysis, particularly those
centrally located on the melecular eharts. :his orieinal group will con-
tain a combination of professionals and non-professionals= As the inter-
viewing continues, a balance is maintained between these two sets so that
comparisons can later be drawn between them. In Port Angeles, the final
total was 71 interviews, oF which 42 fell into the sub-set professional
category and 29 fell into the sub-set non-professional. With a sample
of this size, 0 r,mher of wit!-,In and between group comparisons can be
undertaken, He., princireis ve. teachers or high influen school vs.

high influence ron-school. re 70-sentation of the Port Angeles data under

ihe secfisn ir.ni en r:-.)r-snts the first stages of this analysis.

- ir b SortNa retu o

The ri. 1yt.1 frnm this -,.ond wave ef interviews is a body of
data constituted of eete er cards that wore used in each sort by each re-
epondent. The eimniet ol ernest of thi,; data--that a given respondent
used a particular card in rcIf ,ort--can be combined and recombined

in many waye.

The analy-ii . of this data beoin,-, by cc nting which cards were

used moe-t frequently in eah =,ort f,.)r the entire set of respondents. This

is accomplished by loceting -lee meet often used card for a given sort.
The arrayinn of carde by freqbonry e)f uTJo in a 5ort provides an indication
of what artifacte are Asso!Jafeo with oach activi-ty. The data array for

Sort #1 in the Pert Anlel, (iota is f.r)und on page 8 The most frequently
used cards constituto a collective characterization of that activity in
terms of the content end ealionce of its component parts. The comparison
of the arrays for the differeet sorts provides the researcher with insights
int-) how the art ifts fit into the processes that constitute the
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struztured activities through wnich the program operates. hese arrays
Jemostrate with dra7etic olarity that !coal leaders put - 'ferent sets
of artifacts together in each activity area.

Ar-ther way of analyzing this data is to examine which rtifacts

are seen as .5-sociated with the provision of educational services and
which are seen as involved in the maintenance of the program= If the
card usele for ell nine sorts IG totaled, it becomes possible to make
some rather broad comparisons in this regard.

Nature o Results - Tabulation the Valencin, Questions

The valenoine questions are presented to the respondents in ver-
bal form with all three questions phrased to elicit a response in relation
to a three point scale. In ihe first valecing question in Port Angeles,
the respondents were asked to describe an activity as being a strength, a
weakness, or as having both strengths and weaknesses. The results of the
valencing are aggre. rod for the whole sample and for both sub-sets that
are being analyzed. The score for the activity reflected by each sort is
derived by subtracting the percentage of negative responses from the per-
centage of positive responses. The score for on activity ranked a5 a
strength by 50 percent of thr respondents and a weakness by 10 percent
wou1,1 be +40 (50-10=40), while an activity ranked as a strength by 50 per-
=ent and a weakness by 40 percent would receive 1 score of +10 (50-40=10).
The -letivities embodied in the sorts are then ranked from high to low for
each vlencing questicm, both for the total sample and for each sub-set=
The rank order listing of a programmed activity by the vdiencing questions
allows the researcher to grasp an evaluative dimen5ion of what is ,-ssen-
tially descriptive data. By comparing sorts with each other and by look-
', nt difference5 in the valeneing responses from sub-sets, the researcher
ein sense of which activities are under '5fro'ls in the program=

Nutura of Pes 1 s Statistical Analysis

The ,gnitive mapping date has been analyzed using a number of
'itistical =nnigues. The primary goal in undertaking this analysis is
go beyond the tabulation of card usage seeking the patterns and cam-

mcn=Tilitio in the respew.,es which are the keys the complex, inter-
related sc,ts of artifacts that constitute the meln's through which activi-
ties are arliculated as product /el and system muintaining actions. A

considerible amount of effort has heon invested in exploring ways of
grasping the underlying or inner dimensions of rrogram structure.

In undertaking the -,tatistical anuly the question being
asld is "Are there more basic, more generic patterns 'Ind commonalifies
whi,J1 are being tapped by the ways in which re7,pendenf:-, sort cards?" If



there are and if statistical eialysis can enable the researcher to iden-
tify them a-d ar ti)o- wts tho community members, he is then in a po-
sition to provide something of unique value to local leaders. It may be
that two or three sortinn questions group bogether as a unit; or that a
series of cards lre seen as representing essentially similar artifacts,
or that sets of leaders hold convergent perspectT fes To the extent that
statistical analysis alloeis the researcher to identify tru./ elemental
patterns of structuro in the data and to share them with those in the
community, then it at lco both 44:41-ties to transcend that ineffable bound-
ary between "insider" and "outsider" that poseS such an urhreachable bar-
rier to shared understanni-g.

Three types of mtistical analysis have been applied to the
Port .ngeles :_egnitiv=4 meaning data; a form of cluster analysis, multi-
eimensiLnal scaling. and lac mr analysis. Each will be briefly discussed
beisw t"r the tionefi of tho.;e whc may not have encountered them before,
eve- thouuh tho results from reliance on all of them will not be preserd-ed
in what follows.

Cluster analvis is a well known though not widely used statis-
tical tec nin[Je. A -porifie apblic-4 on of this procedure tailored to
our needs na. t, boeo cs:evoloped by a colleeque, John Belland of Ohio State
University. This techrique rests on the Tdea of lhe similarity or close-
ness of tho response3 to one question with each of the others. The close-
ness or distancq hOT tur r rtifact cards or sort-generating
questions can each be ase ! la noami independent forms of cluster analysis=
Thu5, one can derivo elw-4,Te:s of leadnrs, based on thoir use of cards in
the sorts, or he can ncrice clusters of activities bas4e1 on the use of
cards by leaders, or clusters of artifacts basod on tl ir use in sorts.
This technique is still in :no developmental stage. 14 appears that it
is best r,uited to the anc ys is nf how influentials group together on the
baa is f iared perceptions of h., the program fits together and
Functi cli

men- be.e

A. seeond _tnii ie,11 teehnique used lo analy7n the cognitive
mappin, _-ta eionol scaline. As is the case with cluster
analysis, this fach.,inee euses nn one of the three components of the
data and looks for nitterns ba ed on the use of the other two in relation
to it. While cl4n-te- anely:is identifies groupings or nodules of respons-
es that are similar to ennl- nther, multi-dimennional scaling provides a
set of boundaries or di ,ionalifies that delineate the social spaces
into which thene qrupinq Lill. It will, for example, locate a boundary



that runs through superintendent, scrioci board, and business community,
and another run-.ing through parents, teachers, and students. These
boundaries, called dimensions, are typically anchored in two poles. In

this instance, further analysis suggesfed that these two dimensions in-
tersected, raising the question of what label to place on the social
space they defined. We labeled this the plane of community control of
educatien T'e dynmies ef se!t1-ssionni scaling and some prelimin-
ary analysis of the cognitive mapping data indicefes that it may. be best
suited for analyzing the artifacte rather than the sorting questions or
the respondents.

Ana l_ys_rs

The thrust o- inalysis :Is a statistical technique is tc
examine the data to identify its generic components. "What are the basic
components (factors) of tt-Ir educational system?" is the question for
which it is beet 7-ited. A number of the sort-generating questions frig
gered similar responses in the way cards were grouped by nearly all of
the respondents. These sort-generating questions can be said to be in-
terrelated, suggeetina that they express ideas or concepts which ,-eflect
more general or basie elements of program tructure.

Procedurally, factor analysis is applied fo one component of
'he data in relation to anot-hi-w while holding the third constant. Thus,
ene can fdi for analyze activities against artifacts, influential; against
activities, etc. Both the nature of factor analyflis and our experience
with it indicates it is Most effective in analyzing activities in terms
of the lrtifacte of which they are constituted. It is this use of the
factor analysis wh'eh will he the basis for the presentation of the sta-
tistical analyei f the data below.

i ri

Following the completion of the analysis of the cognitive map-
ping rt, the results of this analysis are organized for a systematic
presen 9tien to members of the community. As emphasized above, feedback
serves W., (I) a learning experience for both till..., community member and tfe
re,earcher and (2) as a means f obtaining informal validation of the
research findings as a way o( verifying their relevance. As this process
wae used in Port Angeles, our objectives were limited te sharing findings
with those who might be able a utilize them.

To the respondent, the cognitive mapping data itself may not
he unfamiliar, but the somewhat formal, theoretical way in which it is
presented after analysis makos it appear strange and even al iei . In

part, this L. because the formal representation is often more complex



and elaborate rhr, that of Any individual's mapping. It is also more ob-
jective -mm.i Alo, it i5 somewhat un5ettlinq experience to
have from tre! (7:ommu.lity confront one with what may at
first seem a5 II' it superior 'rrv'.,:lecie to one's own. The standing of
the re,-earTher, has teen c--aird through the completion of the in-
fluenc:o analysis phas-s pl3ce7, him in n mo-d- unique position. it is com-
rronly ±- t'at irca; equire som,:, time to come to terms
this unordHary

f fhis ine ree-a r,2her with an unusual opportunit},

to learn from thoe on the soone it is (.haracteristic of the debrief-
ing encounter that his attempt to cmo to terms with the researcher's

t-ho I7,ader provHes --;(ame profound in-depth insights that would
hecome availablo in any other w-my. With the expanded understanding

the projr_':1 he takes from the cog-i:ive mapping data and the feedback
nrc-,c, the ros,-,archer e2an h?lr, initiat rather unusual social learning

in thL community.

PLSULL THT- POI:=T ArInElE COGNITIVE MAPPING

liavin described how the cognitive mapping was done, we should
like now to rret thr: r.:.zults, and to lesr;ribe the research instrument
in more deAil.

Th-. 0.:Irt_ ]1 i v-, [. I n:3-trurrk_lpt_

Th- -d the v:).1.,ncir quoc,tion,; for

th- Pmr' A- . Hsit; ,t-uJ7 (----,u) on page /;. Nine sort-
-i,rtin iLe - of them deil with program main-

(F. .1. ); n; ,nri- findnco, (No. 7) decji-,im..-

mo't-i 1, in per=-Aannel. Of fhes,-; four

tho ,4 y,-- in nthr- cognitive mappirpi
'n!i 1,1 h, ..; ri ): - No. 9; nf the

data t,,If it dil 'Ir-r-p-r 1, ;:!jfermiy even ro-,pun5e-... Re:4, n

dont-1-, :)o,''r 7-- ;oyo 't -ro than ono way. Tho oth. r fiyo

fi ,n educational
The- tro (No. I) tea ' inl (No. 3) teTichihg

voalion91 (o: cooativity, iniorest, and initiJ-
tivo, ) 'Alf ;old (4J. )

providHn r, :nd mift-ed

Tho 11,:d in Port Angel ',ought threo

typc; of ,--___,emont*:,; .'! high nttention dnd concern -i

attentin 1;.1 het.r -lotting worw.
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The listing of cards used in the artifact deck in the Port
Angeles study is found on page 7=. This deck was built through the samQ
consultive process used to construct the list of ;:ort generating ques-

tions. A wide variety of elements of the education system has been in-
cluded in this list. As the frequency arrays will show, some were much
ri.ore widely used than others. But in regard to the adequacy of this
deck, the more important fnct is that by and large it does identify ev-
erything most et those interviewed felt they needed to describe the pro-
gram. Put in more technical terms, the anal,Isis of the data suggests
that these cards allowed r spondents to make The distinctions they
needed to make to represent their own perceptions.

Port Angeles Cpgpitive Ma_pping

Sort 7)ut the cords from the deck whic) are the most relevant to each
the following activities as they presently take place i 1 the public

schools (K-I2) in Port Angeles:

I) The teaching of basic educati nal skills to studen

2) Planning for the future educe ional needs of the Port Angeles School

District

The teaci nO of )cational sl Ils to students

weloping creativ'ty, inte est and initiative in stude ts

The financin- of public education in Pert Anguies

Ins illinq social skills and self-discipline in studen

7) Decision making for the Port Angeles School Di-Arict

Providing education for handicapped 3nd gifted students

9) Monitoring and regulating the nerFonnel and the curriculum of the
school district.

Indicate your impression of each of the above activities in comparison
to the other things that occur in the school district th terms of the
following questions:

1) Is this -ctivity one of the strong point of the school district, one
of the wak points, or an average point?

Is thir; an activity which receives a lot of attention and concern,
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not very much attention nonre7=n, or an average amount?

3) 1==i V 7'3 an area where thind!-_-, -..tting better, where things are get-
ting wone, or whc.re thir, -, are staving about the same?

There were 71 crmitive mapping interviews conducted in Port
c-Jvring 7! ninety- o. ;-erir. Of tnose, 42 or 60% were with ed-

ucational professionals and 29 or 46% were with non-professionals. (This

distHotiorl was made on the basis of a formal relation or employment with
tlo. school district.) A listing of the names and occupations or associa-
tipns of those interviewed can be -frtrd in Appendex A at the end of this
manuscripL

Tho Tatulltinn of the Card Wa-es by Sorts-

In this section, the card usage in the nine sorts will be re-
prted 71. Total usage for all sorts will Le examined first; it will be

followed by a comp. 'son of the usade in the program maintenance sorts
and the productivity _srts. Finally, each of the sorts will be examined
individually. In ear-' ,f these ca,;-,s, the for the total sample
and for the professionals and the ,n-professionals will be presented.

(7,1r,1

71 ,_:ards used most frequently doro- s all nine sorts appea on

page in --1- le 5-1. All cards It lea!, 50% of the total number
firs hdve been usod aro li -od. tanking at the list for

thc- total one finds it dominited by cards representing the
ro19,:, -4 the profesionat_s. whor,dnige_he ;chnot_svJem. Cards represen-
ting parental_constitueny and th,. Judent conslitueno are inter-

spersed wif-h tho

5urprHingly ,-?nough, ty)fh ,Irrys from the professionals
-tos, fr-- -tho non-prfes ionals !re nrt striHngly different frori

,-!,1-r,f1 other, the higher tip of special levies ant students by the profes-
-;ionals droups heinq the notable exscttions. It i5 interesting that the

sigrifiodnt differonce between the way those twe sets of people used
the carT, dppears in the salienc., of (sards within these two sub-sets.
The professional fond to use the paront card dnd the teacher cards more
frequently thdn the non-professionals, for example. This could indicate
more empha,-,is |r hoing placod on instruction h7 the professionoH and/or
P' -re participation is attributod lo teaehrs and parents in policy-
mdkinq activities by them

9 i



PORT ANGELES COGNITIVE MAPPING

ElJcaticn Llnd ArtifaL:t Cards

I) Superintendent of Schools

2) Assistant Superintender of

Schools

3) School District Business
:anager & Busines Office

I) School District Funded
Programs Coordinator

5) School District Curriculum
Coordinator

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

11)

12) El-_.mQHFary School Teacher',,

13) Couns-A-5

14) School Librarir5

24) Business Communit

25) Newspapars and R.Idio Stations

26) State Superintendent of Schools

27) State Government

28) Federal Government

29) City and County Government

30) Scti ---)1 Libraries

31) C',ymnasiums and Alhletie Fields
School District Peadinn team

School District Special
Fducation Staff

School District Special
Services Staff (Music & F.E.)

Principals

7,7-,nior High School Teachers

Juhior High School TOL:Ichf,r;

Ti2) Senior High School'Buildings

33) Junior High School Buildings

34) Elementary School Buildings

35) Class Rooms

36) Study Hall

37) History and SociaA Studicr,
Clries (All Grades)

Port Angeles Education
Association

16) School Doard

n P.T.A.

;')ding and English Classes
(A11 Grades)

39) ',1at'l and Science Claqses

(All Grados)

4n) Vocational Classes

41) Elective Classes

/1:2) Fducation Glasses
(All Grads)

19)

70)

21)

2:!)

2',)

Levy Committee-,

7,tuders

Parenfs

Active Citizen

-,-/-racie Citizens

Peninsula College

43) Athletics, Cheerleading, Drill
Team

44) Student Government

45) Extracurricular Activities

46) Special Levies



-pressi
Jnt.)

,Jr

TA- LE 3-1

ALL SORTS

1 Nine SortS

in percent of po,sible usage; _ of possible usag- as cut-off

I)

2)

3)

4)

7)

A)

j=

Total SasoJcs I

W-)% Superintendent
77% Principal
73% School Baord
72% Jant Superintendent-
70% Parents
70% Senior High Teachers
69% Active Citizens
67% Curriculum Coordinator/Consultant
66% Junior High Teachers
64% Elementary Teachers
60% Students
55% P:A. Education Association
57,% Eunded Program Coordinator
L).;), Special Education Staff

r=;tate c:oiporintendont of Schools

I) /*. Superintendent
Principal

77% nior H jt Tuachorn
75%±_irents

Junior Hiqp Teacher
77a .istant Sunerintond
72% Scheel Board
705 Curriculum Coordir

Active Citi;*ens

Non-Professionals

85 Superintendent
IM% Principal

5(;hon IBoard
74 Assistant .Juperintendent
68% Active Citizens
4!5% Parents

62% Sepior_ Teachers
eurriculum Coordinator/

Corsultant

Florrora_iftKtaEIElementary Teachenn.
68% Student51) 0)

2) 58 Z Funded Pregrams Coordinator I) 58%
3) V,% P.A. Education ifl-,--,ociation 2) 53%

4) 54% Special Levies ,5) 52%

5) 53% Special Education Staff .4) 51

tS) 51% State Superintondont of el

7) 51% Vocational (21.F.-,

2_,11±2_1( Hi h Teachers
P.A tducation Associathan
.-;)ecii-11 Education Staff
Counelors
State Superintendent of

Schools



TA1'3LE 3-L

CARL, USAGE FOR THE FL PROGA-1 MA1NTENANE (,_;!: usage cut-r:ff)

Hannin,.7, rironcin Jecision R e="laTin ana L'L-LI)1if_a

Total Sample N&71

I) 96% Superintende"'
2) 93% School Board
3) 89% Assistant Superintendent
4) 84% Active Citizens
5) 80% Principal-;
6) 79% P.A. Education Association
7) 73% Curriculum Coordinatcr/Cohsult.
8) 73% Business Manager
9) 71% Parents
0) 69% State Superintendent of Sc'-,00H
1) 64%;State Government

62% Funded Program Coor,:inatcr
3) 61% Business Community
4) 61% Special Levies
5) 57% Senior High Teachers
6) 57% Levy Committees
7) 54% Newspapers and Radio
8) 51% Junior High Teacher7,
9) 50% Elnmentary Tel.-hers

rrofos,,Jonals Hon-Professional:.3 n,29

1) Tn% SUporintendent 1) 95% tuperintendent

2) 97% School Bnard 2) 9n% School Bodrd
'.)) 92% Asistant Superintndunt 3) 86% Active Citizens

4) 83% Active Citi:-)ris 4) 89% Ac,sistant Superintendent

5) 82% Principals 77% Principals
6) 82% P.A. Education Association 6) 77% P.A. Fducation Assoc.
7) 80% Parents 7) 75% Business Manager

8) 17% Curriculum Coordinator/Corr,ult. 6) 69% 51-1-1-0 Superintendent

J) 74% UuT;ino, anager o( SehooLi

-0) 70% State Superintendent of Scho.ds 9) i,9% Curriculum Coordinafor/

1) 70% State Government Crisultart

2) 70% Funded Program Coordinator -0) 64% . linocs Community
3) 70% SiJecial Levies I) 601 Parents
4) 66% Senior High -1-,-,;1,-,her 50% Nw,-,nnper.7, and Radio

5) 63% Levy -)mmittoes 5) 57% State Govc:nment
6) 61% Junior High Teacher:, 4) 52% P.T.A.

7) 60% Elementary Teachers .5) 51% Funded Programs
8) 59% Businoss Community Coordinator

9) 55% Federal Government
20) 52% Students
21) 51% Newspapers and Rad (-7
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TAp!E :95

!

! rree'ivirv, Interect and
1r,GeiJI an ter

Tot)! Sample N=7I

91' seninr 1=11.7

78 Junior High Teachor
1-incipals

/5% Elementary Teacher-,
73% Student
70% Parent
67% Vocational Clasae
67% Superintendent
64% CurricOum Coordinator florult.
63% Special Education Staff
63% Counior:6
59% AssL!;ht Superinter,H

15) 59% Elective Clos!7,es
14) 57% School Board
15) 57% Reading and Engik.11
16) St-,1 Activu

17) 55% Reading Team
18) 52% %!ath Jnd

19) 50% Speci.JI Miff
. ) F,:tra,,urriul,-ir

I)

2)

:j'Y4

iona 1 3 nt4-'

2)

Nr,fl7Pm:Dfi,,7inin-,n115:L-;

H-ineip,115
High Teachere

sup,,rint-endent

Hi Ji T,Jacner,

Junier High Toache,r,;

1 ) 1(4 rigmentary -gaca). J) 7.*:'!, Juni r High Teaeher-7,

12% rr'inciF11, riementary Teacher'.;
G) 72% i Ire51

i) w)% )tin fll
)

)

0 63% Mecial Educition Staff
10) 62'Y. 7,uperintendent 10) (Thfr. -hno1 Naard

II) t,0% Coun-.olor 11) (4 'inocial Education Staff
) 60% kaadine 12) (,1% A-,hHtont Superintendent

I '0 60% Electk Clas3on Polding !nd Eng. cia-;nw,

11) 59% Active Citizon':, 14) rlee1-ive (Aa7,er,

15) 59% Anni5tant Stiperintendent ILO c)h% Reading Team

16) 55% Reading Team 1(-) ',4% Active Citi7en5

II) 54% Math and Science Clase--; 17) Curriculum Coordinator/
1 i) 52% School Board Consultant

19) 52% Extracurricular Activiticri Snheiel librarios

20) 51% 5;pocial 3ervie,e73 ntaff 19) .luth and r,c1onco Clas5es



saqas for the Prorram a ntenance , d Productiyity Sorts

The card usage totals f r the program maintenance sorts and for
the proction --orts ar fourt on nales -and '2, Tables 3-2 and 3-3.

A comparison of the two tables indicates that the program maintenance
sorts are domirated by ;3ersonnel from the central administration of the
school district and by community groups, while the production sorts are
dominated by teachers, support staff, and the curriculum. The feedback

sessions make it clear that this is one of the distinctions in the way
local leaders view the structure of these two dimensions of the program;
trio one is ordan i:cc oroung ro:es, te ot',er ar,:und groans.

An examination of the program maintenance sort totals shows
that the professionals see parents and the teachers as being much more
involved with the maintenance of the system than do the non-professional&
Similarly, the non-professionals see the superintendent and the School
Board as being more active in the instructional activities than do the
professionals. Feedback sessions suggest that these differential per-
ceptions are not merely cognitions. The residents of Port Angeles ex-
pect those involved with the schools to know their pieces, to respect
the prerogatives of others involved in the program, and o help sustain

orderly policy-making processes by doing that.

Card Usace in the Indi idwl Sort

The card usage totals for each of the individual sorts are

found on pages ,t35 through 93, Tables 3-4 through 3-12. A number of di

_fornces between particular sorts and between the results for the two

subsets deserve our attention.

In the basic skills sort, Table 3-4, profess onals see a lesse

role for the principals, the uperintendent, and the school board than do

the non-professionals; they also perceive students as more central than

their counterparts. This pattern of greater emphasis on administrative
personnel by the non-professionals in sorts dealing with the dimension of

the production of services is repeated in the creativity sort (No. 1)

which is reported in Table 3-7, and in the social skills sort (No. 6)

found in Table 3-9. The impressions gained during feedback is that the
non-profos5iontl's percptionc derivo more from a concern with responsi-
bility for outcomes while those of the professionals reflect a concern
anchored in the processes through which basic skills are imparted.

A different pattern is found in the vocational skills sort

(No. 3), Table 3-6, and the education for handicapped and gifted sort

(No. 8), Table 3-11. Here, both the non-professionals and the profes-
sionals see the administrative personnel as being highly involved with
these activities. Again, feedback suggests that these less fully
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institutionalized components of the prDeram are seen as presided over by
the administrators, their not havinn TIttained that stability of form and
structure that characterizes more conventional classroom activities. It

i7 17 if th PotentHlitl nf ohnIK the of the admInistratsr.

A more general conclusion that flows from the inspection of all
of these tnbles 15 that the professional develops a somewhat more complex
cognitive map than the non-professional. This results not merely in dif-
ferences in denree, but in inheren+ly different perceptions of how the
elements of the program fit together. One manifestation of this can be
seen ay oxdmining ine sorts ,_lealine with voc3Tional sKills and those deal-
ing with education for handicapped and gifted. Here the importance of
the special levy card, which is high for one sub-set and much leSS so for
the other, suggests a very different conception of what really counts in
these areas. Professionals use the car.': -.ore frequently than non-
professionals in one sort while the reverse is true in the other (where
State funding is more significant). The more highly differentiated cog-
nitions of the professionals, we suggest, could well account for this
inversion.

In the program maintenance sorts (Nos. 2, 5, 7 and 9), there
appears to be a general pattern such that pri essionals perceive teachers
and parents as being more highly involved thaL do the non-professionals;
likewise, professionals view program maintenance activities as much more
complex and diverse than is the case with the non-professionals. In the

planning sort, (No. 2), Table , for example, professionals use a sig-
nificantly larger numberof car.s than do the non-professionals. The re-
sult is that the conceptions the professionals appear to be richer
ind more complex than those tf-ir counterparts. reedback sessions
indicated that it was more than e little important that the professionars
list included cards for tho special levy and the levy committee, as well
as for special staff and curriculum. In the finance sort (No. 5), Table
3-8, the list goner-cited by lho prs_Joionals shows a higher use of the
cards for school board, parent and principal, and teacher. In contrast
to the non-prefessionals list, which focuses primarily on the passing of
5pecial levie, the profe5sionalc' list retlect a concern with budgetin9
and priority setting a5 well.

In the decision-making sort (No. 7), Table 3-10, the greater
use of the ',tate govr,rnm,nt and Feder:=!I government rard-, illwltrates a

perception of a more complex activity than is perceived by the non-
professionals, particularly in its implication of multiple decision-
making arenas. In addition to the differences in complexity, the moni-
toring and regulating sort (No. 9), Table 3-12, shows differences between
the two sets as to perceptions of the efficacy of citizen input. The pro-
fessionals see the parents as being more significant than the active cit-
izens in this activity while the non-professionals see the active Citizen
role as being more significant.
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CARD USAGE FOP QUESTION NC.

PutuP I N.;-..Pds (501 usage cut-cif)

Total Sample_ N.71

97% Superintent
94% Assistant Superintendent

3) 94% School Board
4) 90% Curriculum Coordinator/Consult.
5) 88% Active Citizens
6) 87% Principals
7) 78% Senior High Teachers
') 75% Junior High Teachers
fl 75% Elementary Teachers

10) % Parents
11) 73% P.A. Education Association
12) 68% Business Manager
13) 64% Special Levies
14) 63% Special Education Staff
15) 59% Reading Team
16) 58% State Superintendent of Schools
17) 57% Funded Programs Coordinator
18) 57% Students
19) 54% Levy CommitteeEr
20) 51% Business Community
21) 51% State Government

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Prof- -ionals

1)

2)

3)

4)

Non-Professionals

97% Superintendent
97% Assistant Superintenden.
97% School Board
92% Curriculum Coordinator/Consult.
90% Principals

96% Superintendent
89% Assistant Superintendent
89% School Board
86% Curriculum Coordinator/

Consultant
6) 90% Active Citizens 5) 86% Active Citizens
7) 87% Senior High Teachers 6) 82% Principals

8) 87% Elementary Teachers 7) 75% Business Manager
9) 82% Junior High Teachers 8) 77% P.A. Education Associa n

10) 82% Parents 9) 65% Senior High Teachers
11) 76% Special Levies 10) 65% Junior High Teachers

1') 75% Students II) 62% Special Education Staf
13) 72% P.A. Education Association 12) 62% Parents
14) 65% Funded Program Coordinator 13 62% State Superintendent of Sch
15) 65% Reading Team 14) 58% Elementary Teachers
16) 62% Business Manager 15) 51% Funded Programs Coordinator
17) 62% Special Education Staff 16) 51% Business Community
18) 62% Levy Committees 17) 51% Newspapers and Radio
19) 55% Special Services Staff
20) 55% State Superintendent of Schools

21) 55% State Government
22) 55% School Libraries
23) 55% Vocational Classes

24) 52% School Librarians

25) 50% Business Community
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CAP6 USA-E FCP.

tfcna

11-J0_ Elemc Teaohers
0 A En,-11h-

3) 2% Math and Sri,?p,-e Classes
90% Reading Team

5) 86% Junior High Teche
6) 86% Students
7) 83% Curriculum __n!.,uftent

S) 77% 1rincip1(s
9) 73% School Libraries

10) 73% Senior High Teachers
li) 67% Superintendent
12) 65% Class Rooms
13) 65% Parents
14) 64% Assistant Superintendent
15) 61% Special Education Staff
16) 61% School Librarians
17) 61% History and Social Studies
18) 55% School Board
19) 51% Special Levies

usage eut-off

1)

2)

Profes_jonals

f)

2)

Hon-Professionals m-29_

100_ Elementary Teachers
95% Reading and Engf1sh Classes

100% Elementary Teachers
96% Reading and English Classes

3) Reading Team 3) 96% Math and Science Classes

4) 90% Students 4) 89% Junior High Teacher-,

5) -% Math and Science Classes 5) 36% Reading Tem

6) 87% Curriculum Coordinator/Consul1-.6) 82% Principals

7) 82% Junior High Teachers 7) 791 Students

8) 72% Principals 75% Curriculum Coordinator/

% School Libraries Consultaot

10) 70% Senior High Teachers 9) 75% Superintendent

11) 67% Assistant Superintendent 10) 75% Senior High Teachers

12) 65% Parents 11) 75% 14istory and Social Studies

13) 60% Superintendent 12) 72% School Librarians

14) 60% Class Rooms 13) 72% School Libraries

15) 57% Special Education Staff 14) 72% Class Rooms

16) 55% Active Citizens f5) 65% Special Education Staff

17) 53% School Levies 16) 65% Parents

18) 52% School Librarians 17) 62% School Board

19) 52% Physical Education Classes 18) 58% Assistant SuperintenAent

20) 50% Schoof board 19) 51% Counselors

21) 50% History and Social Studies 20) 51% Elementary School Buildings
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-1-E3LE

LiSA5E F alESTIC NO.

Teacninr, Vocational S'ills
(0A usace cut-oft

Total Sample N71

f) VocoTona -lasses
2) 90% Seni.Dr High 'eacners
3) 84% Superintencint
4) 83% School Board
5) 80% Students
6) 77% Principals
7) 77% Business Community
8) 74% Senior High Buildings
9) 73% Assistant Superintendent
10) 71% Junior High Teachers

71% Counselors
12) 71% Active Citizens
13) 68% Curriculum Coordinator Consultant
14) 68% Parents
15) 65% State Superintendent of Schools
16) 64% Funded Programs Coordinator
i7) 5e1 Special Levies
181 54% Federal Governmen+
19) 54% Junior High Buila.n__
20 51% Special Education Staff

Profes5ionais_ n=42

I) 98% Senior High Teach, I)

2) 94% Vocationel Classes 2)

3) 85% Students 3)

4) 82% Superintendent 4)

5) 77% School Board 5)

6) 77% Senior High Buildings
7) 75% Principals 7)

8) 75% Junior High Teachers
9) 72% Counselors
0) 72% Business Community 19)

11) 72% Assistant Superintendent
12) 70% Funded Pronranis Coordinator 11)

y3) 70% Parents 12)

14) 70% Active Citizens 13)

15) 67% Curriculum Coordinator/Consult.14)
16) 67% Special Levies 15)

17) 62% State Superintendent of Schools16)
18) 57% Junior High Buildings 17)

19) 52% Class Rooms 18)

20) 50% Special Education Staff
21) 50% Peninsula College
72) 50% Federal Government ( )
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Non-Pro essionalc

109% Vocational Classes
89% School Board
86% Superintendent
87% Business Community
79% Principals
75% Senior High Teachers
72% Assistant Superintendent
72% Students
72% Active Citizens
69% Curriculum Coordinator

Consultant
69% Counselors
69% State Superintendent Schl -
69% Senior High Buildings
65% Junior High Buildings
65% Parents
58% Federal Government
55% Funded Programs Coordinator
51% Special Education Staff



TABLE 3-7

CARD USAGE FOR Q ESTION NO.

Developing Crea
(50p usage cut-oft

Total Sarmie N-71

_xtracurricular Activi
2) 93% Elective Classes
3) 90% Senior High Teachers
4) 88% Elementary Teachers
5) 86% Junior High Teachers
6) 81% Students
7) 75% Special Services Staff
8) 75% Principals

75% Vocational Classes
10) 70% Math and Science Classes
II) 68% Reading and English Classes
12) 67% Athletics, Cheerleading, Drill Team
13) 65% School Libraries
14 ) 64% Student Government
15) 64% Parents
15) 62% Curriculum Coordinator/Consult.
17) 61% Counselors
18) 61% Physical Education Classes
19) 58% Active Citizens
20) 58% Superintendent
21) 58% Special Education Staff

56% School Librarians
23) 51% Gymnasiums and Athletic Fields

ivity, Interest and Initiative

T _7%

ProfessionaTs_ n=42

1

Non-Pro essionals

Extracurricular Activi -s 96% Elective ClaSses
2) 92% Senior High Teachers 2) 89% Extracurricular

92% Junior High Teachers Activities
4) 92% Elementary Teachers 3) 96% Elementary Teachers
5) 90% Elective Classes 4) 82% Principals
6) 87% Students 5) 82% Senior High Teachers
7) 82% Vocational Classes 6) 75% Special Services staff

75% Special.Services Staff 7) 75% Junior High Teachers
72% Athletics, Cheerleading, Drill Team 8) 72% Students

10_ 70% Principals 9) 69% Curriculum Coordinator/
11) 70% Reading and English Classes Consultant
12) 70% Math and Science Classes 10) 69% Math and Science Classes
13) 67% Active Citizens 11) 65% COunselors
14) 67% School Libraries 12) 65% Reading and English Classes
15) 67% Physical Education Classes 13) 65% Vocational Classes
16) 65% Parents 14) 65% Student Government
17) 62% Student Government 15) 52% Superintendent
18) 57% Curriculum Coordinato tonsult. 16) 62% ParentS
19) 57% Special Education Sta f 17) 62% School LibrarieS
20) 57% Counselors 18) 58% Athletics, Cheerleading,
21) 57% School Librarians Drill Team
22) 52% Gymnasiums and Athletic Fields 19) 55% Special Education Staff
23) 52% History and Social Studies 20) 55% School Librarian
24) 50% Superintendent 21) 51% Assistant Superintendent

22) 51% Physical Education Classes
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TABLE 3-8

CARD USAGE FOR QUESTION NO. 5

Finan in Publ c Education_in Port An
usage cut-of

-1e-

Total Sam-le _1171

1) uperintendent
2) 96% Levy Committees

94% Active Citizens
4) 91% School Board

91% Special Levies
6) 86% Business Community
7) 84% Parents
8) 84% State Government
9) 83% Newspapers and Radio
10) 81% Assistant Superintendent
II) 81% Business Manager
12) 78% P.A. Education Association
13) 78% State Superintendent of School
14) 77% Federal Government
15) 70% Average Citizens
16) 68% Funded Program Coordinator

17) 65% Principals
13) 58% P.T.A.

Professionsals n42= Non-Professional N=29

100% School Board ) 96% Active Citizens

2) 97% Superintendent 93% Superintendent

3) 97% Levy Committees 93% Levy Committees

4) 94% Special Levies 4 88% Special Levies

5) 92% Active Citizens 5) 82% Business Community

6) 90% Parents 6) 82% State Government

7) 87% Business Community 7) 79% School 90ard

8) 85% Assistant Superintendent 8) 79% Newspapers and Radio

9) 85% Businc Manager 9) 75% Parents

10) 85% Newspapers and Radio 10) 75% Assistant Superintendent

11) 85% State Government 11) 75% Business Manager

12) 82% P.A. Education Association 12) 72% P.A. Education Association

13) 82% State Supt. of Schools 13) 82% State Supt. of School-

14) 82% Federal Government 14) 69% P.T.A.

15) 72% Funded Program Coordinator 15) 69% Federal Government

16) 72% Principals 16) 65% Average Citizens

17) 72% Average Citizens 17) 63% Funded Programs Coordinator

18) 52% Curriculum Coordinator Consit. 18) 55% Principals

19) 50% Senior High Teachers

20) 50% Elementary Teachers
21) 50% P.T.A.
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TABLE 3-9

CARD USAGE FOR GUESTEON NO.

Instiliing Social Skills and SlfDiscIpl ine
usage cul

Total Sample

I) 97 Extracurricular Activities
2) 91% Elementary Teachers
3) 88% Parents
4) E6% Senior Hi Thashern
5) 83% Junior High Teachers
6) 83% Students
7) 81% Athletics, Choerleadi g, Drill Team
8) 80% Elective Classes
9) 75% Principals
10) 74% Counselors
11) 73% Student Government
12) 70% Active Citizens
15) 67% Physical Education Classes
14) 62% Special Services Staff
15) 58% Vocational Classes
16) 57% Special Education Staff
17) 55% History and Social Studies
18) 54% Reading and English Classes
19) 52% Gymnasiums and Athletic Fields

97%

Professionals W-42

I)

Non- ionals N=29

Extracurricular Activities 96% Lxtracurricular Activities
2 92% Parents 2) 93% Elementary Teachers

90% Senior High Teachers 3) 82% Parents
90% Elementary Teachers fl 92% Principals

5. 87% Students 5) 79% Senior High Teachers
6) 85% Junior High Teachers 6) 79% Junior High Teachers
7) 82% Elective Classes 7) 79% Counselors

82% Athicfics, Cheerleading,
Drill Team

8) 79% Athletics, Cheer leading,
Drill Team

9) 72% Student Government 75% Students
10) 70% Principals 10. 72% Student Government
11) 70% Counselors II) 72% Ek_tive Classes
12) 67% Physical Education Cia5ses 12) 09% Special Services Staff
13) 62% History and Social Studies 13) 65% Physical Education Classes
14) 62% Vocational ClaSses 14) 58% Superintendent
15) 60% Special Education Staff 15) 51% Special Education Staff
16) 57% Special Services Staff 16) 51% Reading and English Classes
17) 55% Reading and English Classes 17) 51% Vocational Classes
18) 55% Gymnasiums and Athletic Fields
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TABLE 3-10

CARD USAGE FOR QUESTION NO. 7

i ion Mekinn for the Port An eles School Distrit
_e cut-c,

Total

1) 96 Superintendent
7) 96% School Board
3) 92% Assistant Superintendent
4) 88% P.A. Eduction Asscoiation
5) 84% Principals
6) 84% Active Citizens
7) 84% Business Manager
8) 78% State Superintendent of Schools
9) 75% Curriculum Coordinator/Consultant
10) 74% State Government
II) 67% Parents
12) 65% Business Community
13) 58% Funded Programs Co rdinator
14) 57% Special Levies
15) 52% Senior High Teachers
16) 52% Newspapers and Radio
17) 51% Levy Committees
18) 51% Federal Government

I)

2)

_

4)

5)

6)

7)

97%
97%
92%
92%
85%
85%
85%

ProfessTonals n=42

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

Non-Professionals n=29

Superintendent
School Board
Assistant Superintendent
P.A. Education Association
Business Manager
Principals
Active Citizens

93% Superintendent
93% School Board
89 Assistant Superintendent
82% P( 'ncipals

82% Ac7ivo Citizens
82% Buliness Manager
82% P.A. rducation Association

8) 82% State Supt. of Schools 8) 72% Curriculum Coordinator/
9) 82% State Government Con,Ailtant

10) 80% Parents 9) 72% Bti:;ines Community

11) 77% Curriculum Coordinator/Cnslt. 10) 72% State Supt. of Schools
12) 71% Special Levies 11) 62% State qovernment
13) 65% Federal Government 12) 51% Newspapers and Radio
14) 65% Funded Programs Coordinator Stations
15) 60% Senior High Teachers
16) 60% Business Community
17) 57% Junior High Teachers
18) 57% Levy Committees
19) 52% Newspapers and Radio



Pr

T ELE 3-11

CARD HSAGE '-LjETION NO. 8

Education for Handicap, d and Gifted Students
-w -ciJ)

Total Sample W71

1) 91% Spec-ial Eluca Sinff

2) 84% Suporintenden-
3) 83% Reading Team
4) 80% School Board
5) 73% Assistant Superintendent
6) 77% Funded Programs Coordinator
7) 75% Curriculum Coordinator/Consultant
8) 75% Elementary Teacners
9) 73% Principals
10) 70% SenHr Hkh Trimer-;
11) 68% Special Services Staff
12) 67% Parents
13) 67% Counlcrs
14) 67% State Government
15) 65% Junior High Teachers
16) 65% Active Gi1i7en
17) 65% State Superintendent of Schools
18) 65% Vocational Classes
19) 98% Elective Classes
20) 57% Fedrrel fSovornmrr+
21) 55% Spcsi 0 Lev:e.

---ionals

1) 87% Special Education Staff
2) 85% Superintendent
3) 83% Reading Team
4) 80% Assistant Superintendent
5) 80% Funded Program Coordinator
6) 77% Elementary School fe,

7) 75% Principals
8) 75% School Board
9) 72% Senior High Teachers
10) 72% Junior High Teachers
II) 72% State Government
12) 70% Curriculum Coordi ator/Conslt.
13) 70% Special Services Staff
14) 65% Parents
15) 65% State Supt. of 7shools
16) 65% Counselors
17) 62% Aci've Citizens
18) 60% Voc 'ional Clas,7,es

19) 57% Federal Government
20) 55% Elective Classes
21) 50% Special Levies

105

Non-Pr essjonals W.29

1) 96% pecinI Education Staff
Z) 86% School Board
3) 62% Superintennent
4) 82% Curriculum Coordinator/Cns!
5) 82% Reu6ing Team

75% Assistant Superintendend
7) 72% Counselors
P,) 72% Funded Programs Coortli. t.or

) 72% Elementary Tecv-hers
10) 72% Vocational Classes
1!) 69% Principals
12) 69% Parents
13) 69% Activ:, Citizens
14) 65% Special Services Staff
I) 65% Senior High Teachors
16) 65% State Supt. of Schools
17) 62% Elective Classes

62% Special Levies
Is,) 58% State Government

Jlinior High Teachers
'21) 55% P.A. Education Association
22) 55% Federal Governmnnt



TABLE 3-12

CARO USAGE- FOR QUESTION NO.

Monitorina and Re.uIatnq Personnel and Curriculum
usa t-o

1) 97% Superfttendent
93% School Board

3) 88% Assistant Superintendent
4) 83% Principals
5) 78% Curriculum Coordinator/Consultant
6) 78% F.A. Education Association
7) 68% Active Citizens
8) 65% Funded Program Coordinator
9) 62% State Superintendent of Schools
10) 59% Business Manager
II) 59% Parents
12) 55% Senior High Teachers

I) 97%

Professjonals n-742

1_

Non-Professionals 1

Superintendent Superintendent
2) 92% Assistant Si=1 itndent 2) 96 School Board
3) 90% School Board 3) 86% Principals
4) 82% Curriculum Cr.)rdinator/Cnslt. 4) 82% Assi,Jant Superintendent
5) 80% Principals 5) 79% P.A. Education Association

77% Funded Programs Coordinator 75% Active Citizens
7) 77% P.A. Education Association 7) 73% Curriculum Coordinator/Cn,lf.
1) 65% Senior High Teachers 8) (55 Sfate Supt. of Schools

65% Parents q) 95% Bii; ness Manager
10) 63% Business Manager 10) 5P7, Parents
II) 62% Active Citizens II) 505 New;papers and Radio Sta lom;
12) 60% State Supt. of Schools
13) 57% State Government
14) 55% Junior High Teachers
15) 52% Elementary Teachers
16) 52% Students



The Valencin- of the Sortina_j_l_Lil,EL

The scoreq for the valenci! , of the sorting questions are found
on pages 95, 9b and ';q, Tablc-3 3-13, 3-14_ and 3-15. As was mentioned
earlier these scores reflect the propc,rtions of positive to negative re-
sponses= The table is based upon ordering sorts according to this index.

Strength-Weakness

This question, Table 3-13, taps the way respondents assess the
contribution a given activity makes to the program of action. A number

of comments need to bn made ut this table. Among all of those inter-
viewed, there is general agrement that finance, decision-making and plan-
ning are all strengths in this system; creativity and social skills are
seen as weaknesses=

When one compares the responses of professionals with those of
non-professionals it appears that there are some significant divergencies
in the assessments of the two sets of leaders. Education professionals
consider the teaching of basic skills to be a strength while their lay
counterparts look upon it with much less confidence. The opposite is

true with educatier 'or handicapped and gifted. The feedback process in-
dicates that thee differences probably derived from divergent conceptions
as to what the place of these activities ic in the total program= Educa-

tional professionals appear to view basic skills in a much more ridorous
and narrow sense than do non-professionals; they also view lack of pro-
grams for the gifted student with concern. Non-professionals are much

more concerned with help for the handicapped students.

Level of Concern

In addition to th, -iffer of priorities among local loaders,

there is what we have come 1 hink of'as the degree of salience a partic-
ular contern has in the eyes of local loaders. A matter may be seen as
having a high priority, but having not yet attained a high degree of sal-
ience among those concerns about which leaders are prepared to take re-
medial action. Two prefatory comments might be made about these findings.
First, there is a considerable amount of agreement among local leaders

about the centrality of particular concerns. Finances, for example, are

clea ly of immediate, pivotal concern, with the ways in which decis' ns
are o be made about these kinds of matters and the kinds of planni,
the shall be needed to Put them in context dominating the findings for
thc hotel sample. The second comment to be made about these findngs is
thaf educational professionals take some rather dramatically different
views of saliency in comparison with their non-professional counterparts.
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Total Sample

N=7I

M1E1
Sort Question

ocore

TABLE 13-13

VALENCING QUESTIONS

"A" Strength - Weakness

Rank Order of Sum of $ Valence Scores

Mean

Score

Professionals

Nt42

Sort Question
Mean $

Score

Non-Professionals

Nm29

Sort Question

I. +43.6 #5 Finance +42.9 #1 Basic Skills +48.3 #5 Finance

2. +35.2 #7 Decision Making +40.4 #5 Finance +4418 #7 Decision Making

. +32.4 #2 Planning +28.6 #7 Decision Making +44.8 #2 Planning

4, +26.7 #1 Basic Skills +23.8 #2 Planning +34.5 #6 Handlcapped & Gifted

5, +19.7 #3 Vocational Skills +19.0 #3 VocatIonal Skills +20.8 #3 Vocational Skills

6. +16.9 #8 Handicapped & Gifted + 9.5 #9 Regulating 1 Monitoring + 3.5 #9 Regulating & Monitoring

7. + 7.0 #9 Regulating & Monitoring + 4,9 #6 Handicapped & Gifted + 3.4 #1 Basic Skills

-19.6 #4 Creat:vity, Interest -23.7 #4 Creativity, Interest -13.8 #4 Creativity, Interest

& Initiative & Initiative & Initiative

-22 6 #6 Social Skills & -26.2 #6 Social Skills & -17.2 #6 SocIal Skills &

Self-Discipline Self-Discipline Self-Discipline

mean % score for

all 9 sorts:

+15.48

108

mean score for

all 9 sorts:

+13.24

mean % score for

all 9 sorts:

+18.78
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Total Sample

TABLE 13-14

VALENCING QUESTIONS

"B" High-Low Attention 8 Concern

Rank Order of Sum of Valence Scores

Professionals Non-Professionals

*71 N=42 N=29

Mean Sort Questiofl Mej Sort Que=tion Mean 1 !prt Questio

Score_ SCPre Score

I. +88.7 #5 Finance +92.9 #5 Finance +82.8 #5 Finance

2. +69.1 #1 Basic Skills +71.4 #1 Basic Skills +75.8 #2 Planning

3. +67 6 #2 Planning +66.6 #3 Vocational Skills +58.6 #1 Basic Skills

+60.6 #3 vocJtional Skills +61.9 #2 Planning +51.7 #3 Vocational Skills

5. +53.6 #7 Decision Making +57,1 #7 Decision Making +48.3 #7 Decision Making

4 #8 Handicapped & GiftPd +38,P #8 Handicapped ! Gifted #8 Handicapped & Gifted

7, 33.3 #9 Regulating &

Monit)rinq

+35,6 #9 Regulating 4

Monitoring

f31.1 #9 Regulating &

:onituring

- 4.2 #4 Creativity, Interest,

& Initiative

0 #4 Creativity, Interest,

luitiative

-10:3 #6 Social Skills &

Self-Disciplint

Q. - 4.3 #6 Social Sri% &

Self-Okcipline

U k Social Skills 8

Self-Disciolino

-10.4 #4 Creativity, Interest,

4 Initiative

maul f sc)re

for all 9 5orts:

+45.2

man 1 zore

for ail 9 sorts:

+47,06

mean '1,1 score

for all 9 sorts:

+41.77



TABLE 13-15

VALENCING QUESTIONS

"C" Getting Better - Worse

Rank Order of Sum of 5 Valence Scores

Total Sample ProfessionalS

f171 Nm42

Mean $ Sort Opestion Meanj; Sorti_etia

Score Score

1,

2.

3.

4.

+80.3

+66.2

+63.4

+61,9

#2 Planning

#1 Basic Skills

#7 Decision Making

#8 Handicapped & Gifted

+73.7

+69.0

+59.4

+57.1

#2 Planning

#1 Basic Skills

#7 Decision Making

#8 Handicapped & Gifted

5. +5614 #9 Regulating & +57,1 #9 Regulating &

Monitoring Monitoring

6. +49.2 #3 Vocational Skills +54.8 #3 Vocational Skills

7. +43.6 #5 Finance +38.1 #4 Creativity, Interest,

& Initiative

8. +36.7 #4 Creativity, Interest,

& Initiative +28,5 #5 Finance

. +15.5 #6 Social Skills &

Self-Discipline

mean $ scores

for all 9 sorts:

+52.58

mean $ scores

for all 9 sorts:-

+49.2

Non-Professionals

N=29

Maui _Sort_ uastIon

Score

+69.7 #2 Planning

+69.0 #7 Decision Making

+69.0 #8 Handicapped & Gifted

+62.0 #1 Basic Skills

+55,2 #9 Regulating &

Monitoring

+44.6 #5 Finance

+41.6 #3 VOcatIonal Skills

+34.5 #4 Creativity, Interest

& Initiative

+27.6 #6 Social Skills &

Self-Disolpline

mean 5 scores

for all 9 sorts:

+54.82
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Future Pros ects

As with the attention and concern question, this question shows

a high degree of agreement between the school and the non-school groups

as to the activities in which the most progress is being made. As with

the other two questions, the creativity sort and the social skill sort

botii rank at the bottom of the results, while planning and decision-

making are again highly ranked. The most significant point from the per-

spective of identifying points of strain in the education system is the

ranking of the financing activity on this question. Financing was ranked

No. I by both the professional and non-professional groups on the atten-

tion and concern question, but it is ranked No. 6 by the non-professional

group in gettieg better and only No. 8 by the professional group. This

lack of congruence between perceived effort and perceived results is a

strong indication a pervasive source of frustration in the system, frus-

tration that may be displaced to other areas if the sense of ineffective-

ness becomes too great.

Overall, the valencing questions provide an evaluative dimension

to the cognitive mapping data that we feel enhances its meaning substan-

tially. Beyond this, it is our sense, largely from feedback sessions,

that these findings equip both the consultant and the community leader to

assess alternative lines of action in ways that would otherwise be

impossible.

A Faeetor of the Sort n uest ons

As outlined earlier, factor analysis is a statistical technique

which can be used to examine a set of data to determine if it reflects a

smaller number of underlying patterns. The classic example is a set of

attitude questions designed to tap political conservatism. A factor an-

alysis may show that there are really two elements to people's attitudes;

a social conservatism and an economic conservatism. Thus, while some, in-

.dividuals score high on all questions, others may score low on some ques-

tions and not on others; yet another individual may have the opposite

pattern. The relationship of the questions to the response patterns of

the individuals allows the researcher to examine both the nature of an

individual's views and the nature of the concept itself.

Cognitive mapping preserts a more complex situation because it

involves having an individual's flaying grouped artifact cards according

to his interpretation of the sorting questions. It is possible to gen-

erate factors which focus on any of those three components--i.e., influ-

entials, artifacts or sorts. However, as noted earlier, factor analysis

is more meaningful when it is applied to pairs of dimensions. One of the

components is examined in terms of a second while the statistical tech-

nique holds the third constant. Thus, one can derive factors based in
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data dealing with influentials in terms of sorts, influentials in terms
of artifacts, etc. In the Port Angeles research, the only factor anal-
ysis results shared with members of the community were sort factors done
in terms of the art facts. The presentation which follows deals solely
with that data.

Factor Ana as a Develo-mental Tool

The use of factor analysis allows the researcher to go beyond
the ostensive representations of the program that are embodied in the
raw data generated during the interview. This form of analysis enables
the researcher to probe for underlying patterns, the generic conceptions
which the community members share as the core of their perspective toward
the program.

The sort questions posit a number of activities basic to the
operation of the program. Data taken in terms of those activities allows
the researcher to replicate the variety of perceptions that are character-
istic of the views of strong minded individuals, Like all surveys of
opinion, this step may fail to uncover the substrata of common understan-
dings that lie beneath them. Shared understandings about "how things
really are" may rarely be articulated publicly; they may not even be spo-
ken of privately, and they are almost never shared with outsiders.

Community leaders seldom have occasion to pause and contemplate
just how extensive basic conceptions of the program may be among those
who constitute the networks of policy-making influentials. The process
of engaging and then coming to terms with the results of the factor anal-
ysis can consumate itself in a greater self-awareness and a greater under-
standing of the program by the community leader. And the insights and
understandings that accrue to the consultant as a result of this analysis
and the feedback process are such that he or she becomes privy to that
non-public consensus which serves as glue for the system. The consultant
is very much better able to work with those in the community for having
these insights. He also continues to build the credibility necessary to
deal effectively with the problem of assisting those in the community to
better understand the program and to deal with it through locally gener-
ated initiatives.

Facto Qerivin from Sort Gnerted Data

The Port Angeles Cognitive Mapping data was initially analyzed
in terms of the sorting questions. Tnis analysis was done in terms of
three different groupings of local leaders: first, data from all 71 of
the people who were interviewed was factored; second, data from the 42
people who were seen as educational profe5sional- was factored; third,
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data from the 29 people who were non-profeSSionals in education was fac-
tored. This mode of analysis allows for comparisons of the two sutrg-cups
with each other as well as with the total sample.

It should again be noted that the people who were interviewed
were not from a random sample, but were the policy-making infiuentials
identified through the influence analysis. The raw results for the fac-
tor analysis of the sorting questions from the total sample are found on
Table 3-16, page 101; the results from the educational professionals are
found on Table 3-17, page 102; and the results from the non-education pro-
fessionals are found on Table 3-18, page 103.

Looking at the results for the total network, Table 3-16, one
sees that there are two significant factors: The first accounts for 63.2
of the variance in the data and the second accounts for 36.8% of the var-.
lance. Table 3-16 also shows how each sort "loads" on each factor. These
loadings values can range from a +1.0 to a -1.0. The naming of a factor
is accomplished by comparing the sorts on which it loads positively and
negatively. Thus, paradoxically, thiS highly exact procedure consumates
itself in this very inexact manner.

Inspection of the so-called raw loadings from the three sets of
data presented in Tables 3-16, 3-17 and 3-18 indicates that all three mts
of individuals perceive a major factor involving planning, finance, de-
cision making and personnel administration as being pivotal. Both the
data from the total sample and the two sub-groups indicates that everyone
anchors his conception in a set of terms that are conventionally associ-
ated with the management of a program of action. It is not incidental
that these processes are commonly seen as guaranteeing the public's con-
trol of a program. This is one of the considerations that led us to give
this factor the label ccfmnityz2212221_EaLLELArml.

Data from the whole networks shows a second major factor consti7
tuted of the terms social skills, creativity, and basic intellectual skills.
The terms are all substantive, in that they identify the content of the
program, and they are all clearly related to the internal operation of the

program; this has led us to label this the Instructional Area.

lp the analysis of the educational professional and the non-
professional sets, three factors emerged. Two of them would be called
major, and the third a minor factor. Each of the analyses presents a
factor similar to somunit but the second factcr,
instructional area, breaks itself up into a major and a minor factor. We

have labeled the first student-school relationship area, while the second
has been labeled instructional program area--linking it to the second
factor aL,ove.

What i riking here, when one compares these two su_-sets of
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TABLE 3-16

PORT ANGELES COGNITIVE MAP

Factor Anelysis:All_Data

FACTOR I FACTOR II

SORTS

COMMUNITY-SCHOOL
POLICY

INSTRUCTION
AREA STUDENT-SCHOOL

POLICY AREA

LOADINGS

1) Teaching Basic Educe ion Skills .28 .65

2) Teaching Vocational Skills .94 .26

3) Planning .68 .14

4) creativity, Interest & Initiative -.06 .98

5) Finance .78 -.42

6) Social Skills and Self-Discipline -.08 .80

7) Decision Making .94 -.24

8) Special Education (Handicapped
& Gifted) .69 .42

9) Personnel Administration .97 .02

* * * * * * *

OF VARIANCE CUMULATIVE

FACTOR 1: COMMUNITY-SCHOOL POLICY AREA

FACTOR II: 1NSTRUCTION/STUDENT-SCHOOL
POLICY AREA

117
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63.2 63.2

36.8 100.0

VARIMAX ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX
AFTER ROTATION WITH KAISER

NORMALIZATION



TABLE 3-17

PORT ANGELES COGNITIVE MAP

Factor Analysis: Professionals On! (Nm41)

FACTOR I FACTOR 11 FACTOR III
COMMUNITY- INSTRUCTION STUDENT-

SCHOOL ADMINISTRA- SCHOOL
POLICY TION POLICY POLICY
AREA AREA AREA

S 0 R I $ LQA DINGS

Teaching Basic Education Skills .02 .74 .37

2) Teaching Vocational Skills .63 .72 .09

3) Planning .46 .49 .03

4) Creativity, lntere t & Initiative -.19 .34 .89

5) Finance .89 .05 -.28

6) Social Skills and Self-Discipline - 10 .10 .93

7) Decision Making .97 .18 -.18

8) Special Education (Handicapped & ifted) .48 .59 .29

9) Personnel Administration .82 .49 -.04

% OF VARIANCE

FACTOR 1: COMMUNITY-SCHOOL POLICY AREA

_CUMULATIVE

58.9 58.9

FACTOR 11: INSTRUCTION/ADMINISTRATION
POLICY AREA 35.5 94.4

FACTOR III: STUDENT-SCHOOL POLICY AREA 5.6 100.0

VAR1MAX ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX
AFTER ROTATION WITH KAISER

NORMALIZATION
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TABLE 3-18

PORT ANGELES COGNITIVE MAP

Factor_Anal sis: Non-ProfessIonals Only (Nt29)

FACTOR 1 FACTOR II FACTOR III
COMMUNITY- INSTRUCTION STUDENT-

SCHOOL ADMIN1STRA- SCHOOL
POLICY TION POLICY POLICY
AREA AREA AREA

SORTS LOA_DINGS
1) Teaching Basic Education Skills .06 .42 .59

2) Teaching Vocational Skills .89 .09 .41

3) Planning .66 -.01 .32

4) Creativity, Interest & Initiative -.07 .92 .30

5) Finance .81 -.33 -.26

6) Social Skills and Self-Dlscipline -.02 .93 .07

7) Decision Making .98 -.10 -.08

8) Special Education (Handicapped & Gifted) .58 .21 .49

9) Personnel Adminis ration .96 .04 .13

% OF VARIANCE CUMULATIVE %

FACTOR I: COMMUNITY-SCHOOL POLICY AREA 59.3 59.3

FACTOR INSTRUCTION/ADMINISTRATION
POLICY AREA 34.6 93.9

FACTOR III: STUDENT-SCHOOL POLICY AREA 6.1 100.0

VARIMAX ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX
AFTER ROTATION WITH KAISER

NORMALIZATION
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data is the difference in the weight profes-ionals and non-professionals
give to these factors.

As can be seen from Tables 3-17 and 18, and especially from the
summary Table 3-19, the educational professionals generated an instruc-
tional factor which accounts for 35.5% of the variance in their data and
a student-school factor which accounts for 5.6% of the variance. For the
non-professionals these relationships are reversed. In the factor anal-
ysis of the non-professional data the student-school factor accounts for
34.6% of the variance while the instruction/program factor accounts for
6.1% of the variance. These comparisons indicate an important difference
in the point of view from which these two sets of program influentials
view the program-the very same program, in fact. We shall leave the
discussion of the meaning of this difference for the next section while
we continue to explore its empirical character here.

The key to this difference in perceptions goes back to the pre-
vious presentation of the tabulations of the individual sorts and the dif-
ferences noted between the professional educators and non-professionals.
The professional set consistently differentiated between areas which were
primarily internal to the program and those that were primarily external
to the program in terms of the actors involved. The non-professional sei,
conversely, tended to think of all the policy making actors as if they
were on a single stage. The factor analysis data indicates the profes-
sionals perceive an externally based policy area in factor number one -Jed
an internally based policy area in factor number two. This distinctiee
appears to dominate their perspectives. The residual factor, number Ihror,
dealing with the student-school relationship area would seem to indir-if,!
their awareness of the contrasting view of those outside educetien.

It is our belief from the contact we have had with edueetional
influentials in Port Angeles that professionals and non-professionals
holJ perspectives that are not merely different in the weighting5 they
place on the factors that describe the substantive content of their per-
spectives, but in their complexity as well. That is, the professionals
tend to have perspectives that are more complex in their structure, which
are more highly differentiated cognitiviy, than their non-professieral
colleagues.

We can illustrate what the findings suggest here by taking the
analysis one level further. This is done by constructing a graphic repre-
sentation of the findings we have been discussing in this chapter. Thie
chart is produced through a two-step process. First, the factor analysis
data is examined, the key sorts identified, and names given to the factore.
The results of this step, for all three sets of data, are presented in the
summary table, Table 3-19. The second step is to determine the artifacts
that are the most salient to each factor. This is done by taking those
sorts that load most heavily on a factor, determining the most frequently
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TABLE 3-19

PORT ANGELES COGNITIVE MAPPING

Lignia_21_ort-Generated Factors

Total_Sample 7 2_Factors

I) Community - School Policy Area 63 2%
A) Planning
B) Finance
C) Decision Making
D) Regulating/Monitoring

2) Instructional Policy 36.8%
A) Teaching Basic Skills
B) Creativity, Interest and Initiative
C) Social Skills and Self-Discipline

Professional Educators - 3 Factors

I) Community School Policy Area
A) Planning
B) Finance
C) Decision Making
D) Regulating/Monitoring

2) Instructional Program 35.5%
A) Teaching Basic Skills
B) Planning
C) Teaching Vocational Skills
D) Special Education
Student-School Area 5.6%
A) Creativity, Interest and Initiative
B) Social Skills and Self-D scipline

Non-Professionals - 3 Factors

1) Community - School Policy Area 59.3%
A) Planning
B) Finance
C) Decision Making
D) Regulating/Monitoring

2) Student-School Area 34.6%
A) Creativity, Interest and Initiative
B) Social Skills and Self-Discipline
Instructional Program 6.1%
A) Teaching Basic Skills
B) Planning
C) Special Education
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CHART 3-1

PORT ANGELES COGNITIVE MAPPING

Total Sample Co. nitive Map (2 Fac.tors)

COMMUNITY-SCHOOL POLICY AREA II! INSTRUCTION -- STUDENT-SCHOOL POLICY AREA

School Board Elementary Teachers

Assistant Superintendent Superintendent Junior High Teachers

Port Angeles Education Association Curriculum Coordinator/Consult.

Active Citizens

Special Levies

Levy Committees

Dviiness Conmunity

Principals

Senior High Teachers

State 6overnment

State Superintendent of Schools

Parents

Reading Team

Counselor

Special Servicez, Staff

Special Educat:on Sfdff

Reading and English Classes

Vocational Classes

El ctive Classes

Extracurricular Activities

His+ory ard SorIal Studies

P.E. Classes

M.,th and Science Classes



used artifacts in each sort, weighting the artifacts in terms of the sal-
ience of the sorts In which it appears and identifying those artifacts
that are most instrumental to the definition of the factor from these cen-
parisons. The result is a delineation of the factors that is based In
the concrete substance of the program--artifacts--as indicated by the
sorts.

It is convenient to begin this analysis with the chart from the
total set of Port Angeles interviews, Chart 3-1, which is found on page
106. This chart is divided into two areas; one ,the larger, on the left

side of the box, the other to the right of the box. The size of each
factorial area corresponds to the amount of variance in the data that is
accounted for by that factor.

Those artifacts that the most salient in defining the con-
tent of each factor are set in the appropriate space. Certain key arti-
facts, which are shared by the two factors are presented In the box at
the center of this chart. These core artifacts appear to constitute a
generic substantive core that permeates all sectors of the program.

-he cognitive map for the educational professionals, Chart 3-2,
is found , 1 page 10EL It has three factor spaces; again, the amount of
space given to a factor reflects the amount of variance it accounts for.
And again, there is the core of artifacts--placed in a circle this time
--and a set of artifacts common to only two factors. In the community-
school policy area there are artifacts such as business community and
state government which are peculiar to it alone, artifacts such as super-
intendent and active citizens, which are shared with one other factor
(presented in the space below the circle) and artifacts such as princi-
pals, teachers, and parents which arE salient to all three factors. By

contrast the instructional policy area shares artifacts separately with

the other two factors. It also shares a set of core artifacts. The

third factor, student-school, has artifacts shared with the Instructional
factor and artifacts which are part of the core area. There is no sharing,

howevLT, between this factor and the community-school factor except
through the core artifacts. This lack of integration was supported by
the feedback of the data in the community and it will be of greater im-

portance in the cCscussion of the non-professional chart.

An examination of the cognitive map constructed for the non-
professional set, Chart 3-3, page I 10, shows the same patterning and the
same three factors as in the map for the educational professionals, but

the salience and emphasis has shifted, as has the content of the prog,--am

core. For the non-professional set, the core artifacts are the superin-
tendent, the principals, and the parents. For the educational profes-
sionals, they are the principals, the parents, and the three teacher
groups; a more formalized view of the program as a whole is indicated for

the non-professionals. Of major importance is the relationship of factor
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I: COMMUNITY-SCHOOL POLICY AREA

aHART 3-2

ERT ANGELES COGNITIVE MAPPING

Educational Professionals (3 Factors)

III: STUDENT-SCHOOL AREA II: MTRUCTIONAL POLICY AREA

Vocational Classes

Special Education Staff

12;)

For Angeles

Education Association

Asiness Commurity

History and Social Studies

Reading and English

Math and Science

Elective Classes

HIE. C asses

Extracurricular Activities

Athletics and Oheerleading

Student Governmen

Vocational Classes

Special Education Staff

Business Managers

State Superintendent of Schools

Yitf-2

o(ve.:rnm4t

r'T,r t teos

Counselors

Students

Principals

Anior High Teachers

Junior High Teachers

Elementary Teachers

Parents

Superintendent

Suneriltilent

Funded Propms (mrditiator

Curriouhm CoordinatoCovolt.

Sch; Board

tive Citizos

)pecil. Levies

rintendent

Counselors

Students

Assistant Superintendent

Funded Program Coordinator

Ourriculum Coordinator/Consult.

School Board

Active CHzvs

3pecial Levies



one, community-school, to factor two, student school. These are the two
major components of the non-professional's cognitive map, yet they are
linked by only the three core artifacts. And there are no shared arti-
facts linkina these two factors, from this perspective.

The same relations between these two factors can be seen in
the educational professionals c__itive map_ The overall impression one
takes from the cognitive map representing the perspective of the educa-
tional professionals is that it is more integrated than that of the non-
professionals and, hence, suggests less potential for strain.

Feedback of the. Cogni ive Maps

These coanitivo maps were shared with community members. The
feedback process had the same dual thrust as those mentioned earlier--
to facilitate the conceptual development of -dividual leaders and to
provide the consultant with an understanding of the differential perspec-
ti- 2s of twin sets of local leaders. Contrasting the cognitive maps
from these two sets of local leaders allowed the researcher to compre-
hend both the general, shared consensus of program perceptions and the
perceptions which are particular to those who man the program and those
whe speak for its constituents. One significant result, both from the
point of view of program development ana from that of validation, was
the ability of the educational professionals to look at both their own
and the non-professional maps and relate to them as real and meaningful
indications of diverging perspectives. Non-professionals often had the

same experience. They were able to engage the results and deal with
what they saw as their perceptions, what they believed to be the per-
ceptions of other sets of leaders, the differences between them, and the
implications of those differences for the program. Not every person
could enter into this; nor everyone to the same degree; but there were
strong indications That the cognitive maps served to stimulate new ways
of thinking about the basic nature of the educational system in the com-
munity and how those in the community perceived of it. To be able to do

this and to do it in a setting where the researcher is able to share in
it and facilitate it, is--in our view-- a step toward the understanding
and development necessary for local leaders to take important initia-

tives on behalf of their program.
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CHA T 3=3

FT,T ANGELES COGNITIVE MAPPING

Non7Frofess)onal CREitive Map (3 Factors)

COMMUNITY-SCHOOL POLICY AREA ill: INSTRUCTIONAL POLICY AREA

Active Citizens
1 Active Citizens

School Board

Curriculum Coordinatx

Ooosul.

Assistant Superinte-dent

Rusiness Cormunity

Newspapers and Radio Stations

Business Manager

Port Angeles Education Association

Stale Superinterdent of Schools

Stato rflOvernment

11: STUDENT-SCHOOL POLICY AREA

Counselors

School Board Elementary Teachers

CurriLlum Coordinator/ Juricr High Teachers

Assistant Superintendent Senior High Teachers

erintendent

Prin:ipals

Parents

Counselors

Elementary Teachers

Junior High Teachers

Senior High Teachers

Speciai Services Staff

Students

Reading and English Classes

Vocational Classes

Elective Classes

P.E. Classes

Athletics, Cheerleading, Drill Team

Student Government

Extracurricular Activities



APPLICATIONS

Perhaps it would be worth repeating a theme sounded earlier in
this discussion, as a preface to this section of Chapter The utili-
zation of scientific techniques to map the character of a local education
program is, admittedly, a cumbersome way of going about the facilitation
of program change. It would not be justified uoless both the community
and the consultant had arrived at a commiiment to undertake something be-
yond the ordinary. In Port Angeles, the commitment was to experiment
with building foundations for program development that reached farther
into the sub-soil of conviction and belief than would be possible from
relying upon more familiar forms of program assessment.

While it would be mileading to say that we were not concerned
with overt or explicit forms of program change, this kind of concern was
not central to the thrust of our undertaking. Like most community devel-
opemnt agencies, this one, at the University of Washington, tends to
oount itself as having accomplished something useful when it can point
to a community where it has been active and identify the specific crenges
that had taken place, and which, it is assumed, might not have happened
if the DiViSiOn had not made its services available.

in Port Angeles, we were more concerned with the potentiality
of change than with facilitating change in itself. It had be( lgreed

that the Division was going to help in building foundations I Aiture

changes rather than seeking to evoke some specific change at ,s time.

The rationale for this approach, although mentioned earlier too, might
be repeated once more. Social change is a profoundly important kind of
local event; it is the sum of program changes over the years that deter-
mines, more than anything else, the character of a program at any given
point in time. Few changes of a major character can be introduced in a
given program at any one time, hence, those that are undertaken must be
carafully calibrated to the underlying capabilities and needs. This is

not easily atcomplished, given the fact that persons in different sec-
tors of the program tend to look at it differently and order their pref-
erences sufficiently differently so that they incline toward quite dif-
ferent forms of change.

Anyone who has ever been involved in launching a change-
oriented policy dialogue can testify to a simple but potent proposition:

The scope and intensity of a projected change in
community programs can never exceed the extent of
community concensus on basic aims, underlying
strategies for realizing these aims, and the level
of resources that can legitimately be allocated to
implementing them.
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The corollary to this proposition is that in these times of so-
cial fragmentation it is typically the case that local leaders must work
long and earnestly merely to achieve agreement on the most immediate and
clearly delineated problems. Pervasive difficulties, even if they are
widely recognized, may not be seen as within reach unless they are per-
ceived as having a high potential for becoming problems. Hence, the se-
lection of a particular concern as the object of a prc 'em-solving re-
sponse comes to become a matter of inordinate importan, in our eyes.

It was in hopes of exploring ways of reaching toward more per-
tinent and penetrating, though not necessarily more dramatic, forms of
program change, then, that we settled upon an attempt to explore the util-
ity of cognitive mapping as a device for coming to a systematic assess-
ment of an educational program.

More concretely, we felt that if we knew, and knew in reliable
and scientific ways, more about these beliefs and convictions which are
almost never publicly assserted and yet which constitute the foundations
upon which a program is ultimately erected, we should be able to do more
to facilitate the thinking of those in the community about change. One
of the questions that every consultant must ask, but which he can almost
never answer with any satisfaction, deals with one of the central foci
of the factor analysis of the cognitive mapping data. Do those who man
the educational program see it in essentially the same way as those who
constitute its constituency? Where are the conceptions of these two in-
terdependent sets of persons convergent, or even congruent: and where

are they diverging and to what extent?

It is a truism to say that unless those who man a program and
those who constitute its constituency hold more or less shared views as
to its basic character and proper content that disruptive and unproducThe
tensions are inevitable. Yet we all know that diversity is a strength
as well as a source of difficulty. Experience has taught most consultants
that they can serve those they are working with in a community best by
cautioning them not to over reach the consensus that they have on basic
program aims while taking full account of contrasting views. But the
question that arises and frequently in ,b quite poignant form--at the point
where alternative lines of action to remedy a problematic situation are
being considered--is just how to frame a policy decision so as to balance
concensus and discensus in a single pronouncement.

It was with these kinds of questions in mind that the Division
decided to explore the utility of this particular form of scientific an-
alysis. Our findings leave no question but what this initial cognitive
mapping probe offers potentially important kinds of insight to the con-
sultant. Before we attempt to discuss this in more detail it might be
worthwhile noting that we had another end in view in undertaking an an-
alysis of the cognitive maps of local leaders.
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It it can be said that the consultant, as an outsider, needs
to be able to grasp the basic parametere of local program values, then
it must be said that those local leaders who ere going to have to forge
the outlines of a policy decision that could influence the character of
the program for some time to come have an even more pressing need for
some kinds of understanding. It Is often assumed that those who have
been involved In a program over the years have no need for additions to
their understandlegs about it. Our experience suggests that it does not
follow 1"-lat familiarity leads to a firm grasp of local difficulty. One
is not certain to have a reliable grasp of the configuration of values
embedded in a program of action merely because he or she has been active
in That program over a period of time.

We have found in working in a number of communities that there
is e rniciousness te program strain that often operates so as to jum-
ble program leadership's perspectives just at the time when leaders are
seeking to assess the level of convergence in their views. During those
periods when the productive activities of the program are being carried
ff well and with dispatch a sense of confidence pervades the network cf

policy-making influentials and it is normal for them to feel that there
are no pressing problems and hence that "things are going well." Un-

fortunately, when strain begins to build and pressures begin to play,
the question of "what has gone wrong" inevitably presents itself and as
this beeins to translate Itself into the me-ter of who le at fault, per-
spectives begin to shift and take new shapes with the result that Influ-
entials become so painfully aware of the differences in their viewpoints
that they are sometime I -,th to enter into those open-ended discussions
from which a reconcensus ,_euld emerge. A situation that is already prob-
lematical may well become precarious under these circumstances.

In our view the predicament that program influentlais find them-
selves in as strain builds is the consequence of the perverse dynamics of
strain, for there is a great deal of functionality in the diversity of
perspectives held by program leaders. It is possible, for example, for a
luncheon group constituted of leaders from each of the different seetors
of a program to gather and, operating through their unique and sectori-
ally provicial perspectives, to examine a potential line of response
fr m virtuaLy every relevant point of view in a matter of two or three
hours. This is no mean accomplishment. But it is the fact that what is

a strength in normal timee ean become a weakness in times of stress and
that leads us to experiment with the kinds of analysis that cognitive
mapping allows.

Taking this line of argument one step farther we come to the
poesibility that in facilitating program change It Is the contrast be-
tween perspectives that are critical during periods when stress is low
and the communalities between perspectives that become critical during
periods when stress is peaking that should concern the consultant. This
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appears to be the case because there are different kinds of decisions be-
ing made during one perioa in comparison with the other. ft may be that
there are different kinds of decisional functions that become pivotal in

one versus the other period as well.

Without attempting to unravel the decisional dynamics of highly
stressed versus weakly stressed situations, what concerns us here is the
possibility of finding some way to evoke a climate of convergence, that
kind ef cognitive climate where policy-making influentials are able to
initiate _discussions that are anchored in broad areas of agreement on
basic pi-6gram values. This, of course, is the challenge we had in mind
when we originally began working with 9-sorting techniques. They seemed

to offer real prospects for bringing the values up from the bedrock upon
which local education was founded onto a level of perception which would
allow them to be examined in ways that might raise the possibility of a
form of analytic discussion that could otherwise be all but impossible.

Bu i id i ng_ Concensus

In an open and participative society, concensus cannot be
forced; it must be nurtured. Under the best of conditions this is a ten-
uous process. When program strain begins to escalate it can become prob-
lematical. As strain peaks even the most vigorous attempts to build con-
census may enable us to do nothing more than stabilize such agreements as
exist.

Building the kind of me-ual acceptance of basic program values
that is manifest in concensus is one of the challenges that community
development has long concerned itself with. If its achievements in this
regard are less than spectacular it might be noted that in these times of
societal unrest and social anomie the building of concensus has become a
truly imposing challenge. It is for this reason that we felt justified
in undertaking experimentation with such an elaborate technique as cogni-
tive mapping. The turmoil that grips many urban centers (though not Port
Angeles to any degree) seems to require a social technology potent enough
to provide us with a better chance of counteracting what appear to be ever
increasing centripetal tendencies in local programs. Our reasoning was
that volitional action is not possible excepting as there exists a fabric
of agreements that is embroidered with an elaborate structure of shared
attitudes. Without this kind of commonly accepted body of cognitions the
actions of individuals responding to programmed activity as well as the
collective responses of the various components of the program come un-
hinged. They lose their resonance and consonance with each other .

if resonance and consonance have the sound of ephemeral kinds of
concerns, we need to speak of them in more concrete ways for it is clear
that the efficacy of programmed activity is to be found in just such
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unspecific states of a fairs.

By resonance we have in mind that subtle interaction between
the outcomes of one program and requisites of another, adjacent to ft,
and particularly where the former is expected to sustain and facilitate
the latter. In an education program what we are thinking of as reson-
ance would appear as those who are the beneficiaries of a college prep-
aration-oriented curriculum being able to find their way into institu-
tions of higher eduction from which they take the training they seek as
a means of entering into full-time employment in the profession of their

choice. Those on the other end of the scale, W-,o are the products of
special education activities would find their v / from the school system
into occupations that they found to be viable as a basis for becoming
economically self-sufficient. And that large and amorphous body of in-
dividuals in between these limits would make their way, as the denizens
of the middle class have been doing for generations in this country,
into a wide spectrum of jobs. If the education system had been truly
matched to the skills required to keep the community's affairs provided
for, almost no one would have to be imported into the local employment
market from outside its boundaries.

Though we are talking here of three kinds of outcomes from the
operation of the local education program there is nothing n,At and tidy
about this arrangement other than its logic. For each of the students
seeking to find his or her way into a meaningful adulthood by means of
the socialization process available through the public schools there is
always the uncertainty of the outcomes of the choices that have been made.
Only when most of those who progress through the educational program
come to settle upon the beginnings of a stable adult role in a community

is this basic requisite for the continuation of the community fulfilled.
And it is this resonance between the available forms of socialization in-
to adulthood (found in the roles latent within the organizations and
agencies that make up local programs) and the variety of roles that must
be fulfilled within the community that is the critical test of the effi-

cacy of that program.

The question as to whether a particular educational program
resonates to this generic societal function or not is not one that we
have always had to be overtly concerned with. So long as the use-life
of a social institution was relatively permanent we could take it for

granted. Now that we have become only too aware that we must attend to
this matter in an explicit way the question as to how we determine if a
program is properly calibrated to societal needs becomes a truly pressing

one. To restate one of our earlier assertions, this is a question to
which we have not yet found satisfactory answers.

Even more relevant to this pivotal concern is what we have
labeled the consonance of a program with the constituencies it serves.
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_es the education program equip the individual with the capabilities to
secure employment and retain it? Does the individual who has matricula-
ted the educational system have a sense of being adequately prepared for
the world of the working adult? On balance, and taking the educational
experience as a whole, what is the quality of the preparation that it
provides?

These are not casual questions even if they are infrequently
asked. Obviously they are difficult to answer-% Yet there can be no
doubting but that the instability that pervades many urban centers ca
_-1-r-ared in some important way to a pervasive feeling among a growing
proportion of our citrenry that they have somehow beer educational[y
"shOrtchanged." There is a feeling that much was regLired of them dur-
ing their years in school and that ways they cannot really identify the
aspirations that they came to hold for themselves as becoming attainable
for them. One must hastily add that this may well be the product of same
slippage in the calibrating of their aspirations rather than the result
of their education having failed them. But the feeling of frustration
is undoubtedly there; it iS not a transitory thing, it is not dissipating,
and it stands to erupt as intense constituent pressure against the legit-
imacy of the program at some time in the future.

Anyone who has had any contact with educational policy-making
recently can testify that there is scarcely a community across the na-
tion where tensions of this sort do not pertain. Yet there is a growing
number of these communitites where those who man the program--and hence
constitute its productive capacity--and those who are its constituents--
and hence the consumers of its services--do not hive the capability for
full and unconstrained discussion because of the divergencies between
their perspectives toward the program. Port AngPles is not one of those
unfortunate communities where communication has broken down with the re-
sult that viplence has been put in its place. On the contrary, Port
Angeles is a community where the efforts that are required to surmount
the hiatus that divergent perspectives imposes have been made, and have
been effective. But with the passage of time the energy required to sus-
tain effective communication in the face of consumer--provider divergen-
cies ha, been increasing and there are at least some who woryy about the
future.

Although the findings from the cognitive mapping process do not
provide a complete representation of the intricacies of the divergencies
that have left professional and non-professional perspectives somewhat
unhinged from each other, they do indicate, and with some conclusiveness,
the presence of divergence As we noted earlier, the existence of diver-
ging perspectives is not in itself a matter for concern. It iS natural
and functional and expected that these who man a program should have a
different sense of it than those who rely upon it. Their contrasting
concerns are a source of strength when they examine their conceptions in
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light of those held by others in order to seek a spark of insight.

But when strain begins to peak and tensions begin to flow the
fact that professionals tend to think of the program in process terms
and non-professionals tend to think of it it-more formalistic or struc-
tural terms means that the possibility for miscommunication is more
likely than the possibility for meaningful exchange. The thrust of our
efforts has been to use the cognitive mapping analysis to seek ways of
identifying what form these diverging perspectives take, how well they
are understood by those on opposite side of the professional--non-
professional boundary, and what kinds of understanding might be fostered
to insure that this situation does not come to pose a barrier to con-
structive dialogue about problems and priorities.

The experiment, we feel, has been worthwhile. The findings
from the research are, in our view, relevant. There is, our experience
suggests, promise in this kind of analysis. The challenge, now, is to
discover how to bring it to fruition. It is toward this matter that we
turn in Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

Perhaps the most useful thing to do in attempting to assess the
outcomes of this explorative study is to restate its objectives:

I. We sought to explore the possibilities of teaming
on-going research with community consulting activ-
ities--of carrying on a consultive dialogue and a
research probe concurrently;

II. We sought to examine the benefits and the diffi-
culties of making the reSults of the research im-
medlately available to the community consultant;

III. Above all we sought to experiment with the poten-
tialities of sharing the results of fundamental
social science research with those who would,
under more conventional circumstances, serve
passively as its subjects.

There is a great deal that one would like to know about the
outcomes of our experiment that we do not understand at this time. What

we shall be saying here should be thought of as tentative; some of what
we shall say shall be subject to revision as time passes and as we have the
opportunity to further assess the consequences of this effort. There is
no question but that we learned from what was done.

I. _"004tible Tracking"

There are some assessments that we can provide in which we have
some confidence. It may be meaningful to present what we have, to say here
in terms of some questions we asked ourselves as the enterprise was being
formed.

he conduct of research disruptive of consultative activities?

Our answer here can be quite determinative: No. It was pleas-

ing indeed to discover that there was virtually no difficulty in the
"double tracking" of consultation and research. One of the questions we
hnd asked ourselveo early on was whether the resnarchers might rot take
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the t me of individuals who were centrally involved in the consultation
activity and that this might prejudice its claim on their energies.
While there was no question but that this could have been a source of
difficulty, our experience indicates that there is no difficulty here
that cannot be rather easily overcome.

An overall plan for the year was sketched out before the work
was begun. At this time there was careful discussion of the kinds of
problems that might emerge, and arrangements were made to circumvent
potential overloading. We found that it was essential to go back over
these arrangements periodically for it was obvious that overloading
could become a real and present threat. But given the fact that the
consultants were active in a number of communities and that the research-
er was spending only a portion of this time in Port Angeles, it soon be-
came apparent that by phasing the trips of those doing the consulting
with the datt, 'Iking activities of the researcher it was quite possible
to avoid tak In undue amount of the time of any resident of the
community.

Of more conc rn was a less apparent kind of convergence be
tween the research and the consultation. Might the activities of the
consultants be undercut somehow by those of the researcher? While It
would be surprising to us were this to happen, still there was no way
of being certain before the fact that it would not.

During the formulative period of the pro ect, we asked our-
selves whether the questions being posed by the researcher might not di-
vert local leaders from the thrust of the consultation. Certainly there
was no obvious difficulty here. Our discussions with those in the com-
munity suggested that whatever impact there might have been may have been
benign or perhaps even modestly constructive. Which is to say that those
in the community left us with the feeling that the researcher's probings
made them step back from the firing line, as they viewed the consultation,
and look at the more abstract dimensions of the total situation. When
they did this, they said, they sometimes found they came to a more objec-
tive conception of their involvement in the consultation. Though no one
felt this made a marked Impact upon the course of the consultation, it
was reassuring to know that it was facilitative rather than disruptive.

Do the consultants' activities prejudice the research?

Again, we were pleasantly surprised with the compatibility be-
tween one track and the other of our enterprise. In a way that the re-
searchers associated with the project had never seen before, those in the
community from whom data was sought experienced the research as poten-
tially relevant to local problems rather than something they felt they
ought to subject themselves to in behalf of Science. During the course
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of developing the research instruments utilized here, we have had the op-
portunity to take data in a dozen other communities over a seven year
period. Nothing in our experience prepared us for the warm and oongenial
resPonse we received from those in the community when they were contxted
about the possibility of scheduling an interview. While this is not a
particularly dramatic benefit to realize from "double tracing" it cer-
tainly is substantial enough to make the researcher's work much easier

'and very much more congenial.

Did this almost unknown ease of access, and the very high levels
of rapport that were associated with it, mean that the data was of higher
quality than might otherwise have been the case? Again, we did not de-
sign the work so that there were careful checks built into it which al-
lowed us to assess this In a qualitative manner, but there is no doubt
in our minds that the data is of higher quality than it otherwise would
have been, had this happy side effect not been available to us. There
is no question but that the complete meshing of both activities that was
possible given the common sponsorship of the Division, contributed gnmit-
ly to this pleasing outcome; one way to express its meaning to those of
us involved In the research would be to exhort anyone who might have the
opportunity, to avail themselves of this kind of arrangement. It is

truly advantageous.

Are there ways in which the whole exceeds the sum of Its parts?

As one might infer from what has been said above, our answer
here is affirmative. Given this experience, our approach to a similar en-
terprise in the future would surely be to build in a great deal more in-
terdependence between the two activities. Consultants ought to be taken
into the data-taking process; there would be benefits to them from being
involved in this and 1-here could be significant savings in time and funds
from their being a part of this process. Clearly, the researcher stands
to benefit in substantial ways from having some role and taking some re-
sponsibilities in the consultation process.

All of which amounts to our being able to hold that our first
objective, exploring the "double tracking" or research and consultation
activities can be sa;d to have been most successful.

II. Consultant Suport

Our second objective, that of providing support for the consul-
tative activities of the Division was noticeably less successful. We
were very desirous of offering those who are seeking to support local
leaders in wrestling with the underlying difficulties of the community
with a kind of backup and insight that would allow them to do more for
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their clients than was ordinarily the case. Above all, we sought to pro-
vide a kind of insight that would enable the consultants to undertake
activities with those on the scene who had committed theMselves to this
exploration of the roots of program change that they could not otherwise
have considered.

So with regard to providing consultants with findings and in-
sights that would enable them to provide new and more pertinent forms of
support for local leaders, we cannot claim more than a modicum of suc-
cess. This statement needs at least some qualification, however, for
findings that came from the research were useful and suggestive to those
who were serving as the Division's consultants In Port Angeles.

The molecular chart of the influence network was more than a
litt e helpful. Relationships that would customarily have been intui-
tively assumed were not merely explicit; they were understood earlier
than would typically have been possible from the normal activities of
the community consultant. And what one who was working In the community
could see n the basis of the influence chart could easily and authori-
tatively be shared with others on campus who had never been to Port
Angeles. Perhaps what can be said is that these are all advantageous
outcomes of the research, giving the consultants an Increased sense of
confidence in their understandings of the local situation.

But the underlying challenge facing the consultant Is one of
discovering where difficulties are rooted and where tensions block con-
structive dialogue and to assist In fashioning ways of enabling local
leaders to surmount some of these all too familiar barriers to action.
Unfortunately, the influence analysis process provided almost no assis-
tance in this regard. We say unfortunately because we did not fully
anticipate this during the period when the project was being planned. It

was not so much that we had assumed that the influence phase of the re-
search would be central to the concerns of the consultants as that we
failed to realize how peripheral any findings would be that did not im-
pinge directly upon the stresses and tenslons that constituted the certral
concern of those who were involved in pragram leadership.

From the beginning we had anticipated that the cognitive map-
ping phase of the research might be more pertinent to what the consultants
were engaged in. It had been anticipated that the influence research
might not have much pertinence to the consultants but it had been sus-
pected that the findings from the cognitive mapping could be of more than
incidental use to them.

This did not come to be the case. While it did not cast a
cloud over the whole project, it represents the blunting of a hope that
was central to its having been launched In the first instance.
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Our reasoning, during the period when the project was being
planned, was that it is precisely when It comes to understanding the "lay
of the land" in a community that the consultant needs a special kind of
assistance. It benefits no one, for example, for the consultant to
speak of initiatives that program leadership might take if the initiatives
he has in mind could be totally misconceived, given the particulars of
the situation in the community at a given moment in time. While the
Division's consultants had become quite skillful in avoiding this kind of
misstep, they were aware that all too often they had to sit by and watch
While problems built, knowingjhat if they only had a better understand-
ing of the local situation they might be in a position to offer construc-
tive suggestions.

It was our belief that by forming an empirlAily grounded con-
ception of the content and character of the educational program, we would
provide findings not previously available to consultants, and that these
would be of real and present use to them. Such was not the case.

This Is not to suggest that the findings from the cognitive
mapping phase of the research were of no value to the consultants. There

is no question but that these findings constituted a unique and original
kind of resource. But the mappings of the collective cognitions of local
leaders did not have the relevance we had expected, In part it may have
been that these data-taking techniques were so powerful and so penetra-
ting that they produced findings that reflected such generic and under-
lying elements of the program that they failed to take account of the
more mundane realities that impinge upon our experience with it.

What suggests itself Is that so far as the consultants use of
findings from the cognitive mapping data was concerned, there is need for
an intermediate level of technology, one much more fully attuned to the
day-to-day experiences of those who man a program with those who consti-
tute its constituencies.

III. Sharing Findinos With Local Leaders

Some of the most rewarding aspects of this work derived from
this third prong of the project, that of attempting to share the results
of fundamental social science research with those who would, in more con-
ventional circumstances have served merely as the subjects--and, hence,
in a sense the objects--of the researcher's probings.

Having been involved in analyzing influence in,more than a doz-
en communities, we felt we knew what we could expect by way of local re-
sponse in this regard. We were not disappointed.

Influence nets are the means through which all effective
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programs of action mobilize local leadership so as to enable those who
are 19 positions relevant to deiling with particular problems can be
identified and brought together to attempt to dea1 with the challenges
change brings. Formal chains of command and explicit hierarchies of au-
thority are seldom pertinent to the formulation of program changes that
may spill over jurisdictional lines and call for the involvement of a
wide variety of technicians.

Anyone who has been active in a program for a period of time
comes to an awareness of the outlines of a network of influentials, sane
of whom may have no formal authority of any kind. Almost anyone with
this kind of involvement in the program will find the charting of these
relationships intriguing and informative. Often a local leader will
find that the molecular chart enables him or her to look at their own
position in the network with an objectivity that is truly rewarding. To

have an increased awareness of "where one stands" in thls ad hoc, indi-
genous web of relationships is almost always a reassuring experience.

Our debriefing sessions with local leaders in Port Angeles

were mostly of this quality. Many positive and affirmative comments
were made about the intricacy of the molecular chart and a number of
expressions of regard for its fidelity to the local scene were offered,
quite spontaneously. The researcher came awayfrom these encounters with
a keen sense of having demonstrated once again that this powerful scien-
tific technique has more relevance to those engaged in program leader-
ship than meets the eye. Since our primary Interest in influence chart-
ing in this instance was to allow a careful and systematic selection of
interviewees for the cognitive mapping data, there was no reason to daily
over these responses, gratifying as they were.

During the construction of the deck of cards to be sorted in
taking the cognitive mapping data, the rapport generated during the in-
fluence data-taking provided a solid base from which to work. There can

be no question but that those engaged in leadership in education in Port
Angeles were more than happy to have a part in this second phase of the
research even though nearly everyone disclaimed any real understanding
of its relevance to their affairs. This spirit of cooperativeness con-
tinued to manifest itself during the taking of the cognitive mapping dalz.
Many of those interviewed indicated a strong desire to be debriefed once
the findings became available.

As the findings became available some of them were shared with
those who had been most interested in what they might show. The responses

of these individuals, which might have been expected to be the most af-
firmative we would receive, varied from mild interest through confusion
to moderate skepticism. Several sessions during which we shared the
early fragments of findings from the data with a number of highly involved
individuals indicated that we might very well find ourselves imposing



something that was unwelcome upon people toward whom we had, by this
point, becOMe warmly appreciative and we determined not to let the rest
of the debriefing go While we "went back to the drawing board", as the
saying goes, to discover soMe way of formulating our data so that it
would be more pertinent to those In positions of leadership. As of this
date, we are still in the process of developing these new forms of
presentation.

During this process, we have come to some preliminary conclu-
sions as to why these findings presented in Chapter III might have been
seen as somewhat Irrelevant.

For those who did not hold positions in the influence letwork
that brought them in contact with all of the components of the program,
the maps we presented appear to embody a point of view that disregards
their particularized involvement with one component of the program. For

the non-professionals in the influence net, the chart,was especially
difficult to relate to since it emphasized funtions. -15 opposed to ac-
tivities, that they were only familiar with as conceptions and ideas.
Even those, such as members of the Superintendent's staff, who were
thrown in contact with all of the elements of the educational program,
found the map we presented to them somewhat obtuse and quite abstract.

We have been forced to conclude that while this body of data
is reliable and of unquestioned scientific validity, it is so completely
keyed to the functional organization of the program and so removed from
the activities in which those involved with the program find themselves
engaged that we have, in effect, utilized a data-tal'ing technique that
gives a mapping cast through such large contours that one cannot readily
link it to specific and concrete benchmarks on the social terrain. "It
may be useful to the scientist," one of our informants said, "but it does
not come to grips with what I am doing in this program."

Our attempts to reformat the Port Angeles data have led us in-
to the development of another set of procedures for dealing with the con-
tent and outlines of the program. We shall soon he testing these to dis-
cover whether they provide mappings with more detail and more relevance.

LARGER 1 PL1CATIONS OF MAPPI G COLLECTIVE COGNITIONS

Several times in this discussion, we have made reference to the
relationship between individual understandinas of the program as a systm
of social action and the existence of that comfortable concensus among
critically placed leaders that is so facIlita-f:ve of effective policy-
making. It is too much to say that within a context of basic agreement
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almost any difficulty can be dealt with constructively, while in a con-
text of contrasting and incompatible opinions contentiousness and a kind
of conflict that diverts us from coming to grips with the roots of pro-
grammatic difficulty is promoted. But if this is an overstatement of
the case, it points toward something that could make a great deal of dif-
ference in our capacity to deal effectively with the difficulties that
have erupted in almost every local educational program.

Again, it might be useful to raise some questions which, while
they cannot be answered on' the basis of a single project, could offer a
way of aSseSsing the potentiality of concerning ourselves with the cog-
nitiVe maps of local leaders.

Does an overt and explicit concern with the perspectives, the
attitudes, the beliefs, and the convictions of those who are
seeking to frame policy disrupt the making of policy decisions?

It is our sense of this form of data-taking that it is most ac-
curate to state that it does not seem to have any marked impact--either
positive or negative--upon the making of policy. Our experience suggests
that the psycho-social domains within which local leaders operate are
separated-from each other in such a way that they themselves make effec-
tive distinctions between research and action.

It may well be that there are other ways in which the research
could be carried on that might be either quite beneficial or seriously
disruptive. We asked ourselves, for example, what the impact might have
been of taking the cognitive mapping data before the activities of the
consultants had progressed to a point where those wo:-king with them had
a sense of what they were about and what they hoped to accomplish as a
result of their efforts. It might well be that the research could have
been disruptive if what we have called the phasing had been different.

And we asked ourselves whether mapping cognitions might have
been disruptive were it not preceded by the influence study. Again, we
can do no more than hazard a guess, but it is our feeling that the work
of the consultants is more determinative of how leaders experience the
cognitive mapping research.

Does an analytic study of perspectives, attitudes, beliefs
and convictions facilitate the making of policy decisions

in any discernible way?

This query was implicit in what was said about the mechanics of
the research earlier in this chapter. Our response, while somewhat vague

and tentative, was negative. It is not that there is no evidence to



indicate this research served the cause of policy making, but there is
Such a paucity of evidence in this direction that we are forced to con-
clude that such positive impacts as there may be are inconsequential.
If one wished to promote more intense and vigorous policy-oriented
activities, this would be a poor way to realize this end.

Does the poSsibility of studying the cognitive context of
policy making appear to promise us new knowledge about
this aspect of this critical process?

To this quest on, we can offer a more affirmatIve response, and
on two levels. First, it seems clear to us that while the manner in
which we carried on the research in this community does not seem to hnvP
had more than a negligible impact upon those on the scene, there is no
question in our minds but that we gleaned a good deal of reliable knowi-
ledge from what was done. Prejudiced as we may be, it is our conviction

that this was a most productive research undertaking.

There has been talk of the pivotal role cognitions play in the
operation of a democracy for centuries, but there has been precious lit-
tle systematic research into the matter. We found, to our satisfaction,
significant divergencies among the perspectives of professionals and non-
professionals. But we also found convergencies and commonalities. What

might be the potential for consultants involved in advising local leaders,

if we discovered a way to calculate an index of cohesion (or discohesion)?
Would it be useful to those making decisions about where to begin to
"take hold" of a given problem to know that there was agreement on a
particular aspect of this matter, but wild differences of opinion over

others? Would it be helpful if we were able to suggest that the evidence
indicated an attempt to "push" toward closure on a given issue could be
expected to degenerate into contention?

Obviously, there is much promise in this kind of research. BLit
the distinction made above needs to be repeated. These findings, in and
of themselves--that there is a commonality of opinion in regard to one
aspect of the program and there is divergence of opinion in relation to
another--are not immediately relevant to those on the firing line. While

our ability to make this distinction appears to have a considerable po-

tential, this is unlikely to be realized merely by expanding the analysis
of the data discussed in Chapter Three. More findings, more comprehen-
sive findings, or more kinds of findings do not seem, in and of them-
selves, to offer much promise to those who must make decisions. On this

point the expectations we brought to the project turn out to be overly
optimistic.
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What kinds of research on mapping cognitions would seem to
offer the most immediate promise of new and useful knowledge?

To pose this question is to imply that our formulation of the
project in the first instance was overly simple. We need to enter this
assertion into the record for'it enables us to identify what we feel to
be the real value of this work. There is much that we have learned
about where to focus future effort from this undertaking. We should
like to iterate several of these, first noting that we do not feel that
we have any reliable sense of priorities:

I. There is no question in our minds but that there
is a time to launch information activities and another
time to begin making policy. The decision as to which
of these lines of response to follow is a crucial one.

We feel that future research could provide indices
reflecting the level of information current among
the members of a network of policy makers that could
be useful to those confronted with the need to make
this kind of choice.

2. To even consider cne kind of programmatic concern
rather than another is to raise the possUbility of
overlooking the urgent desires of one constituency
in favor of another.

Policy makers must forever search for lines of response
tnat are (a) pertinent and (b) feasible. This kind of
research could provide some useful kinds of indicators
of which of the multiplicity of concerns local policy
makers are espousing best fulfills these criteria.

3. To launch a policy making dialogue that is destined
to degenerate into pointless contention instead of re-
sulting in the resolution of difficulty is one of the
highest callings to which leadership can respond. There
is good reason to believe that research of this kind
could, after being sufficiently elaborated, provide
indicators that would enable policy makers to deal much
more confidently with this kind of consideration.

Our enthusiasm for this kind of research is such that we could
extend a list such as this to considerable length. This is not the place
to undertake to inventory the knowledge-generative potentialities of cog-
nitive mapping research. What does need to be said, we feel, is that
while this project failed to provide the immediate kinds of benefits we
envisioned for it, it has demonstrated the potential of this line of
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analysis as a basis for strengthening the foundations from wh ch com-
munity consultants can mount their ameliorative activities.
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Sr PLE JUDGING FORM

EDUCATION

PORT ANGELES 1NFLUENTIALS INVENTORY

The names on the following list represent Individuals who are
involved in some aspect of education in Port Angeles. They were obtained
from three sources: stories In the Port Angeles daily newspaper, lists
of office holders (such as the members of the school board), and inter-
views with people associated with education in the community.

What you are asked to do Is straightforward. Beside each name
are two columns of questions. In the first set of columns you are asked
to indicate how well you know the Individual. In the second set of col-
umns you are asked to describe the nature of the individual's involvarent
in education.

If you do not f nd someone whose name you think should be on a
list of leaders in educat on in Port Angeles, please add the name to the
list.

Abuan, Encarnacion

Adkins, Victoria R.

Adolphsen, Marilyn

Allman, Robert

Allman, Mrs. Robert

Anderson, Duane

Anderson, Jan

Anderson, Richard L.

Andre, Barbara

Andrus, Joycelon

Anstett, Betty

Arnold, Barbara E.

Ashley, Anne

Asseln, Barbara

Check One:

I have I have heard I know
not heard of him but him
of him don't know him personall
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PERIPHERY

Core People who are highly involved in determining the nature and
direction of education in the community.

Support - People who are involved in the education system in the com-
munity, usually in terms of its day-to-day operation, but who
do not take initiatives to shape the nature and direction of
education in the community.

Peri_p_hery. People who are only indirectly related to education and in-
volve themselves in it only occasionally.

Example

Teachers do not fall into a particular category simply because
they are teachers; rather, the level of a particular teacher's
involvement in shaping the nature and direction of educalion in
the community will determine into which category he or she falls.
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SAMPLE 1-C QUESTIONNAIRE

Port Angeles Education Survey
Fall 1974

Respondent

Date

Interviewer

Part I. Back round Information

Pri ary Position

Other Positions, Memberships, etc.

Length of Time Primary Position Held

Length of Time in Port Angeles

Age Sex

Part II. lrivenorof Individuals Related to Education

From the Ilst of names on the following two Pages:

A. Estimate the frequency of contact in an "average month."

B. Please rank the ten most important individuals in the area

of education. Please rank yourself if appropriate.
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A.

B.

Estimate the frequency of contact in an "average

Please rank the ten rst important individuals

A B A

Robert Allman, M.D. 37.

month."

in the area of education.

B

George Ellis

_ Bill Elwood

Alan Enderle

Mrs. Robert Allman 38.

Duane Anderson

-
39.

Barbara Andre 40. Lavonne Ensor

C. Vernon Basom 41.

_
Donald F. Fairbairn

Leonard Bell 42. Art Feiro

7. Hattie Berglund 43. William Gellor

8. Erma Berkley 44. Gary Gleason

9. Gene Biddinger 45. Frank Gore

10. Nina L. Binkie 46. Jack Graham

11. Henry Boni 47. Darlene V. Granlund

12. Geneva Borho 48. Peter B. Granlund

13. Bob Boyd 49. George E. (Ed) Grier

14, Leonard Brou Ilard 50. Nancy Grier

15. Henry A. Brown 51. Sam Haguewood

16. Mary Brown 52. A. H. (Gus) Haley

17. Harriette Buchmann 53. Jan Hare

18. George Buck 54. Charlotte Hartman

19. Charles Byrd 55. Sandi 14:-J-tmann

20. Karen Byrd 56. Mary Hendricks

D. J. Caulkins 57. Charles Herring

22. Bruce Clampett 58. Russell Hesselman

23. Bob Clawson 59. Judy Hoffman

24. Rosemary Cockrill 60. Eric Hoglund

25. Constance Collins 61. Marthatiollingeworth

26.

-
Paul H. Conner 62. Curtis G. Horne

27. Estill Cornett 63. Tom Hostetler

28. Reba Cornett 64= Kenneth Howerton

29. Margaret Crawford 65= Milton Hunt

30. Kay L. Dill 66. Reed Jarvis

31. John C. Drain 67. Elspeth Kalahar

32. Frank Ducceschl 68. Gordon Kalahar

33. Dennis A. Duncan 69. John Karas

34. Dorothy Duncan 70. Darlene L. Kays

Merle Eells 71. John EL Kays

36. Charmian Elliot 72. Stephen Kennedy

73. Sanford Keys
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A.

B.

74.

75.

76.

77.

73.

79.

80.

81.

82.

93.

37.

88.

89.

90.

81.

92.

93.

84.

85.

86.

P),

100.

101.

102.

105.

104.

105.

106.

107.

109.

Estimate the frequency of contact

Please rank the fen nast important

Virgil H. King

D.

in an "average month."

individuals in the area of education.

A B

10. Albert A. Roblan

i3everly Kinney 11. Ron Rogstad

Lyle B. Kinney 12. Lorraine Ross

James Kirks 13. Robert K. Ross

Robert Klock 114. Cnrol M. Royce

Fred RoyceLarry Lack 115.

Paul Lamoureux, Jr. lb. Mac Ruddell

Don Lang 17. Gordon Sandison

Richard (Bunk) Lang 118. Norma Sandison

Eugene L. Larsen 119. Ken Sendwick

Everett B. Lindaas 120. Sandwibk

Lyle Lindellen 121. Donna =app

Jack Little 122. Charles Savage

Kftk Lotzqesell 123. _ L. E. Scarr, Ed. D.

John Maier 124. Kenneth W. Schermer

Betty Schuon

Des Sievers

Robbie Mantooth 125.

Wayne Mason 126

Marys Mattlia 127. Ratty Sleeper

Wry L. McLaughlin 128. Donald Sleeper

Susan McNeeley
129. Mary Slehofcr

130. John Swedstedt
Dorthy Munkeby

131. John Swingle
Planrhard Matte

132. Frank Thayer
Thomas C. Neal

133. Ned Thomas
Kathy Northrop

134. Alice Thorne
John t . Nork.n

135. Merton L. Thornton
James Phillips

136. Richard E. Timm
Darold L. Powell

137. Barbara Townsend
June Priest

138. Margaret Troyer
Hal Puddy

139. Sherman (RrPbstmr
Morrie Quast

140. Marilyn Welch
Werner Quest, Ph.

141. Thomas M. Williams
Helen Radke

142. Charles Willson
George Rains

143. Joseph Wolfe
Robert Reller_.

144. Elale Woodside
Robert Reller

145. Floyd Young
Betsy Robins

146. Ro,ialind Young
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Interview List

January I, 1975

N m 53

Anderson School Board

2) Biel Voo. Ed. Director, College

3) Biddinger Teacher, elementary, P.A. Ed. Assoc.

4) M. Brown - Former School Board Member

5) Buck - Radio Station Owner

6) Collins Counselor, Sr. High

7) Ducceschi Managing Editor, newspaper

8) De. Duncan Teacher, elementary

9) Do. Duncan Active Citizen

10) Elliot County PTA President

11) Ellis Former Superintendent, P.A. School District

12) Feiro Dean of Students, College

14) G. Grier - Teacher, Sr. High

15) Hare - School Board

16) Hartman - Teacher, Sr. High, P.A. Ed. Assoc.

17) Herring Radio Station Owner

18) Hesselman Teacher, Sr. High

19) Horne Assyt. Supt., P.A. School District

20) J. Kays Teacher, Sr. High

21) King Principal, elementary

22) B. Kinney Fed. Proj. & Reading Coordinator, P.A. School District

23) L. Kinney Principal, elementary

24) R. Lang Principal, elementary

15i
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25) N11er - President, College

26) ,tooth Former School Community Relations Coordinator

27) Mason - Principal, Jr. High

28) Mattila - Education writer, newspaper

29) ;AcLaughlin Teacher, Sr. High, P.A. Ed. Assoc.

30) McNeeley - Teacher, Jr. High, P.A. Ed. Ass_c.

31) Munkeby Ex. Director, Chamber of Commerce

32) Matte School Board

33) Northrop - School Board

34) Phillips - Bank President

36) Powell - Principal, Jr. High

37) Puddy - P.A. City Manager

W. Quest - Professor, College

39) Radke Real Estate Broker

40) Robins Active Citizen

41) Rogstad Plant Mgr., ITT Rayonier

42) R. Ross Teacher, Jr. High

43) F. Royce Supervisor, ITT Rayonier

44) Scarr - Superintendent, P.A. School District

45) Schermer - Principal- elementary

46) D. Sleeper - Bus. Mgr., P.A. School District

47) Slehofer - Curriculum Consultant, P.A. School District

48) Thayer School Board

49) Thomas - Publisher & Editor of newspaper

50) Thornton - Principal, elementary

51) Timmf - Principal, elementary

5 Williams Principal, Sr. High

53) Willson - President, Savings & Loan Assoc.

15.)
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PQRT ANGELES COGNITIVE MAPPING INTERVIEW LIST

1) Duncan, Dorthy -2ifizen

2) Northrop School Board

3) Thayer School Board

Ross, R. Teacher

5) Mason Principal

6) Slehofer Supt.'s Office

7) Hartman Teacher

8) Kinney, L. Principal.

9) Robins Citizen

10) Quest College

II) Hare School Board

17) Baler College

Scarr Superintendent

iderle Special Education

15) eiilliams Principal

16) Ellis Citizen

17) Horne Assist. Superintendent

18) Timm Principal

19) McLaughlin Teacher

20) Kirley, B. Supt.'s Office

21) Du-can, Dennis Teacher

22) T rnton Principal

23) Kays, J Teacher

24) Ducceschi Media

25) Matte School Board

26) Elliot Citizen

27) Collins Teacher
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28) Sleeper, D. Supt.'s Office

29) Mattila Media

30) Herring Media

31) Hesselman Teacher

32) Grier, TeaCier

33) Schermer Principal

34) Norton Principal

35) Biddinger Teacher

36) Powell Principal

37) Feiro College

38) Beil College

39) Willson Business

40) Lang Principal

41) Buck Business

42) King Principal

43) Hoffman, J High School Admin.

44) Mausolf Citizen

45) Brown, M. Citizen

46) Ress School Board (New member)

47) Kays, D. Teacher

48) Granland Teacher

49) Cornett R. Teacher

50) Grier, N. Teacher

51) Kalahar Teacher

52) Binkie Teacher

53) McDougal Teacher

54) Lindelien Teacher

55) Berkley Teacher

56) Lamoureaux Citizen
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57 Mentooth Citizen

58) Ross, City Gov.

59) Basom City Gov.

60) Crawford Citizen

61) Thomas Media

62) Radke BUSil.'055

63) Gleason Teacher

64) McNeely Teacher

65) Haugge Citizen

66) Snell Citizen

67) Lindeneau Citizen

68) Jewel Citizen

69) Wehrli Citizen

70) Wray City Gov.

71) Haguewood City Gov.



FOOTNOTES

Cha ter II

I. Floyd Hunter, Community Power Structure (Chapel Hill: University of

North Carolina Press, 1953).

2. Robert Dahl, Who Governs? Derocrac and Power In an American City_

(New Haven: Yale Press,

3. Peter Bachrach and Morton S. Baratz, Power_and Poverty: _Theory_and
Practice (New York: Oxford University Press, 1970).

Chapter III

I. George A. Kelly, A Theor of Personalit The Psychoiogy Qf_ Personal

Constructs (New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1963).

George A. Kelly, The Psychojogy of Personal_ Constructs, Vol._ I & II

(New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1955).

2. The reader is directed to the following books and articles as an

introduction:

Steven R. Brown, "On the Use of Variance Designs in Q
Methodology," rsychologioal _Record, 20 (1970),

pp. 179-189.

Steven R. Brown and T. D. Ungs, "Representativeness
and the Study of Human Behavior," Social_5cjence

19.111aLtellii, 51 (1970) pp. 514-526.

S.H. Cohen and Richard W. Taylor, "An Experimental Study
of the Public Mind: An Application of Q Methodology

to a Local Referendum Situation," :Experimental Study

of Politics (July 1970), pp. 82-117.

Fred N. Kerlinger, "The Attitude Structure of the

Individual: A Q Study of the Educational Attitudes
of Professors and Laymen," Genetic Psychological

Monographs (1956) pp. 283-329.
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F ed N. Kerlinger, "Q Methodology in Behavioral Research,"
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pp. 3-38.
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